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thoughts on the 150th anniversary
of the church in the british isles

elder marion D hanks

I1 have had a serious and ill disguised affection for britain for many
years whether that comes because my ancestors were bomborn in hartley
bridge gloucester england and hills head lanarkshire and fifeshireFifeshire
scotland or from the wonderful blessing of having lived personally in
the land for a time I1 cannot say I1 do not know whether it is heredity or
environment my feeling is that it is a blend of these elements a blend
which confirms me an anglophile for sure and one incapable of not
feeling deep and great emotion when I1 think warmly and fondly of my
ties with the old countries

what I1 will do in these momemomentsntsants is reminisce a bit and seek to share
briefly with you just a little of what england means to me and calls to
memory when I1 think of her and what she has done and the influence and
impact in my life and to my family my church my community my
country in the course of her own elegant history

her lovely language and her colorful vernacular
her regional and social class dialects

her great literature and
her parks and greens and squares and roundaboutsroundabouts

and buses and taxis
and trains

her theater her humor
the verdure and the rugged grandeur of the south coasts

the heather of scotland
the rock walls

the castles
the bogs and the beauty

americans should be aware of britainabritainsBritains illustrious history
her legacy to us concerning the rights of men

and the common law
and the inns of court

and her system of justice
and her very special people

marion D hanks is a member of the presidency of the first quorum of the seventy of the church ofjesusof jesus christ
of latter day saints this talk was originally presented at the church in the british isles 1837 1987
a symposium held at brigham young university 16 january 1987
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our ties with britain are and should be strong for many years for
centuries the union jack announced her formidable presence across the
earth britannia ruled the waves her colonies and her influence reached
across the world colonialism contributed to civilizing and socializing
many lands we know mostly its flaws and failings and tragedies these
days through the movie portrayals but there is more to be said and much
that is said teaches us to be a little more thoughtful before we criticize or
condemn

LANGUAGE

the language and the vernacular and the dialects of britain are
exciting and stimulating to me I1 could not listen to peter bates pray
tonight or to any british person speak without a real sense of identifi-
cation I1 used to love to walk down exhibition road in london holding
richards hand he was less thantwothan two when we arrived and he grew
greatly during those early years sharing not much of his father but some
as we walked down the road to south kensington and sometimes even
over to harrods I1 tried to share my amazement and the appropriate sense
of personal limitation that I1 felt as we passed through those seas ofeffacesfaces
of all hues and varieties you never could tell what to expect from an
african or indian face sometimes came the mellifluous outpouring of
oxfordian english astonishing or perhaps it issued from the rounds-
man delivering milk with his horse drawn or electric powered cart from
which came our daily portion he never comprehending how one house
could dispose of the quantities of milk he brought he did not understand
the consumption capacity of a houseful of missionaries and children we
listened with fascination as a cab driver spoke the special language of the
london street the message from the cockney workmen came to be
decipherable after a while but not easily there were people from across
the earth and from liverpool and the north of england and wales and
scotland oh those scots

the first words our missionary son heard at the door after his initial
approach in scotland were 1I dinna ken the lady did not understand
and neither did he what she was saying in my office I1 keep a delightful
little engraved glass from glasgow the words speaking to me the
language of my pioneer grandmother who lived nearly to the age of
one hundred she spent her last decade in my mothers home grand-
mother spoke of hills head and paisley her girlhood and joining the
church and being invited never again to be in her mothers and fathers
home while she was a mormon on the little glass in my office are these
beautiful engraved words lang may your lum reek long may your
chimney smoke is the message of good cheer and good wishes for
warmth and food and future well being
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even when one begins to hear the language of britain more clearly
the words are not always the same as for instance a few words I1 read
in a newspaper article by thomas cheatham entitled why cant the
british speak english

you cant get gas for the car in england the bagemangarbagemangar never comes
and its impossible to find a restaurant with dessert on the menu

for gas garbageman and dessert read petrol dustman and
sweets

babies wear napnapplespies not diapers sleep in cots not cribs and put on
jumpers not sweaters before they go to the common or green park to play
you bath not bathe a baby in britain

cheatham goes on to point out other differences between english
and american usage you dont vacuum your apartment you hoover
the flat with luck the building will have a lift elevator a porter
Oajanitornitor and roundsmenroundsmanrounds men deliverymendelivery men who bring goods in their lorries
trucks and so forth and so forth

literature
for the first year of my college life several nights a week I1 chipped

ice and served fountain drinks and on occasion acted as bouncer and
cleaned up and walked home at one in the morning from the downtown
dance place where many of my fellow classmates in the english depart-
ment at the university of utah had been dancing with their girls
and mine during these eventful evenings I1 would endeavor each night

to memorize fifty lines of shakespeare to satisfy the expectations of
dr sherman neff in that upper division english class I1 had naively
entered shermanshennan neff then in advanced years had studied at harvard
with the great george lyman kittredge he was one of the memorable
teachers of english literature and he could not recite the lines without
uncontainable exultation or sometimes tears I1 still seek repose on
occasion repeating to myself the magnificent soliloquy from henry IV

how many thousand of my poorest subjects
are at this hour asleep 0 sleep 0 gentle sleep
natures soft nurse how have I1 flightedfrightedfrighted thee
that thou no more wilt weigh my eyelids down
and steep my senses in forgetfulness
why rather sleep liest thou in smoky cribs
upon uneasy palletsballets stretching thee
and hushdhusha with buzzing night flies to thy slumber
than in the perfumeperfumd chambers of the great
under the canopiescanopies of costly state
and lulldluald with sound of sweetest melody

pt 2 act 3 sc 1 lines 4 14

that magnificent piece ends with better known lines
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canstcanet thou 0 partial sleep give then repose
to the wet seaboysea boy in an hour so rude
and in the calmest and most stillest night
with all appliances and means to boot
deny it to a king then happy low lie down
uneasy lies the head that wears a crown

henry IV pt 2 act 3 sc 1 lines 26 3311

missionaries arriving in london in our time were exposed in their
orientation period not only to current local mores and missionary
methods but to something of britainabritainsBritains history and especially her
marvelous heritage of literature in their initial indoctrination sessions in
our mission home they heard in a brief hour or so many of them for the
first time the magnificence of shakespeare listening to the voices of
great british actors reading the lines a copy of which they held in
their own hands from such magnificent moments as king henry the
fifths powerful address to his troops the night before the battle of
crispin st crippinscrispinsCrispins day

that moving moment ends in the british camp the king is
approached by salisbury who tells him the french armiesanniesannles are about ready
to charge the king answers all things are ready if our minds be so
henry V act 4 sc 3 line 7711

I1 cannot believe that any human young or old even ill disposed to
shakespeare by some insensitive teacher could resist for long the power
of king henrys charge to his troops before harfleurHarfleur you must know
something of it it begins

once more into the breach dear friends once more
or close the wall up with our english dead

henry V act 3 sc 1 lines 1 2

but more than the wars commend the bard I1 still chuckle through
the night with falstaff and repeat with sir toby belch in twelfth night

dost thou think because thou art virtuous
that there shall be no more cakes and ale

act 2 sc 3 lines 114 16

and I1 still sorrow over missed opportunities and remember loved
friends with some little known lines from brutus spoken on the field of
battle as he salutes his dead friend cassius who has taken his life
mistakenly believing the battle lost to antony and octavius brutus looks
upon his friend and says

friends I1 owe moe tears
to this dead man than you shall see me pay
I1 shall find time cassius I1 shall find time

julius caesar act 5 sc 3 lines 101 3
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during an occasional political race I1 quote the bard theres small
choicetwixtchoice twixt rotten apples the taming odtheoftheof the shrew act 1lsccscsc 1liineline 26

1I would fondly wish my own and all other peoples children could
be so fortunate as to have such fare and byron and milton and tennyson
upon which to correct the imbalance the less nutritious material we
sometimes permit inside our heads through our ears and our eyes

HUMOR

the humor of the british is legendary one or two wry remembered
examples must do the staid london times never acknowledged making
an error or that there was a possibility she could do so the paper printed
an obituary one day which the reputed decedent read and disputed he
called the times to register his complaint oh yes said the person at the
times and from where are you calling

during the year of the celebration of the two hundredth anniversary
of americas declaration of independence maxine and I1 walked
through an exhibit at greenwich saluting the heroes of the revolutionary
incident from the british standpoint on display though it was not very
funny then the effect of it two hundred years later certainly is was a
letter from one captain W G evelynn of the fourth foot regiment of
the british army describing his colonial american foes to his wife

they are the most absolute cowards on the face of the earth yet they arejustaregustare just
now worked up to such a degree of enthusiasm and madness that they are
easily persuaded that they must be invincible

you get the feeling that those absolute cowards were making it
a little tough for the fourth foot regiment you have to wonder what
effect americas repeated celebrations for the declaration of
independence the statue of liberty and the constitution have on the
british now with their challenging problems the british probably dont
need to be reminded time and again of the historic humiliation two
centuries ago

but I1 was taken and touched and not surprised by the good humor
of ivor richard britainabritainsBritains chief delegate to the united nations who
observed in one sentence both the british feeling and the facts of history

you are ccelebratingeleeiebrating and we are tolerating certain events which
happened two hundred years ago which I1 hasten to add we now recognize
as probably irreversible

for two hundred years we have behaved like fond family with
britain and for that long have been occasionally gently twitting her
one reported encounter at versailles in 1797 involved the ambassadors
from france and britain and benjamin franklin from the united states
the british ambassador raised his glass in a toast to king george III111
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who he said like the sun cast the beneficent and warming glow of his
splendid countenance across the earth the french ambassador toasted
louis XVI who he said like the moon cast the beneficent and blessed
light of his countenance across the world benjamin franklin slowly
stood and toasted george washington who he said like joshua of old
commanded the sun and the moon to stand still and they did

BRITAINS LEGACY

our legacy from this land we salute britain with love and thank
god and our motherland for what she bequeathed us in her common law
had I1 gained nothing more than that from those years of toil in law

school it would be a marvelous blessing her magna carta and the work
and writings of her great jurists and lawyers the common law is judges
law law that came from court cases as opposed basically to the roman
law the civil law which was canonized and came in statutory form the
common law grew and that was our heritage it became our basic law

we salute britain for her incalculable contribution to the church
and for the foundations of personal heritage upon which many of us
stand we salute her for what she means now and here to us and our own
family who learned as little children to appreciate and respect and love
another country and another people beyond their own native shores

it is to be remembered that the american colonists were citizens of
britain most of them only gradually and over years entertaining thoughts
of separation wise men in england sought earnestly to avoid losing the
colonies but an arbitrary king a parliament that would not listen and
providence ruled otherwise and the foundations of freedom were laid

mellen chamberlain relates in his book john adams the statesman
of the american revolution a conversation he had with a yankee soldier
sixty seven years after the battle of concord and lexington

Q my histories tell me that you men of the revolution took up arms
against intolerable oppressionsoppress ions

A what were they oppressionsoppress ions I1 didnt feel them
Q what were you not oppressed by the stamp act
A I1 never saw one of those stamps I1 am certain I1 never paid a penny

for one of them
Q well what then about the tea tax
A tea tax I1 never drank the stuff the boys threw it all overboard
Q then I1 suppose you have been reading harrington or sidney and

locke about the eternal principle of liberty
A never heard of them we read only the bible the catechism watts

psalms and hymns and the Almanack
Q well then what was the matter and what did you mean in going to

the fight
A young man what we meant in going for the redcoats was this we

had always governed ourselves and we always meant to they didnt mean
we should
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1I went once to williamsburg virginia with richard L evans and
cannon young the great church architect with whom I1 was associated
in the leadership of temple square we were pursuing ideas for the
visitors center then in contemplation and now standing in the northwest
comer of that great ten acres in williamsburg a film was used to illustrate
the intense conflict in the hearts of loyal colonists who loved their
homeland but who valued freedom more let me give you the briefest
sketch of that film which I1 presume and hope is still being shown

I1 saw my beloved friend richard evans weep openly only twice
over many years once at the funeral of one of my choice missionaries
who had grown up in the ward with brother evanss sons he came home
a hero in a coffin from a tragic war elder evans and I1 spoke at his funeral
we wept together as his missionary companions carried the coffin of our
beloved young brother into that overflowing chapel richard also wept
at the conclusion of the film at williamsburg

the film began with a wonderful young plantation owner perhaps
in his late thirties or early forties he was with his elderly patrician
mother at the graveside of his father buried in the designated grounds on
their virginia plantation he was bidding his mother farewell as she
departed for england they are tories english

the evolution of this young man from patriotic englishman to free
american was so tastefully and marvelously done that I1 could not forget
step by step incident by incident indignity upon indignity the feeling
grew that america must be a free nation scenes in the house of
burgesses in the taverns in public meetings radiated the rising tempo
the concluding scene occurs outside the beautiful house of burgesses
in williamsburg where the young father at a recess before the final vote
was taken that would commit virginia to the cause of freedom with the
other colonies approaches his son on the greensward the father puts his
arm around the shoulders of his boy and explains to him the meaning of
the vote he is about to cast in the virginia legislature and the conse-
quences for his son that would surely attend it it is your future I1 am
voting he says and I1 want you to tell me how you want me to cast that
vote

the lad early in his teens replies father I1 have already cast my
vote at that moment a rough voice shouts fall in and the lad picks
up a rude musket and moves into the ranks of boys and men marching off
to meet the redcoats of the british crown an englishman had become
an american as a colonial lad marched off to fight and die for the right
to be free

several years ago a british scholar addressed the students of
brigham young university at a forum assembly president holland
sharing our love for britain was kind enough to provide a copy of that
talk for me here is an excerpt
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freedom is indivisible and the enemies of freedom are universal just as the
pilgrim fathers came to america to live their free life and your mormon
converts until recently came to salt lake city to live their free life let us
remember that the history of the english speaking peoples is still inter-
woven that our liberties are yours and yours are ours and that only by
recalling our great histories and what we have jointly done for the freedom
of mankind will our two peoples combine to defend liberty in the future
compared with this great charge our differences are as minimal as those
that exist among close relatives in the best run families britain is neither
down nor out

differences yes but minimal yes and for both the united states
and england remains the heritage and the support A line from one of the
venerated men in our educational history nicholas murray butler
speaks to my heart

it has never been and is not now possible for me to land in england or to be
on english or rather british soil without a feeling of exultatexultetexultationionlon it must be
the ancestral blood which manifests itself in instinct and emotion but
england and scotland are in my case the old homeland where everything
seems familiar and upon which everything that happened in the world for
hundreds of years seems chiefly to be built

and then a line or two from shakespeare thatreachthattha treachreach my heart about
england

this royal throne of kings this sceptredscepteredscep tred isle
this earth of majesty this seat of mars
thisotherthisThithl sotherother eden demi paradise
this fortress built by nature for herself
against infection and the hand of war
this happy breed of men this little world
this precious stone set in the silver sea

richard II11 act 2 sc 1 lines 404640 46

can some of you hear selvoy boyer warmly declaring his love for
the great green island waving his bent finger at the congregation with
him we say with browning in home thoughts from abroad

oh to be in england
now that aprils there
and whoever wakes in england sees some morning unaware
that the lowest boughs and the brushwoodbrush wood sheaf
round the elm tree bole are in tiny leaf
while the chaffinch sings on the orchard bough
in england now

I1 have to share and with it say a multitude of things I1 am not going
to say the contents of a note I1 wrote at a meeting at romfordbomfordRomford england
16 december 1962
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brother mosdell sustained the officers brother vousden spoke of tithing
the budget the building the fast offering and the stiffneckedstiffnecked people who
resist the lord brother edmunds spoke and brother ferrari and then a
bobby a british police officer a handsome rugged convert he told the
story of a godly woman a wonderful woman dying in the hospital so much
pain in her face she repeated the 23rd psalm As she finished the pain
passed and she said 1 I know that my redeemer liveth and then she died
there was a boy there not as old as joseph smith was he wondered as the
woman died but did nothing more he did not cry he did not pray that boy
now wishes that he had I1 am that boy and the godly woman was my mother
A few months ago the missionaries knocked on our door the lord blessed
me and made known to me the truth I1 know that god lives and this is his
church I1 know that my redeemer lives

thank god for britain and faith and vision and courage almost
incredible to me a convert grandmother who in her late teens was told
by her father that her name would never again be spoken in the household
and who emigrated and then waited thirty or forty years to go back on a
short term mission not knowing whether she would be accepted no
answer had come to her importunings her father stood at the comer of
the fence his white hair blowing in the breeze her stem father she
walked that last block her heart in her throat her palpitations leaving her
hardly able to speak he opened his arms and said ellen my ellen and
they were reconciled she stayed and taught her family and came home
to live another forty years in her adopted land

we love britain for a lot of reasons I1 am grateful for the thinking
and the reading and the feeling I1 have been privileged to enjoy in antici-
pation of this tender moment the shortness of the journey and the
closeness of the ties we have with our past was illustrated for me as I1 read
a brief history of the church in kent county england prepared by the
local people there the following entry is recorded

on the 19th ofjulyof july 1855 president william H kimball wrote to the editor
of the millennial star a letter in which he mentioned meeting at the end of
june elder broderick the travellingTravelling elders and priesthood of the kent
conference in a new meeting room built expressly for the saints in
faversham he also mentioned sending elders to labour in the neigh
bourhoodbourhood of tunbridge wells later in the year he was reporting that the
priesthood were in good spirits

in 1962 as president of the british mission I1 sent good missionaries
into tunbridge wells to labor in the area and to organize a branch the
last I1 learned the priesthood were in good spirits may there always be
an england in the name of jesus christ amen



gadfield elm chapel

first meetinghouse owned by the church in britain

tucked obscurely in the comer
of some fanfarmersners field
the small stone chapel dwindles
with no apparent honor

the walls are crumbling slowly
flooded by a rising tide of slender weeds
the grey slate roof lies slumped upon the floor
in uncontested disarray

it is a pale unlikely sanctuary
for the word of god

that spoken word
once transformed itself into the air
our forebears breathed
the blood that even after several generations
pulses quick in recognition
of the mildest echo still abiding here

A gently simmering catalyst inviting us
to witness
and to praise

randall L hall



church growth in the british isles
1937 1987

elder derek A cuthbert

it is an occasion for great jubilation that the 150th anniversary year
has now dawned for the church in the british isles As a british convert
I1 am proud and grateful to be a product of the sustained missionary effort
that has gone forth for a century and a half in my beloved britain A few
months ago in the kirtland temple I1 sat where heber C kimball in
june 1837 received a mission call from the lord through the prophet
joseph smith to go to england and proclaim my gospel and open the
door of salvation to that nation how grateful I1 am that he responded
becoming the first missionary and the first mission president of the
british mission

over the intervening years of the first century wave upon wave of
dedicated missionaries totaling more than six thousand did proclaim the
gospel throughout great britain bringing a harvest of over one hundred
thousand converts however most of these emigrated to the land ofofzionzion
and by the centennial year of 1937 there were only 6300 members left
in their native land richard L evans in his A century of mormonism
in great britain could rightly ponder it is intriguing to think that but
for the spirit of gathering and its attendant mass emigration of british
converts the church in the british isles might already have become
numerically strong as it has in america 5121122

barely two years later the second world war broke out and all the
missionaries were withdrawn despite the calling of over fourhundredfour hundred
home missionaries only two hundred converts were baptized during

the six war years although there was a small buildup in the postwar
years the ravages of war had taken their toll thus when my wife and I1

joined the church in january 19511951 membership was still only 6500
fortunately 1951 was the turning point the british mission had

been in existence for 114 years and its history up to this point had largely
been one of great spiritual missionary experiences in teaching

elder derek A cuthbert is a member of the first quorum of the seventy of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints this talk was presented at the church in the british isles 1837 1987 a symposium held at brigham
young university 17 january 1987 portions of this address were taken from elder cuthbertscuthbertaCuthberts book the second
century latter day saints in great britain vol 1 1937 1987
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converting baptizing and emigrating now the scene had to change A
generation ofbritish saints had to be raised up who would remain british
and become a mighty people in their native land just as their forebears
had become a mighty people in the rocky mountains

since I1 have been personally involved in every phase of the exciting
saga of church growth in the british isles I1 would like to present a brief
review of what great things the lord has accomplished there in more
recent times my vision has expanded through service in my native land
as branch district and stake president as counselor to four mission
presidents and as a regional representative mission president and
general authority the analysis of some key church statistics which I1
will now present has been cleared by the first presidency both for
presentation here and for inclusion in my book the second century
latter day saints in great britain there are four subject headings
namely membership and leadership growth convert baptism growth
growth in number of church units and new meetinghousesmeetinghouses and organi-
zation of british stakes

membership AND leadership GROWTH

growth during the first thirteen years 1937 50 was negligible
both in membership and leadership times were hard and the net
increase in members was only ninety three and in melchizedek priest
hood twenty six the average number of local elders in a branch was
four representing less than 5 percent of membership

the period 1950 55 brought my first church experiences in 1950
almost all of the ecclesiastical leadership in the british isles at branch
and district level consisted of full time missionaries this was due
mainly to a century of emigration followed by the static years of the
second world war the need to raise up local leaders brought a speeding
up inin preparation to receive the melchizedek priesthood for example
I1 yaswaswas baptized 27 january 19511951 and ordained an elder 21 october 19511951

ninenine months later as were a number ofmy contemporaries whereas only
5.25252 percent of total membership held the melchizedek priesthood in
1950 this had been increased to 66.16161gi 1 percent in 1955 with an average of
seven elders per branch this was vital to the building up of the church
in the 1950s for with the korean war the number of full time mission-
aries dropped rapidly from 250 in 1950 to ninety in 1953

during the second half of the fifties which included the first two
years of president david 0 mckays new era even though the
baptismal rate increased dramatically several factors helped to maintain
the rate of increase in melchizedek priesthood these included the
organization of the first elders quorums in 1955 emphasis on preparing
aaronic priesthood young men to receive the higher priesthood and
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reclamation of an increasing number of prospective elders who at that
time were designated as senior aaronic priesthood

during 1960 65 the tremendous increase in membership brought
a breakthrough in terms of size of congregations organization of the first
six stakes and an extension in the scope of all church activities
however whereas church membership increased by almost threefold
from nineteen thousand to seventy one thousand leadership potential as
measured by the number of melchizedek priesthood only rose by 1.31313

fold the three great challenges during this period were to retain the
burgeoning membership build meetinghousesmeetinghouses to accommodate them
and provide necessary curriculum and other materials we successfully
met the latter two challenges but failed in our convert retention
because of the disparity between the growth rates in membership and
leadership the melchizedek priesthood percentage dropped drastically
to 3.53535 percent even though the number rose from 11100100loo to 2500

the period 1965 70 was a time of consolidation with more
emphasis on baptizing families rather than youth convert baptisms
settled down at a rate ofjustofjust under three thousand a year which continued
until the 1980s it became possible to catch up a little on melchizedek
priesthood ordination which reached 4.24242 percent of membership by
1970 but there were still only thirteen melchizedek priesthood holders
per unit only two new stakes were organized there having been a five
year break from 1964 through 1968 with no new stakes

great strides were made in the next fifteen years 1970 85 with the
percentage ofmelchizedek priesthood increasing to 5.25252 percent by 1975
6.26262 percent by 1980 and 6.56565 percent by 1985 even more crucial was
the fact that the average number of melchizedek priesthood in each unit
was now up to twenty four the work of the regional representatives
from 1967 on and resident general authorities from 1975 on were

important contributory factors the first area general conference in 19711971

and a subsequent series in 1976 were also very significant in bringing
maturity as the church in the words of president joseph fielding smith
came of age

now in 1987 we have excellent leaders heading the forty stakes
and almost four hundred wards and branches but depth of leadership is
still inadequate with less than half the strength compared with church
units in the western united states

CONVERT BAPTISM GROWTH

As has already been stated the years from 19193737 to 1950 were lean
years with 1300 baptisms averaging one hundred per year during the
1930s there were only fifty missionaries in britain among a population
of over fifty million although they tried to get into the public eye with
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the millennial chorus and championship basketball to augment door to
door tracting the impact was relatively small

the period 1950 54 brought the beginning of a change up to 1950
missionaries in great britain had no formal teaching plan it was a
breakthrough when the anderson plan developed in the northwestern
states mission was adapted for britain in conjunction with increased
use of the book of mormon in tractingtrading this gave a tremendous boost
to proselyting missionary numbers were also building up reaching
two hundred and fifty by the end of 19511951 the largest missionary force yet
seen unfortunately the korean war draft drastically changed the
situation by the close of 1952 the number of missionaries had dropped
to 150 and a year later there were only ninety however president
mckays 1951 challenge for every member to be a missionary followed
by the mission presidents call for district missionaries moved
proselyting forward despite the lack of full time missionaries in fact
19511951 with almost one thousand convert baptisms was the most produc-
tive year for forty three years the average since 1900 being only three
hundred baptisms a year

during the period 1955 59 convert baptisms continued tobuildto build
gradually A significant acceleration came after president mckays
new era challenge in 1958 with 1200 baptisms in the twelve months

following dedication of the london temple building on the district
missionary emphasis of presidents A hamer reiser and clifton G M
kerr president T bowring woodbury called for 5 percent of total
membership to serve on district missions within fifteen months more
than six hundred members had answered the call and in their first year
of service they baptized three hundred converts

the years 1960 64 were a golden era when the british mission
which had remained intact since 1837 was divided into no less than nine
missions missionary numbers multiplied rapidly from 190 to 880 in two
years and by the end of 1964 topped one thousand baptisms exceeded
forty thousand over the five years representing a tenfold increase this
was the highest level achieved to date including the 1840s and 1850s
and it has not been exceeded since

the doubling of church membership in britain during the 1950s
from seven thousand to fourteen thousand represented an annual growth
rate of around 10 percent this could be handled fairly easily the first
four years of the 1960s however saw annual convert growth of almost
40 percent and the warning bells began to ring it was exciting but
overwhelming exhilarating but demanding

I1 would like to reiterate at this point that three great challenges were
now thrust upon us first was the need to integrate new members whose
influx became almost a deluge considering the small base from which
the church was starting second came the need to accommodate these
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new saints and our facilities were inadequate catering for one hundred
small congregations in a population approaching sixty million third
was a desperate need for supplies and curriculum materials previously
we could get by with simple fellowshippingfellowshipping converted houses and a
few manuals often recycled year to year now new challenges called for
new methods solutions to the three challenges needed to be found
indeed they were found and the outcome was even more exciting than
the prospect of starting again in a new land the british saints were
starting again in their own land

by 1965 the pendulum had swung too far and during that year two
of the new missions northeast british and north scottish were discon-
tinued I1 have already referred to 1965 69 as a period of consolidation
and this continued into the next decade emphasis was placed on
baptizing families rather than youth and baptisms settled down to a rate
of three to four thousand per year

from 1975 to 1984 missionary work in britain was supervised
by a resident general authority and this was a positive factor in
bringing about a quickening during the early 1980s this coupled
with more aggressive proselyting particularly in northern and south-
western england brought baptisms up to a peak of five to six thousand
a year many newly baptized adult members were called as finding
missionaries with much success

during the past two years 1985 86 under the supervision and
training of the europe area presidency member missionary
participation has increased convert baptisms have averaged four
thousand per year and are increasing

GROWTH IN NUMBER OF CHURCH UNITS AND NEW meetinghousesMEETING HOUSES

from 1937 until the 1960s the growth in number of church units
was very gradual such growth comes either from rapid growth in
existing units necessitating division or from opening new proselyting
areas with only one mission covering the whole country neither of these
developments could take place indeed it took twenty three years to
increase from sixty seven branches to one hundred wards and branches

although the saints at that time met almost exclusively in old
converted houses and rented halls there was a constant desire to upgrade
I1 remember that in 1954 for example the call came from the mission
president for every branch to have a building and maintenance fund
thermometers were placed on each notice board showing the rising

bank balance
the creation of the hyde park branch in london was a historic

occasion since this was the one hundredth unit the building program
was not yet launched although the hyde park chapel commenced in
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august 1959 was dedicated in february 1961 the portent of things to
come it is interesting to note that elder marion G romney of the
council of the twelve broke ground european mission president alvin
R dyer laid the cornerstone and president david 0 mckay performed
the dedication of this outstanding edifice

during the period 1960 65 the massive growth of over fifty
thousand members together with the opening up of many new
proselyting areas necessitated the organization of 176 new units these
stretched from helston in cornwall to thurso in the north of scotland
literally from lands end to john 0 groats the west european
mission was set up with N eldon tanner as president to handle the
affairs of the growing church in britain the distribution of church
supplies was launched through deseret enterprises ofwhich I1 was privi-
leged to be the general manager in march 1961 the church building
program started to move forward in a miraculous way over the next six
months fourteen meetinghouse projects were commenced and sixty
three sites purchased by the end of 1965 fifty four new meetinghousesmeeting houses
had been completed

the number of units plateauedplateaued during the consolidation years of
1965 75 although eighty new chapels were completed during this
period this average construction rate of eight new chapels each year has
in fact been achieved during the entire twentyfivetwenty five years of the building
program and has done much to enhance the image of the church
throughout the country

the last decade has brought a second upsurge in the creation of new
wards and branches which undoubtedly will continue there is now a
solid momentum and the kingdom of god is going forth that the
kingdom of heaven may come dacd&c 656 the average unit member-
ship is now over 370 four times the size of the branches fifty years ago
it should be noted that in the british isles as in many overseas areas the
optimum ward size is lower than in the united states

organization OF BRITISH STAKES

from the time the british mission was organized in 1837 until the
first stake was created in 1960 the mission president had ecclesiastical
jurisdiction over the total church membership in the british isles when
my wife and I1 joined the church in 19511951 the members were contained
in seventy seven branches which in turn were organized into fourteen
mission districts there was not much talk of stakes in the early 1950s
although we were challenged to strengthen the branches to become more
like wards then in the last two years of the decade following the
dedication of the london temple in 1958 the quest for stakehoodstatehoodstakehood began
in earnest
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the only areas which had the necessary strength of membership
and leadership were northern england with manchester liverpool and
leeds districts the northeast where the newcastle district was shaping
up well the midlands including the nottingham and birmingham
districts and greater london where two districts were now organized
As it transpired the first stake established in the british isles was the
manchester stake organized in march 1960 by elder harold B lee
within a year three more had followed london stake organized by
president david 0 mckay and leicester and leeds stakes by elder
hugh B brown in each case mission districts had to be combined to
provide sufficient strength

the decade of the sixties brought seven stakes with twenty three
in the seventies and ten thus far in the eighties for a total of forty stakes
covering the entire country these had evolved from fourteen small
mission districts with an average of five hundred members each in just
thirty five years

the first stake in scotland was organized in august 1962 in
glasgow by president david 0 mckay this was a most remarkable
achievement since total membership in scotland in 1960 was stated to be
less than a thousand northern ireland reached stakehoodstatehoodstakehood in june 1974
when president ezra taft benson organized the belfast northern ireland
stake wales was not far behind with a stake centered in merthyr tydfil
created by elder bruce R mcconkie in january 1975

the two most productive years to date for the organization of stakes
were 1973 with five and 1982 with six new stakes one of the most
significant occasions was in june 1982 when the last mission district in
britain was absorbed into the new chester england stake the only
members of the church from the old british mission area still to receive
the blessings of stakehoodstatehoodstakehood are those in the republic of ireland and they
are making steady progress towards this goal

president spencer W kimballsKimballs vision of one hundred stakes in
great britain was first made known when there were only six it could
well be that by the end of the twentieth century there will be eighty and
another vision will open up

conclusion

now fifty years since the centennial celebration we can look
back with gratitude at the great things the lord has accomplished
through the british saints where sixty seven branches stood in 1937
there are now almost four hundred wards and branches instead of
fourteen small mission districts in one mission we have forty stakes
eight missions and one remaining mission district membership has
soared from 6000 to 140000 and those holding the melchizedek
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priesthood has risen from three hundred to nine thousand this trans-
formation is a marvelous work and a wonder to use the prophet
isaiahsisaiahisaialsIsaiaisalahss words to have been part of it has been a most rewarding
experience and the writing of it is the fulfillment of a dream

during the past twelve months of sorting and sifting reminiscing
and reviewing I1 have made some conclusions about the church in
britain first the british isles are favored of the lord and have a special
place inhisindisin his latter day plans heber C kimball recorded inhisjoumalin his journal that
according to the prophet joseph smith ancient prophets had blessed the
land 3 modem day prophets have done likewise of the thirteen
wonderful brethren who have served as presidents of the church ten
served as missionaries in the british mission all except joseph smith
harold B lee and spencer W kimball just as these great men have
proclaimed the gospel in britain so others have been raised up to take the
gospel from british shores to many nations these islands have a divine
destiny and the quickening during the past half century is indicative of
greater things to come

second as spencer W kimball declared on a september mom in
1969 on the malvern hills there are many still to gather the harvest
of souls in the fifty years since 1937 has already greatly exceeded that of
the previous hundred years the setting up of the missionary training
center within the precincts of the london temple is an important
development in the training of british and european missionaries more
effectively by the end of the second century there could be half a million
british saints and two hundred stakes yes the blood of israel is richly
concentrated in these islands and the promised blessings will all be
fulfilled

third the british and the irish are proud peoples and their quest for
self sufficiency has made significant strides in recent years in both
financial self sufficiency and self sufficiency in missionary and
temple work basic welfare principles have been taught increasingly
over the last two decades with work self reliance provident living and
christian service to the fore the meeting of welfare responsibilities is
a sign of increasing maturity as personal and family preparedness has
increased the emergency needs of others are now met through the
storehouse resource system established during this decade bishops
storehouses volunteer employment offices and an LDS social services
agency handle special needs

fourth the war years stemmed the flow of emigrants and showed
the british saints what they could do on their own it took several years
to build up the leadership needed to make the breakthrough to stakehoodstatehoodstakehood
but there was no looking back similarly the way in which over
four hundred saints responded to the call for home missionaries
during those dark days was an important precedent twenty years later
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5 percent of the greatly increased membership were called to serve as
district missionaries and over six hundred responded

the call by president benson in october 1986 to strengthen the
stake missions should be given the same priority this would result in
over four thousand stake missionaries being called or an average of
one hundred per stake this coupled with increased use of the book of
mormon will give the greatest impetus to missionary work yet seen

fifth the london temple has been the means of raising up a
covenant people in the british isles a people committed to living
righteously and serving their fellow men and women the dedication of
the temple in 1958 was truly the beginning of a new era for the british
saints almost four million ordinances have been performed in the
temple from the time of dedication to the present membership has
increased sevenfold during the same period and the british saints can
look forward to a second temple in the coming years

sixth the church in the british isles has come out of obscurity
during this second century in a remarkable way the meetinghouse
construction program initiated in the early sixties has made the
church more visible over two hundred beautiful new chapels now dot
the country furthermore the appointment of a full time director of
public communications in 1978 has intensified these efforts which will
continue to gather momentum

seventh the setting up of the temporal offices commencing with
construction and distribution and the opening of an area office in
solihullSolihull are a significant part ofestablishing the church in great britain
all of the necessary supplies and services are now within two or three
hundred miles instead of six thousand miles away

eighth the calling of regional representatives in the british isles
increasing by stages from one to three and then to five was an important
factor in the development of stakes and training of stake leaders I1 pay
tribute to all those who have served on the area council and regional
councils since their inception in 1979 the appointment of resident
general authorities has also been a great strengthening influence

ninth the british saints can bejustlybe justly proud that they hosted the first
area conference of the church in 19711971 with twelve thousand attending
the gegeneralneral sessions and two thousand the general priesthood session
the great success of this conference led to similar conferences through-
out the world president joseph fielding smiths statement at that time
that the church was coming of age was a landmark in the growth of the
church in britain

with the subsequent dramatic increase in worldwide membership
and in the number of stakes with the additional travel load involved it
was decided to hold regional rather than area conferences from 1984 on
again britain was in the forefront and many of the brethren attended a
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series of regional conferences throughout the country during the first
year of this innovation and will do so again in 1987 the group training
of priesthood leaders by members of the council of the twelve during
the past year has also had a very positive impact

tenth the future of the church in the british isles is very bright as
missionaries and members work together to baptize men who will hold
the melchizedek priesthood and lead their families to the temple
aaronic priesthood quorums will prepare their young men for missions
and temple marriage and melchizedek priesthood quorums reach out to
the less active to prepare them for ordination and for temple blessings
with their families the church and its members in the british isles will
then become a power and influence for good throughout the nation

this 150th anniversary year of 1987 provides the opportunity not
only to review past achievements but also to move forward in a major
way to bless the land and its peoples with the restored gospel of jesus
christ preparing for his glorious second coming and the millennial
reign
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APPENDIX I11

membership and leadership growth in the british isles 1937861937 86

membership Mmelchizedek priesthood
Yyearear

number no per unit number no per unit of members

1937 6364 95 310 4 4.94949

1950 6457 84 336 4 5.25252

1955 9209 114 565 7 6.161gigl

1960 19332 193 1073 10 5.55555

1965 71005 257 2500 9 3.53535

1970 85217 309 3579 13 4.24242

1975 99830 359 5160 18 5.25252

1980 114558 334 7162 21 6.26262

1985 132810 368 8658 24 6.56565
1

membership 000 leadership 000
150 15

140 14

130 13

120 12
110liollo 11membership
100loo 10

90 9
80 leadership as 8
70 of membership 7
60 6
50 5
40 4
30 3leadership
20 2
10 1

19193737 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985

note the righthandright hand scale is also leadership of membership

source church membership and statistical records
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convert baptisms in the british isles 1937851937 85

period convert baptisms annual convert growth

1937441937 44 474 2

1945491945 49 816 3

1950541950 54 2864 9

1955591955 59 3875 8

1960641960 64 40573 22

1965691965 69 17065 5

1970741970 74 18288 4

1975791975 79 19942 4

1980841980 84 25132 4

1985 3706 3

1937851937 85 132735

baptisms ooo000 annual convert growth
50

40

30

20

10

1937 1945 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985

source church statistical records
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growth in number of church units
and new meetinghousesMeetinghouses 1937851937 85

mission wards and branchesyear total units new chapelsbranches in stakes

1937 67 67
1950 77 77
1955 81 81
1960 89 11 100
1965 217 59 276 54
1970 188 88 276 98
1975 81 197 278 134
1980 20 323 343 162
1985 8 353 361 195

400

300 wards and branches

200too

100 new chapels

1937 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985

source church membership and statistical records
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organization of british stakes 1960861960 86

date date

i1 manchester 27 mar 60 21 hartlepoolHartlepool 13 jun 76
2 london realigned renamed billingham

and renamed london 22 preston 17 jun 76
Wandswandsworthwandswortfawardsworthworth 26 feb 61 23 leeds 12 nov 76

3 leicester 5 mar 61 24 northampton 13 feb 77
4 leeds renamed 25 lichfield 20 feb 77

huddersfieldHudders field 19 mar 61 26 crawley 14 aug 77
5 glasgow scotland 26 aug 62 27 plymouth 27 nov 77
6 sunderland 17 mar 63 28 maidstone 28 may 78
7 birmingham 14 sep 69 29 staines 28 may 78
8 london north 30 london hyde park 28 may 78

realigned and 31 aberdeen scotland 12 oct 80
renamed st albans 20 sep 70 32 edinburgh scotland 12 oct 80

9 east anglia 33 paisley scotland 12 oct 80
renamed norwich 20 jun 71 34 cheltenham 21 mar 82

10 nottingham 4 feb 73 35 cardiff wales 9 may 82
11 southampton I111I1 feb 73 36 poole 23 may 82
12 hull 26 apraar 73 37 chester 6 jun 82
13 bristol 29 apraar 73 38 ashton 6 jun 82
14 thames valley 39 sheffield 14 nov 82

renamed reading 24 may 73 40 ipswichipswitch 29 may 83
15 belfast ireland 9 jun 74
16 romfordbomford 24 nov 74
17 merthyr tydfiltydfu wales 12 jan 75
18 newcastle under lyme 17 jan 75
19 dundee scotland 23 nov 75 source church historical
20 liverpool 14 mar 76 department

stakes
40 r

acceleration of stake
organization after area

3030 general conference 197 1

the coming of age

20

1

10 9
6

first stakes organized after london templetempie dedicated

1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985

source new era



the ebb and flow of mormonism
in scotland 1840 1900

frederick S buchanan

the story of mormonism in scotland actually begins in canada
not surprisingly when one realizes that for thousands of expatriate scots
in the nineteenth century canada was a second homeland two
scotsmen alexander wright of banffshireBanffshire and samuel mulliner of
midlothianMidlothian had settled in upper canada now known as ontario in the
mid 1830s and shortly thereafter they were converted to the mormon
church they soon let their relatives know about the new religion by
sending to scotland copies of parley P pratts A voice of warning and
in 1839 they were called to return to their homeland as emissaries of the
new american faith after four months of proselyting by may of 1840
they had baptized some eighty scots into the church and shortly
thereafter the first latter day saint branch was organized at paisley by
apostle orson pratt 1 by the end of the century some ten thousand people
had joined the church in scotland and almost half of the converts had
left scotland as part of the mormon gathering to zion

the events of history do not occur in a vacuum however in
humanhistoryhuman history as in nature itself as john muir so aptly phrased it
when we try to pick out anything by itself we find it hitched to

everything else in the universe 1122 similarly in order to fully understand
the development of mormonism in scotland it is necessary to put that
experience in the perspective of the times by briefly sketching the
scottish conditions to which mormonism in the nineteenth century
was hitched to do this the nostalgic view of scotland encouraged by
the scots themselves as much as anyone as a land of tartan clad
clansmenclansmanclansmen or of romantic peasants crooning the auld scotch sangsbangs of
robert bums or lady nairn must give way to a less ideal view of a land
in turmoil over the changes which were being forced upon it by the new
industrial order these dramatic changes made the scots the shock
troops of modernization because scotland was one of the first nations
to undergo the political economic and social trauma associated with
rapid industrial development 3

frederick S buchanan is an associate professor of educational studies at the university of utah the writer
benefited greatly from the insight of three friends nicholas burbules brigham madsen and monty mclaws in
the process of writing this paper however they bear no reponsiblity for the interpretations made
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nathaniel hawthorne gives a vivid sense of scottish city life when
he describes the canongateCanongate of edinburgh walter scotts mine own
romantic town during an 1857 visit to auld reekie hawthorne
gazed down the horrible vistas of the closes which were swarming with
dirty human life as some mould and half decayed substance might
swarm with insects vistas down alleys where sin sorrow poverty
drunkenness all manner of somber and sordid earthly circumstances
had imbued the stone brick and wood of the habitations for hundreds
of years night he said hides the reality of these edinburgh slums
the home of layer upon layer ofunfortunate humanity and the change

from day to night symbolized for hawthorne the difference between a
poets imagination of life in the past and the sad reality 4 what then
were some of the sad realities which helped to shape the scottish nation
and prepared it to become a fertile seedbed for the message of the
mormon elders

the emergence of large urban areas changed considerably the
geography of scotland as the need for more coal mines and factories
crowded in on the once rural counties of midlothianMidlothian lanarkbanark renfrew
and ayr in place of villages where close knit family life dominated the
pace of living former rural villages like airdrie coatbridgeCoatbridge and
wishaw became frontier towns seething conglomerations of squalor
and poverty whose police forces were kept busy trying to maintain a
semblance of law and order overcrowded conditions and frequent
unemployment generated yet another set of problems diseases such as
cholera high rates of infant mortality and an alarming degree of
drunkenness and crime 5

although thomas chalmers one of the leaders of the established
presbyterian church had said that the greatest challenge to the church
was the thousands of unchurched heathensathensheathershe growing up in the slums of
the frontier towns the kirk was unable or unwilling to use its influence
to mitigate the evils of the industrial age 6 its impotency in face of the
dramatic changes that were occurring in the land may have been caused
by its own conservatism and by the insane divisions of the scotch
church the traumatic disruption of the 1840s when a dispute over the
role of the government in church affairs led to over four hundred
ministers leaving the established church presbyterianism was thus split
into a three cornered affair the official church of scotland the free
church of scotland and the united presbyterian church a weak basis
on which to meet the new theological cultural industrial and scientific
challenges appearing on every hand 7

A variety of organizations arose in this period to try to counter the
social and economic ills of the new age temperance societies
cooperative unions and more politically oriented organizations such as
the chartists all of which attracted the attention of large numbers of
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working class people in the late 1820s and early 1830s the attention of
scotlandsScotlands dispossessed was also attracted to the charismatic preaching
of a young minister from dumfries the reverend edward irving his
emphasis on the need for a return to primitive christianity and upon the
gifts of the spirit drew large crowds in the west of scotland in
edinburgh and later in london in april of 1830 when joseph smith
was establishing the LDS church in upper new york a great religious
awakening involving spiritual manifestations also swept through the
west of scotland and later spread to other parts of britain at this time it
was reported that among quite ordinary folk wonderful things had
occurred there were reports of miraculous healings of human faith
being answered by divine action of speech in unknown tongues of
ecstatic utterances in prayer and of exposition of scripture all in a power
that was preternatural 8

this religious awakening has been interpreted as a reaction to the
formalism and gloomy tendency of the old calvinism which seemed to
restrict the love of god and christs atonement to a few elect individuals
clergy of the national church of scotland such as the reverend
macleod campbell of the rhu kirk in helensburghHelensburgh began to preach a
more humane theology and of a god who was willing that all should be
saved unfortunately for irving and for campbell these religious
innovations also attracted the attention of their superiors in the church
of scotland and both men were expelled from the presbyterian ministry
in the early 1830s however the revival of which they were a part
sparked the development in great britain of the catholic apostolic
church this group with edward irving as one of its leaders claimed
that christianity had apostatized from the principles and practices of the
primitive church the sure sign of this apostate condition was that
christendom denied the need for the gifts of the spirit such as tongues
healings and prophecy these gifts it was claimed had now been
restored as part of the signs of the times which would culminate in the
imminent second advent of jesus christ 9

when the mormonmonnon missionaries came to scotland in 1839 they
were working a field which was ready for a message which promised
that god had spoken through quite ordinary folk and had restored the
authority practices and power of the primitive church nor was joseph
smith unaware of what was happening in scotland in february 1836 he
had a visit from two scotsmen who made inquiry about the work of the
lord in these last days and who discussed with him the religious ideas
of edward irving 10 indeed joseph recognized the similarity between the
irvingitesIrvingites and his own claims about the need for a restoration in 1842

he said that though they counterfeited the truth the irvingitesIrving ites were
11 perhaps the nearest of any of the modem sectarianssectarians 11 unwittingly
they may have helped prepare the groundwork for the mormon success
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during its first decade in scotland the mormon church grew from
twenty one members and no organized branches in april of 1840 to
3291 members located in fifty seven branches in 1851 the steady
growth from 1840 to 1851 can be seen in the following table 12

TABLE 1

scottish membership
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in this period of continuous growth some seventy branches of the
church were organized in scotland twenty eight of them in the foremost
industrialized counties lanarkbanark renfrew and ayr which at one time
had been the seat of scotlandsScotlands weaving industry and now were fast
becoming the center of the coal mining industry most of the other
branches were situated in the vicinity of stirling fife clackmannanClackmannan and
edinburgh all in the scottish lowlands and also heavily involved in coal
mining and all of course the abode of scotlandsScotlands working class

the attraction which Monnonmormonismism held out to the workers in the
industrial areas of england has sometimes been explained by making
conversion nothing but a reflex of dispair 1311 no doubt a similar
explanation could be offered for the initial success in scotlandsScotlands indus-
trial counties certainly a sense of deprivation may have been a necessary
condition for conversion of some people but it is not a sufficient
condition As will be discussed later conversion was a very personal
thing and cannot be fully explained by any one set of circumstances
rather than being eitheror it appears to have been a combination of both
spiritual and material not to mention psychological needs that were
perhaps satisfied by the mormon promise

As one reads william gibsonsgibbonsGibsons extensive journal for example the
religious and spiritual commitment is obvious he was converted to
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mormon truth claims of that there can be no doubt but gibson a former
chartist is just as fervent in acknowledging that he was leaving scotland
in large measure because of the grinding poverty he faced and that he
wanted a piece of the soil thatheteathethat he could call his own and own no master
but our god to those fellow miners who criticized his choice he posed
a challenging question does your parson speak against oppression of
your masters & in favour of the poor no they dare not for fear of losing
their place & their salary but they tell you from the pulpit to be content
with your lot 14 while it may not explain every aspect of gibsonsgibbonsGibsons
conversion and decision to leave scotland perhaps his reformist bias is
one factor in shaping his view of mormonism as a means of escaping
adverse economic conditions for gibson it was apparently gods will
that he do so

in contrast to the large number of lowlandersLowlanders who joined the
church relatively few highlandersHighlanders were attracted to the mormon
message charles dickens in a rhetorical flourish in his uncommercial
traveller has a mormon agent in 1863 say that no highlandersHighlanders joined
the mormonscormons because they lacked interest in universal brotherhood and
peace and good will had too much of the old fighting blood in them
and lacked faith in anything 15 dickens might have a point the more
traditional and parochial a society is the less it is likely to be amenable
to change the highlandersHighlanders were agrarian people and were staunchly
committed to their conservative and after the disruption of 1842 wee
free presbyterianism there was also the language barrier of gaelic
although peter mclntyremcintyre traversed argyllshireArgyllshire and some of the western
islands preaching to large groups in gaelic around 1845 though many
listened and even agreed with the message none accepted baptism 16

when william mackay offered to preach mormonism in the gaelic
language to our scottish highlandersHighlanders in 1847 william gibson
expressed the hope that success would attend mackaysmacnaysMacKays efforts till the
heather hills of old scotland reverberate with the songs ofofzionzion in 1850
a gaelic tract was even printed in inverness under the title do suchdsucha

after the of god 177stridhsiridh kioghachd dhe seekers kingdom
while a few hardy sons and daughters of the mountains

accepted the mormon message it was not the heather hills of the
highlands but rather the smokestackssmokestacks and crowded dank alleys of
industrial scotland which echoed with the songs of zion sung by
growing mormonmonnon congregations with the rapid increase in member-
ship in scotlandsScotlands industrial heartland new church units were formed
so that between 1855 and 1859 there were actually four latter day
saint conferences in scotland glasgow kilmarnockKilmklimamock edinburgh
and dundee As might be expected given its population of 345000
in 18511851 glasgow led the other conferences throughout this period
and throughout the nineteenth century in numbers of branches and
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membership sometimes accounting for twice as many mormonscormons as all
other areas combined 18 for example in 1855 glasgow had 20 branches
and 1442 members edinburgh 14 branches and 666 members dundee
8 branches and 242 members and kilmarnockKilmklimamock 7 branches and 271
members

with such rapid and sustained growth it is no wonder that the
millennial star proclaimed in 1848 scotland is doing wonders
upwards of 400 baptized during the last quarter we hope to see
thousands of her enterprising noble sons come forward as valiant men in
this great and triumphant work of this last dispensation let scotland
then hear and she shall prevail 19

references to mormonscormons in local scottish histories are few but one
history dealing with tranent published in 1883 referred to the latter day
saint congregation as flourishing to an extraordinary degree in the
1860s and stated that the mormonsmonnonsmormans were large enough to support a brass
band within a few years however changes had occurred and the short
history of the mormonscormons in tranent concluded the body is entirely

defunct all having renounced the doctrines of the prophet or flown to
the land of promise 112020

this terse statement is an accurate assessment of the decline which
followed the dramatic increase of the 1840s and 1850s not only in
tranentTranent but throughout scotland between 1855 and 1859 for instance
there was approximately a 50 percent or more decline in membership in
glasgow edinburgh and dundee conferences in the same period
kilmarnockKilmklimamock went from a membership of 271 to 52 an 80 percent
decline three basic reasons internal to the mormon church may be
considered as contributing to the ebbing fortunes of mormon
congregations in scotland during the latteriatterlatterhalfofthehalf of the nineteenth century
first the continual drop in conversions after the 1850s second the
siphoning off of the cream of the crop through emigration to utah
through the 1880s and third the practice of excommunicating large
numbers of members for real or perceived violations of church
discipline in the 1850s and 1860s

the most obvious factor contributing to the longtermlong term
decline was simply that compared to the early years fewer people
were being attracted to the message of the restoration A glance at
the statistics on baptisms clearly underscores this reality during
the sixty year period beginning in 1840 and running through 1899
approximately some 10785 persons were baptized into the latter
day saint faith in scotland of the total who joined the church during
this period 30 percent did so during the first decade 32 percent
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joined in the second decade and 17 percent were baptized in the
1860s these may be considered the most fruitful years for mormon
conversions and certainly justify the proclamation in the millennial
star that scotland is doing wonders by stark contrast only 7 percent
of the total conversions can be credited to the 1870s with 8 percent
in the 1880s and a minuscule 5 percent of baptisms occurring in the
last decade of the century when it is recognized that baptisms
declined from as high as 559 in only one conference edinburgh in 1848
to as low as 35 in all of scotland in 1873 it is appropriate to characterize
the last thirty years of Monnonmormonismism in scotland as gie dreichcreich very
bleak

another index of the decline is the shrinkage in the numbers of
organized mormonmonnon congregations it has been calculated that a total of
some seventy branches of the LDS church were organized in scotland
during the nineteenth century beginning with five organized in 1840 the
maximum number existing at any one time was about fifty coinciding
with the peak of membership 32913291 in 18511851 by 1860 the number of
branches had declined to thirty and by 1880 to fourteen by 1899 the
numbers had almost gone back to the number for 1840 six
congregations

that the decline was recognized as a reality is evident when
thethekilmamockkilmarnock conference merged with glasgow in 1858 and
dundee merged with edinburgh in 1868 in 1869 the membership in
the vicinity of the proud capital city had shrunk so low as to
require its reorganization as a branch of the glasgow conference on
the thirty fifth anniversary of the establishment of the glasgow
conference in 1875 a report indicated that in all of scotland there
were but ten branches of the mormonmonnon church with a total membership of
482 a number which had not been seen on the scottish records
since 1841

while there was considerable elation in the millennial star over the
fact that there were thousands in the 1840s and 1850s who found meaning
in the message of the missionaries one gets the impression from later
missionary accounts that proselyting work in the later years was
essentially one of trying to keep complete dissolution of the church at
bay hamilton G park brigham youngs business manager reporting
on his missionary labors in scotland in 1869 acknowledged that the
people in this country seems cold and indifferent as regards the gospel
and but very few manifest any desire to enquire after us as a people or
come and hear for themselves 112121 david mckenzie reported his mission-
ary labors in scotland in 1874 as hopeful but in spite of an aggressive
newspaper advertising campaign we baptize only a few writing to
brigham young a year later mckenzie still had some hope but admitted
that
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it is not satisfactory to behold the indifference and the darkness of the
people as to their salvation our holy religion is very unpopular honest men
seem afraid to join us in many respects it is very different now from
forifortformerlynerly there are few local elders left in the mission who can represent
us fairly again the priests and editors have never ceased to lie about and
malign us and have established a deep seated prejudice against us ethethe
work of over 35 years of constant labor while it is unquestionably true the
elders have not been able to keep pace with them in rebutting their
misrepresentations 22

in the mid 1880s reports from edinburgh still sounded some
hope but admitted that few feel interested enough to come to meeting
and comparatively few were being baptized 2313 and from glasgow
george F hunter complained of a spirit of indifference in this land and
in all the districts where the elders are laboring there is little being done
in the way of making converts 24 elder john crawford reported in 1883
that the scottish saints were few and far between scattered all over the
country and most of them very poor there is only one conference in
scotland where there used to be four 25 and in 1890 after fifty years of
mormonism in scotland there were only a little over two hundred latter
day saints in what at one time had been one of the most fruitful fields of
the british vineyard 2616

given the indifference and lack of growth it is easy to
understand why some might interpret the situation as proof that all
the believing blood of israel had been gathered out of scotland and
that all that remained were a few gleanings to be gathered up before
the final wrapping up scenes of the second coming hamilton G park
may have had this in mind when he told brigham young that the few
baptisms taking place in scotland were one of a city and two of a
family 27 when an unusually large crowd attended a mormon meeting
in edinburghsEdinburghs seaton hall in 1880 the missionaries interpreted it to
mean that the time for uprooting the apostolic foundation laid many
years ago in this british modem athens had not yet arrived but the
implication was there that it soon would be 28 in spite of intense
proselyting there was an average of fourteen full time missionaries in
scotland during the 1890s with a peak of twenty four in 1897 yet
there was still a decided dearth of results as far as baptisms were
concerned

other more pragmatic reasons for the decline included mission-
aries not applying themselves to their labors with enough diligence the
lack of worthy role models among the local priesthood and the use of
whiskey and tobacco by the church members 2921 whatever the precise
reasons were for the decline there can be no doubt that in contrast to the
heyday of conversions in the earlier years the task of converting the
scots to mormonism in the latter part of the nineteenth century was a
slow business 30 and the results in terms of numbers at least must be
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judged minimal the mormonmonnon church in scotland did survive of course
but barely

paralleling the decline in conversions and contributing to the
overall reduction of the mormon congregations in scotland was a
continual siphoning off of the faithful to zion next to obeying the
command to be baptized the doctrine of the gathering loomed large as
a test of ones faithfulness because of this between 1850 and 1859 over
eighteen hundred scottish saints emigrated and in the next decade
approximately sixteen hundred left scotland although the numbers
leaving in the decade 1870 79 were only about 60 percent of the numbers
leaving in the earlier decade yet they still constituted a significant
proportion of the growth in the church during the years when the
baptismal rate was dropping the following table vividly reveals the
extent to which emigration contributed to the overall decline 31

TABLE 2

emigration
years baptisms emigration as of baptisms

1850 59 3477 1871 54
1860 69 1864 1559 83
1870 79 767 956 125
1880 89 874 772 88
1890 99 546 171 31

1850 99 7528 5329 71

reduced to its barest terms the point of becoming a member of the
church was to save oneself before the judgment day and to prepare for
the imminent second coming and the doctrine of the gathering was
seen as an essential aspect of that preparation the twentieth century idea
of staying in scotland and creating a zion society there was simply not
part of the mormonmonnon strategy not until 1899 were scots told that god
would look after them in scotland as well as in utah 3212 by contrast in the
1850s and 1860s there appears to have been a distinct notion that not to
emigrate was going against the counsel of the brethren and perhaps even
of god As henry hamilton recorded in his assessment of a new convert
in 1855 1I1 could see he had some faith in the principles of the gospel
he desired to go to america 113333

utahs gain was scotlandsScotlands loss it was difficult to sustain a viable
mormon community in scotland in the latter part of the nineteenth
century the enthusiastic scottish response to the gathering forestalled
that possibility almost 50 percent of the total new growth through
baptisms in the nineteenth century was siphoned off through
emigration given the emphasis among the mormonscormons of lay leadership
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the surprising thing is perhaps not that the church didnt grow but that
it even survived

when the loss in total membership through reduced conversions
and emigration is considered alongside the loss through
excommunication especially in the early years the survival of the
mormon church in scotland is even more surprising for example in the
decade 1850 toio 1859 during which 3477 people were baptized a total of
2269 excommunications are recorded leaving a net gain for the decade
of 1208
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although the high rate of excommunicationscommunicationsex in the 1850s
65 percent of new baptisms was actually atypical of other decades
13 percent 14 percent and 5 percent respectively in the 1860s 1880s

and 1890s the basis for natural growth was negated during the 1850s by
the excommunication of so many members from a purely numerical
perspective there was no foundation upon which to build the mormon
community in scotland when combined with over eighteen hundred
who emigrated during the 1850s and over fifteen hundred in the 1860s
the effects of this aggressive excommunication policy can be interpreted
as no less than devastating nevertheless the rationale appears to have
been that if only a few could enter the strait and narrow way then the
church would have to be purged of those who did not meet the exacting
standards 34

it must be acknowledged however that not all excommunications
may have been justified authoritarianism and personal pique too
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often were involved in the disciplining of members 3515 in some cases
it may have represented a too strenuous striving for unquestioned
obedience on the part of local leaders according to david M stuart
the leaders of the edinburgh conference in 1860 were too apt to resort
to excommunication when some opposed their plans the leadership
even questioned the authority of the mission representatives stuart
suggested that the conflict arose because we preach salvation and they
want donation for the support of the conference leadership 36

the minutes of the edinburgh conference in 1851 express concern
over the large number of people being excommunicated and regard it as
evidence that new converts were joining the church before they had a
clear conception of what it meant to follow the laws of god 113737 the
mormon conception of being saved was more than simply sayingonesayisayingngoneone
believed in jesus in joseph smiths revelations or in the principles of the
gospelhospel there was a clear expectation that one should act in certain ways
termination of church membership could be justified by a person being
found guilty of keeping company with the world treating the servants
of god with contempt drunkenness neglect of duty apostacyapostasyapostacy and
sacriligioussacrilegious conduct daniel brown was called before the dundee
council because he had opened his shop on the sabbath while another
brother was accused of not comming to his duty he had objections in
regard to plurality of wives in 1852 a priest adamson was charged
with rebellion when he argued with the presiding officer in the falkirk
council meeting he was cut off but a fellow backslider john frew
was forgiven when he came before the council and confessed his failure
to attend meetings he didnt like being deprived of his millennial star
and addressing the council he said i ask your forgiveness and desire an
interest in your faith and prayers for i am determined to go on and be
saved 38

sometimes the presiding authorities disfellowshippeddisfellowshipped entire
branches in order to discipline the saints the girvan branch in ayrshire
was charged with filth drunkenness quarreling backbitingbackbiting at the
glasgow conference in 1849 in the same year most of the members of
the dairydalry branch also in ayrshire were disfellowshippeddisfellowshipped because they
had been led astray by one of their leading elders who had been mixing
his mormonism with the fire and faggot principles of chartism the
reform movement which in scotland actually took on a religious aura 3919

while the high rate of excommunication in general reflects the serious-
ness with which the duty of a latter day saint was viewed it might also
be interpreted as a measure of the leaderships lack of tolerance for
human frailty nor can the possibility be ignored that those who
challenged the strict interpretation of the gospel laws did so because they
felt their individual free agency threatened by the demands made on
them
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eventually a more tolerant attitude seems to have developed with
respect to infractions of church discipline because in the decades
following the wholesale excommunicationscommunicationsex of the 1850s there is a
decided decrease in the excommunication rate efforts were also made
to retrieve those who had deviated from the faith most of the members
of the girvan and dairydalry branches were rebaptized shortly after they had
been cut off from the church alexander gillespie reported that much of
his time as president of the cowdenbeathCowdenbeath branch was spent working with
saints who had in his opinion been cut off prematurely for many he
succeeded in keeping the flickering light that was in them aglow one
gets akeen sense of the personal concern that alexander gillespie felt not
only for the eternal welfare of these people but for their value as human
beings who deserved to be treated with respect 4010 perhaps the radical
decrease in excommunication in the period after 1870 indicates that
alexander gillespie was not alone among local leaders who resisted the
temptation to exercise unrighteous dominion over their flocks

the sense of urgency which went with being a member of the
church in those days is seen in the blessings given to two infants in the
dairydalry branch in 1849 just a year after all the members of the branch had
been reinstated in the church these children margaret mcdonald and
david hutcheson were blessed and promised that they would see jesus
come in his glory and reign with him on earth 114141 henry hamilton
expressed the common hope that the day will soon be here when the
chilchiichildernchildemchildersdern of men will have no power over the serventsserpentsservents of the leaving god
when he will throughoverthroughover the wicked and the saints wil reign with the
lord god a 1000 years on the earth and may it soon be accomplished 114242

such was the faith of many of the ten thousand scots who joined the
church in the nineteenth century who set their eyes zionward and
who met the strict requirements of being one of the chosen people of the
latter days

the mormon missionaries were not of course dealing with
aggregates but with individuals and the scottish mormon experience
cannot be adequately appreciated without an understanding of what it
was like to become a mormon in the middle of the nineteenth century
who were these people who allied themselves with the strange doctrines
from america why did they join such an unpopular group what
experiences did they have that conconfirmedfinned them in their position how
were they viewed by the majority

As already noted the bulk of the mormon branches were situated
in the industrialized counties of lanarkbanark renfrew midlothianMidlothian and ayr
an examination of the occupations of a segment of those mormonscormons who
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set out for utah during the years 1850 70 indicates that scottish
mormonscormons were solidly working class of 588 scottish mormon
males who are listed in the liverpool emigration records for the
foregoing years 40.6406406 percent were identified as from the mining
industry 11.5115115 percent were listed as being associated with the textile
industry laborers made up 7.87878 percent metal workers including
blacksmiths accounted for 7.17171 percent and the leather industry was
represented by 5.45454 percent three major working class occupations
then accounted for three quarters of the sample group with the
remaining 25 percent consisting of carpenters stonemasons gardeners
farmers bakers and ropernakersropemakersropemakers middle class professionals were
apparently not absent however and one can find listed among the
scottish emigrants individuals who listed their occupation as a surgeon
dentist druggist schoolteacher and schoolmaster 4341 however these are
a minuscule number compared to those who might be classified as
members of the working class

the foregoing figures compare very favorably with malcolm
thorps analysis of the class background of twenty one scottish
mormon converts for the period 1837 52 he identified 80 percent of the
scottish converts as being working class 10 percent lower middle class
and 10 percent middle class in contrast his sample of english converts
reveals that only 56 percent were identified as members of the working
class given the limited number of persons included in thorps study
care must be taken not to read too much into it however along with the
statistical breakdown of scottish emigrants in the churchschurche emigration
records it appears to be a relatively accurate reflection of a general
tendency for the morrMorimormonsmorinonscormonsnons to make converts among the working class
especially in scotland 44

this class basis of the mormon converts may explain inin part the
success which the mormonsmonnonsmormans met in scotlandsScotlands industrial heartland with
their emphasis upon a lay ministry open to all regardless of rank or
status the mormonscormons preached a relatively egalitarian type of christianity
which stood in stark contrast to the exclusionary policies of the
established church with its pew rental fees and its middle class emphasis
upon proper attire for church attendance one 1838 critic of the state
churchschurche official errors asserted that its leaders were more concerned
for the prosperity of toryism of if you will tyranny than they are for the
amelioration of the industrious poor or the progress of genuine religion
in the course of this radical critique mention is made of the assumption
that the workers were ignorant rude and consisting of the scum
mob and rabble terms used in the 1840s to describe those who

associated with the mormonscormonsMormons 4541

the relative poverty of the saints then may have conditioned them
to identify with the mormon message at least that is the impression one
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gets from samuel W richards president of the scottish conference in
1847 at the height of mormon success he wrote that hundreds of
members wanted to leave scotland with him and that all is moving
extremely well in this country and kingdom belonging to the work of
god the hearts of this people were bound up in us as servants of god
after this expression of the faithfulness of the scottish mormonsmonnonsmormansMorMonmonsnons
samuel richards goes on to give his impression of their material status

the saints generally in this country are well but struggleingstruggle ing through adverse
scenes of poverty they are generally poor and labour very little at many
times to be got and when plenty their wages will scarcely get them a living
this is not characteristicnotcharacteristicnoncharacteristic of the saints alone it is with all the poorer classes
of people in this country and kingdom my soul feels the distress which
pervades this land 46

given these kinds of circumstances during the time of greatest
conversions the monmormonmonnonnon linking of spiritual salvation with a better life
here and now cannot be entirely discounted as a factor in conversion
there is a strong emphasis on practicality which runs through the
scottish character and there are enough references to the importance of
temporal salvation in journals and in the millennial star to suggest that
for some converts the mormonmonnon message in addition to saving souls was
also viewed as saving people here and now indeed when the mormonscormons
won a public debate in kilbimieKilbimie ayrshire in 1842 by a margin of five
to one their opponents charged that those who had voted for the saints
were actually socialists and they might well have been given the long
ayrshire history of nurturing radical politicians and social refreformersonners 4711

one scottish convert of some stature william budge was
interested in the social reforms of the day and his uncle david budge
was a member of robert owenssoweiss new lanarkbanark community as well as
being editor of a socialist newspaper in lanarkshire 4811 during another
debate on the merits ofofmormonismmormonism the leader of glasgowsglasgoweGlasgo ws socialists
publicly defended the latter day saint point of view saying that what he
had heard about mormonism was a decided improvement on
christianity and expressing the hope that it would be universally
accepted and practiced 49

while explaining the conversion process as nothing but a reflex of
despair grossly oversimplifies the process of conversion it still must be
recognized that mormonismMonnonism had within it elements ofegalitarianismofegalitarianism and
social justice which coincided with the rise in scotland of social
democratic trends the mormonmonnon missionaries spoke in the words of
john greenleaf whittier to a common feeling they minister to a
universal want 50 in a land permeated by the social democratic cult of
robert bums the popular notion that a mans a man for a that if it
does not completely explain the mormon success among the
11 unchurched masses certainly must have made the work of the
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mormon proselytersproselyters easier than if they had had to overcome a disposition
favoring social elitism and autocracy

in sampling the conversion accounts of early converts one gets the
impression that those who converted were from homes in which religious
values were dominant only one indicated that he had a tendency toward
infidelity in religious matters the converts did not have to be convinced
of the importance of religious belief they were apparently predisposed
to believing what they identified in mormonism satisfied some sort of
idiosyncratic interest or longing alexander baird recounted that even as
a child he was puzzled over the belief that god would want to send
children to hell and that he and his sister often prayed in the fields that this
would not be their fate when he heard a mormon elder discourse about
the mormon concept of a loving god he knew immediately that the
doctrine was true and at the age of fourteen was baptized 51

james ure recounted that he considered all the contending factions
of christianity corrupt and held aloof from them when ure first heard
alexander wright and samuel mulliner preach he was astonished to
findrindhindbind that two plain simple and seemingly illiterate men could be the
bearers of the restored gospel 1I unhesitatingly received their testimony
embraced the gospel went and was baptized 52 some like john
duncan were attracted by the practice of immersion which to them had
always seemed to be the correct way to be baptized 53 alexander
gillespie was attracted to the mormon message because of the
impression the missionaries had given him he wanted to know more
about an organization which could produce such excellent young men
and applied the by their fruits ye shall know them test in deciding
whether to join the mormonscormonsMormons 5414

robert gillespie was convinced by the arguments given in debates
between mormonscormons and non mormonscormons the mormonscormons usually came out
best although they were unlearned 55 when william macmaster first
decided to attend a mormon meeting he did so because he wanted to
satisfy himself if all the rumors being spread about the mormonsmonnonsmormans in
paisley were true he heard samuel mulliner preach and was
immediately convinced that what the preacher from america had said
was true he arose in that same meeting bore testimony and was
baptized three weeks later as one of the first eighty persons to join the
mormonmonnon church in scotland 56

joann walker heard the message from her fellow factory worker
elizabeth stuart as she worked at her loom in a factory at her first
meeting she witnessed the gift of tongues demonstrated the
interpretations of which indicated to her that she would join the church
and be gathered to zion she did both 57 william mcfarland and his
friend thomas crooks had been actively seeking the true religion and
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had visited all the churches in the town ofdysartofdysart fife when george D
watt brought the mormon message to the village mcfarland told him
that if the mormonscormons could givethemgive them the knowledgethatknowledge that angels had
indeed appeared to joseph smith then watt could dip him in any
mudhole he pleased both mcfarland and crooks were baptized 58 for
some like robert mckinlay the process of being converted extended
over a number of years culminating in a manifestation involving a
heavenly messenger who showed mckinlay in vision that the non
mormonmonnon churches in lochgellyLochgelly were surrounded with darkness while
the mormon meeting place was bathed in light that was enough to
convince mckinlay and from then on he knew mormonism was true 59

most of the converts were young men in their late teens or early
twenties and their conversion accounts focused on the one idea or notion
that seemed to attract them to the mormon religion some no doubt
joined because of the influence of family members or close friends some
may have been baptized because of guilt feelings over sin or unworthi-
ness some were convinced because they witnessed healings and
speaking in tongues there is even evidence to indicate that the great
cholera plague of the late 1840s in the west of scotland scared a great
many into the church either because they believed they were in
imminent danger of dying in a sinful state or out of a belief that being a
mormon would save them from the cholera 60

in these accounts it can be seen that conversion to mormonism was
a process characterized by a great deal of diversity running all the way
from what appeared to listeners to be the plain logic of the mormonmonnon
position which seemed to characterize robert gillespies experience to
the almost mystical experience of robert mckinlay although mormonsmonnonsmormans
preached one lord one faith one baptism there was also a decidedly
individualistic refrain in the testimonies which have been recorded
everyone seemed to have come to his or her testimony from a slightly
different perspective the religious experience had to meet the
individual needs of the converts

illlii

the presbyterian response to mormon truth claims was to dismiss
it as not being a genuine religious experience and that ignorance
credulity poverty and despair were at the roots of mormonmonnon success
when the edinburgh presbytery debated the question of church support
of state aid to schoolstoschools in scotland the moderator the reverend dr
robert lee referred to the fearful ignorance that prevailed in the
11 manufacturing parishes that he had had uundernder his care lee noted that
much had been made in scotland of the ignorance in the county of kent
england where a man named thorns had claimed to be the messiah and
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had collected a following scots he implied should not forget that they
too had ignorant masses for instance

when Monnonmormonismism was first preached in the west of scotland there
appeared there a man who preached absurdities so gross that one wondered
that any man even a hottentot could receive them and believe them and
what was the result even in the midst of all their parish schools and
educational institutions it was a fact that hundreds ofpersons were baptized
in the faith of joe smith and that scores of scotchmenscotchmerScotch men were at present
expiating the follies of which they were then guilty at nauvoo with facts
like these would any man pretend that nothing was wanted in the education
of scotland61scotland61

lees assessment of mormonism as appealing to the fearful
ignorance of the masses can be seen as a typical intellectual and in large
measure secularized response of a church of scotland which in many
ways had lost touch with its own new testament roots as well as with the
industrial masses the established church had become very respectable
rational and institutional in its interpretation of christianity As noted
earlier if the kirk could brand some of its own sons as heretics for
encouraging the millennialist and restorationist movement in the west of
scotland in april 1830 it should not come as a surprise that they
considered the mormon claims to spiritual power as counterfeit and
founded in credulity and ignorance the emphasis on the gifts of the
spirit being used by uneducated mormonscormons was enough to brand them as
fanatics in the eyes of the official kirk

lees comments also reflect the dominant middle class bias of the
kirks leadership in their belief that literacy and bible reading would
console reconcile and redeem the unchurched urban working

classes 62 although the church of scotland attempted to recapture the
allegiance of the workers they were not able to make any substantial
inroads among the workers until they moderated some of their middle
class orientation and began to take an active part in efforts to change the
social conditions of the workers with typical protestant faith in the value
of education lee seemed to be saying that if people in the industrialized
areas were literate they would not have become prey to the
blandishmentsblandishments of mormon fanaticism

in 1849 the kilmarnock standard ridiculed the pretentious claims
of the mormonscormonsMormons poked fun at a local man st john for claiming power
to heal the sick and followed it through with an account of a failed
attempt at healing by a high priest a neighbourneighbouringing weaver the lack
of hearing and the hunchback persisted even after repeated attempts to
effect a cure and the article concluded it may be mentioned that the
adherents of mormonism in this quarter of the country are invariably
characterized by their ignorance 116163 partly because they drew people
from the unlettered and unchurched masses then and partly because they
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claimed to be able to effect cures on the physically ill mormonscormons were
viewed as ignorant fanatics not worthy of serious consideration in press
reports

however it was not just mormonsmonnonsmormans who were viewed in this light
even wesleyan methodists were characterized as being a subclass of
ignorant people in the larger cities and a presbyterian sponsored religious
revival in kilsyth in 1839 brought this censure from the scotsman
surely the pure and rational religion of christ has no connection

with these faintingspaintingsfaintings and convulsions Is it not evident that a faith
planted in this way has its roots in the nerves and not in the rational
faculties564faculties61faculties 56461 the mormonscormons fain andalthough were never given to faintingspaintingstings
convulsions as manifestations of the spirit no doubt the kirk saw
mormonism as decidedly rooted in irrationality what was and was not
acceptable in religion was based on the premise that the kirk had the
correct rational interpretation of true religion consequently the
establishment condemned with equal vigor both native born and foreign
enthusiasts who departed from traditional patterns of belief and practice
for the latter day saints however there was the added onus that not
only were they misled irrational and ignorant but according to the
reverend john R swan of the bonhill relief presbyterian church the
mormonitesMormonites were also advocates of gross heresy & error 65

criticism was not limited to rhetoric but was also expressed in acts
of violence latter day saints were stoned in kirkpatrick and mobbed in
busby and joseph smiths effigy was burned at the tollbooth in
clackmannanClackmannan in 1842 at Croscrossbillshill in ayrshire in 1849 a mob of three
hundred men women and children surrounded the house in which the
meeting was being held and disrupted the assembled saints with howling
and the throwing of stones after the meeting a hundred members of the
mob followed the mormonscormons to maybolemaybile throwing stones and abusing
them in ayrshire in 1844 robert campbell reported that a number of
investigators were prevented from joining the church because of being
bound down by their tyrannical employers who threatened to dismiss

persons who became mormonscormonsMormons 66 so threatening did the disruptions
become in edinburgh in 1850 that the report of the edinburgh
conference carried the official british law which prohibited the
disruption of religious assemblies 67 when a mob actually broke up a
mormon meeting in paisley its leaders were arrested for disturbing the
peace the magistrate promised that he would mete out heavy
punishment if they attempted to disturb another mormon meeting
asserting that scottish law would protect the preacher in the barn as well
as the one in the pulpit 6861

however the law did get involved against the mormonscormons when
elder thomas stewarts reliance on the healing gifts of the spirit led to
his being charged with culpable homicide in the deaths of two young
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mormonmonnon women elizabeth and mary murray the glasgow herald
reporting the case under the headline extraordinary case cholera
treatment by the latter day saints said it didnt know whether to
characterize the affair as one of inhumanity barbarism or fanaticism
the report criticized the elders for failing to call medical aid for the two
women and belittled the efforts of the elders to cure cholera through
prayer and anointing according to the newspaper report a group of male
members of the mormon church with sisters to match ranted around
the bed of the poor girls all night till they died instead of sending for a
doctor 69 although a charge of culpable homicide was made against
stewart the millennial star reported that when he was brought before the
magistrates he bore himself nobly faced his accusers boldly preached
the gospel to them in his defence until they were ashamed of themselves
and were glad to dismiss the matter 7010

this newspaper account also reveals a degree of class bias in its
reporting the death of the two young women when it lists the trades of
those who participated in the all night vigil a belt maker two weavers
a clerk a sawyer and a collier in doing so the glasgow herald seems
to be holding up to ridicule the mormonmonnon assumption that common people
without any special training can be intermediaries in spiritual and even
medical matters not quite the conventional view of the requirements
for the ministerial or healing professions such comments seem to
suggest that mormonism was criticized as much because of its close
association with the working classes as for its peculiar or erroneous
theology

the formal religious journals of the day also responded negatively
to the upstartsupstarts from america that such a system founded on superstition
could manage to find any adherents in scotland at all was something of
a surprise to rational presbyteriansPresbyte rians who also saw a striking analogy
betwixt mormonism and popery betweenjoebetween joe smith and pius the ninth
both churches were perceived as of human or rather of satanic origin
both added to the scriptures practiced despotism controlled their people
through physical force and made great profession of religion
ultimately said the editor of the bulwark mormonscormonsMormons and papistspapista will
probably unite but at all events they are only two branches of satansgatans
great army against the truth and liberty of the gospel of christ 11771I1 there
is some irony in this comparison because catholicism in the nineteenth
century was viewed by both mormonscormons and scottish presbyteriansPresbyterians as the
ultimate model of apostasy it must indeed have been disconcerting for
mormonscormons to find the prophet joseph being linked in the presbyterian
mind with the man of sin himself pius the ninth for the
presbyteriansPresbyte rians however democratic participation in the government of
church and state even when it leads to some confusion and disruption
was to be preferred over the control which both catholicism and
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mormonism was perceived as exerting over their followers in catholic
dominated countries and in mormon dominated nauvoo and utah

mormonismsMormoni sms peculiar institution polygamy also stimulated
discusdiscussionsionslon albeit reluctantly in the religious press an editorial in the
united presbyterian magazine in 1852 referred to the mysterious
orgies of the nauvoo temple and the plural wife system and the
editorial admitted that it was with some reluctance that it made any
reference at all to mormonism with its immoralities however the editor
did so only because such publication might perhaps do good in warning
some thoughtless persons meditating emigration to the great theocratic
settlement in america 1172111272 the october 1853 issue observed that
Monnonmormonismism was growing rapidly in the united states and that it was not
a little humbling to observe that while this increase is occasioned by
importations from europe the largest number go from britain 1173117173 it is
not possible to know how many scots were saved from the mormonscormons
by the religious press but it is not unreasonable to assume that it played
some role in reducing the numbers of converts over the years

in spite of a poor press and being characterized as superstitious
ignorant credulous and under the complete control of their leaders
thousands of scots listened believed the message from america and
joined the mormon church the faith they espoused became an important
part of their personal value system gave them a deep sense of their place
in the world and contributed to their perception of themselves as a people
with a mission to build the kingdom of god in the last days in this
respect they were also aligning themselves with the traditional
perception of scotland as a redemptory nation according to bernard
aspinwall nineteenth century scots perceived their nations mission in
essentially religious terms and in this way they easily identified with the
american ethos whatever force drove the scots forth they could find
solace in some providential plan for individual national and universal
regeneration they had been and still were a chosen people 74 because
of this the scots related easily to america and its values if this is indeed
an accurate description of the scottish temper it may also explain why so
many scots gave their allegiance to the prototypical american religion
mormonism

IV

if the years between 1840 and 1870 were bountiful years for the
growth of mormonism in scotland and give the appearance of a field
ready to harvest the 1870s and 1880s may best be described as sparse and
with the appearance of a pasture well trodden over the foregoing
discussion has attempted to delineate a sense of some of the social
economic and personal factors which may have contributed to the early
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success of the mormon missionaries also suggested were some of the
internal mormon circumstances reduced conversion rates increased
excommunications and emigration which depleted the church and kept
it from growing to round out the picture it is necessary now to briefly
consider domecomesome of the external non mormon factors which may have had
a bearing on the reduced capability of the mormon missionaries to make
converts in the period 1870 to 1900 it should be noted however that
what follows is more in the nature of a series of hypotheses which need
further investigation than a list of thoroughly documented historical
conclusions at least as far as explaining the mormon decline is
concerned

scotland of the last part of the nineteenth century was a different
country from that of the 1840s and 1850s although there was persistent
depression in trade accompanied by price declines during the period
1873 to 1896 scottish workers still enjoyed relative prosperity during
these years 75 in the social arena many of the reforms the chartists and
others had fought for had been realized as universal education became a
reality public health measures made cities safer places in which to live
and working people acquired more power through extension of the
franchise it is no accident that two of the first members of the british
parliament representing the rising power of the labor unions were scots
alexander macdonald in the 1870s and keirkeirhardiehardiehardle in 1892 hardie the
miners leader from ayrshire is generally recognized as one of the
founders of the british labour party and partly because of its scottish
roots and keir hardies role in its founding british socialism developed
a strong moral and religious overtone absent were the strident and bitter
tones which characterized the marxist perspectives in their place was a
strong redemptive urge which even saw the creation of scottish labor

churches and socialist sunday schools in the 1890s socialism for
hardie was the industrial expression of christianity 1576117676 if the lay features
of mormonism had attracted some scots in the 1840s the possibility of
the working classes seeing their political aspirations realized in the 1880s
may also have taken the edge off the mormon appeal in the later years

in addition to recognizing the aspirations of the working classes for
more political power there was a revival of interest in the preservation
of scotlandsScotlands cultural heritage and increased sensitivity on the part of the
centralized government in london to the need for some degree of
devolution in the government of scotland during the 1880s it was
recognized that the needs ofthe scots were not well served by the london
government consequently a secretary for scotland was appointed and
adjustments were made which gave scots a fairer representation in the
imperial parliament when felt needs for national identity were attended
to there may have been less impetus for fewer scots to identify with
mormon nationalism 117777
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important as the foregoing developments may have been for the
decline of mormonism in scotland perhaps the most compelling reason
lies in the fact that the presbyterian church of the 1880s had undergone
a revolution and was not at all like the kirk of the 1840s the traditional
austere sparse theology and practice of its basic calvinism had collapsed
by the 1880s the extreme emphasis upon predestination and the notion
that god had already chosen his elect the literal interpretation of the
bible and an obsession with sabbathkeepingsabbath keeping gave way to a church
dominated by the healing of the new testament rather than the
ferocitiesferocities of the old testament 117878

the changes were not only in theology however the mode of
worship changed with the introduction of hymn singing in 1864 and in
the following year the reverend norman mcleod took a public stand
against the sabbatariansSabbat arians who supported the closing of public parks on
sunday the only day that the workingman and his family could enjoy
some recreation pews in church were no longer dependent on fees and
inhibitions on how one should dress for worship were removed

in such ways the established kirk began to bridge the gap which had
separated it from so many of scotlandsScotlands working class in addition the
church of scotland recognized the need for active intervention on behalf
of those who had been dispossessed by the industrial revolution the
existence of extremes of poverty and wealth was inconsistent with the
concept of the social gospel church leaders seemed to be moving toward
accepting the notion that religion could only be real once a certain
material level of living had been attained 7971 an idea which finds its echo
in the traditional mormon notion that a religion which has not the power
to save men temporally and make them prosperous and happy here
cannot be depended on to save them spiritually 8010

the transformationtransfonnation of the church of scotland was not simply a
pragmatic accommodation to the realities of the age and its own need
to survive as an institution the change from a rigid calvinism to a
more liberal and humane perspective was rooted in a genuine intellectual
and spiritual ferment and questioning which came to a head in the
1880s concurrently another kind of american religion came to
scotland when the noted evangelist and preacher dwight L moody and
the singer ira D sankey brought their revival crusade to caledonia in
1873 while there had been opposition to earlier emotion filled revivals
in the 1840s the kind of revival instigated by moody and sankey in the
1870s took scotland by storm and influenced the religious scene there
more profoundly than in england the enthusiastic preaching the joyous
singing and the sense of uplift together with happy conversion
brought to the scots a religious populism that cut across theological
refinements by its fundamental appeal 81 if this is an accurate
assessment of the impact of the moody and sankey type of revival then
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one can see within its success yet another factor which made the
mormonsmonnonsmormans with their emphasis on an old testament type of leadership
practice of polygamy precise definitions of what is correct belief and
exclusive claims to being the only true church less appealing to the
scots of the late nineteenth century

the revitalization of the kirk did not mean that all of scotland had
been transformed into a nation dominated by spiritual concerns as in all
of western europe the drift towards secularism could not be stayed by
the enthusiasm of a moody and sankey revival a regenerated church of
scotland or even aggressive mormon proselyting however the long-
term trend in the secularization of society accompanied by the
revitalization of the kirk the popular involvement in the political
process and even the rise of spectator sports such as scotlandsScotlands national
fitbafilba were more than a match for the mormon message

not that mormonscormons didnt try to convert the scots during these
gie dreichcreich years there was an average of fourteen full time mission-

aries in scotland during the 1890s and time and energy were expended
in reaching out to the population via the newspapers in the 1870s
david 0 calder traveled fifteen hundred miles throughout scotland
meeting with editors merchants manufacturers ministers and others
of the middle classes but with little apparent return for his efforts 8212 in
1889 the scottish conference president samuel T whitaker conducted
a newspaper campaign to inform scotland about the mormon message
and claimed to have borne his testimony to 3.63636 million people in this way
he spent a lot of time responding to absurd ideas which people had
about the mormonscormonsMormons some imagined that mormon is another name for
marry and that to become a mormon meant instantaneous wedlock

without limit some inquirers were unaware that mormonscormons were
believers in the bible or that it was a religion at all and one man
expressed the desire to be baptized into utah 83

no matter how hard the mormonscormons worked or prayed no matter
how many missionaries were assigned to scotland no matter how many
new ways of awakening the people to their message were tried relatively
few people responded and mormonism in scotland almost became
dormant A faithful remnant persisted however and if the reports in the
millennial star reflect fewer and fewer baptisms they exude a note of
hopefulness pathetic at times that scotland would yet see better days
but the better days never came in the nineteenth century not until the
1960s with new social and economic conditions a new kind of
mormonism and a radically different approach to proselyting would the
number of mormonscormons in scotland climb above the benchmark of some
3300 set almost a century before
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the reverend W R davies
vs captain dan jones

ronald D dennis

in 1838 when forty year old william robert davies was ordained
minister of the baptist caersalemCaersalem chapel in dowlais two miles from
merthyr tydfil he had probably never heard of the latter day saints
halfway into his eleven year ministry at caersalemCaersalem he would become
the most vociferous foe ofofmormonismmormonism in wales in addition to constant
sermons against the new religion davies also published extensively in
the various religious periodicals and all of this opposition was
conducted according to the established modus operandoperandi for the
nineteenth century polemic

elder william henshaw the earliest mormon missionary sent to
the merthyr tydfil area reported his first baptisms on 19 february 1843
just a matter of weeks after beginning his mission among henshawshenshaweHenshaws
first dozen baptisms was one ofofwofaW R daviess congregation and it was
no doubt this conversion that brought davies into the arena

in an unpublished letter in welsh dated 6 may 1843 davies
commented on the newcomers

there is here a new sect the latter day saints as they call themselves
they baptize as we do and that at night they profess to be able to do
everything which the apostles could do to heal the sick cast out devils raise
the dead speak in tongues etc etc their minister has been in the house
with me trying to convince me he is having success and has baptized from
10 to 12 in the last three months and he baptized one woman who was a
member with us

ten months later a brief article of daviess appeared in the
march 1844 issue of Y bedyddiwr the baptist one of the many
religious periodicals in the welsh language then being published under
the pseudonym of tobit ger y bont tobit near the bridgebridgel davies
presents a 600 word diatribe against the mormonscormonsMormons the first few
sentences are indicative of his approach to dealing with the monmormonscormonsnons
during the next five years until his death in 1849 of cholera

ronald D dennis is a professor of portuguese and welsh at brigham young university
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the foolish and mad men who call themselves latter day saints have
arrived in pendaranPendaran sic penydarrenPenydarren is an area contiguous to merthyr
tydfil they profess to work miracles to prophesy to speak in unknown
tongues yea in a word to do everything that the apostles did I1 am sorry to
say that a number of dregs of society are now believers they baptize at
night and those receiving baptism must undress for them and go to the water
stark naked2nakeda

davies then relates an attempt made by the mormonscormons to heal one of
their sisters who was in hysterics the first blessing was unsuccessful so
someone was sent to fetch william henshaw to whom davies refers
with four epithets the high deceiver the great prophet the father
of them all and the chief apostle after henshawshenshaweHenshaws failure this
according to davies of course a doctor was sent for the physician
determined that the lady had given birth to a child which had died in the
process daviess final comment 1I did not think there were men so
stupid in wales to believe such a heap of nonsense and presumption 1133

after the appearance of this article davies was a frequent
contributor of anti mormon writings to Y bedyddiwr and several other
periodicals listed in table I11 are his published anti mormon writings
found in the most prominent religious publications of the 1840s the
brief comments in the third column are merely an indication of the most
salient characteristic of each item and the number of words in the final
column is an approximation table 2 is a list of published mormon
writings about W R daviess writings

in a 1500 word article in the april 1844 Y bedyddiwr no 2
table 1 davies announces in a spirit of fair play his intention to give
16aa small account of their failure together with their successes it would
be unfair he says to falsely accuse satan despite all his satannessSatanness and
by the same principle it would be a pity to put the weakest side and only
that before the public 5141144 according to davies the mormonscormons were
preaching in a camp meeting in georgetown an area of merthyr tydfil
there they were countered by dafydd oliver a member of the baptist
church after the mormon preacher had finished his foolish and devilish
chatter dafydd oliver asked some questions which resulted in a
heated and fierce debate oliver then took hold of him with invincible

strength showing him to be a satanic and presumptuous wretch trying
to blind a few of the weakheadedweakheaded fools who followed him into believing
that he was speaking infallibly and was a recipient of visions and
revelations from god 11 5

the camp meeting turned into a debate and the opponents met on
two other occasions to conclude the third and final round james
wilkins a baptist minister asked permission to address the listeners
according to davies the reverend wilkins then demonstrated the
stupidity and arrogance of the mormon missionaries and announced



TABLE I11

published antiantl mormonmonnon writings of W R davies

1 1844 mar Y bedyddiwr account of a failed healing 600 words
9910099 100

2 apraar Y bedyddiwr some successes and failures 1500 words
12324123 24

3 1846 mar Y bedyddiwr A reply to a letter supposedly 1700 words
919391 93 written by abel evans and

william henshaw
4 mar Y ybedyddiwrbedyddiwr the supposed healing of 650 words

11112111 12 william hughess leg
5 mar separate the latter saints the 20 pages

pamphlet substance of a sermon
given on the miracles

6 june Y ybedyddiwrbedyddiwr comments about the 750 words
23 forged letter

7 1847 jan seren gomercorner zeal without knowledge 2000 words
787 8

8 july separate A nonextant reworking of
pamphlet no 5

9 sep ytystY tystcyst why the latter day saints 1800 words
199201199 201 should be called the

nineteenth century satanists
10 dec seren gomercorner predictions about the 600 words

368 mormonscormons
11 dec seren gomercorner A warning to the welsh 800 words

37576375 76 about the mormonscormons
12 1848 jan VY bedyddiwr quotes from other sources 850 words

16 17

13 feb ydrysorfaY drysorpiaorfia quote from the ottawa free 450 words
gynnulleidfaol trader identical to second
373837 38 half of no 14

14 june VY drysorfaDrys orfa A variety of mormon 1900 words
gynnulleidfaol offenses
16870168 70

15 june 7 bedyddiwr arguments against baptism 1500 words
209 11 for the dead

16 july serenserel gomercorner the failure of the mormonscormons 1300 words
2012201 2 to cast out evil spirits

17 1849 aug serensere gomercomer effect of the cholera on 250 words
248 membership



TABLE 2
published mormon writings about W R daviess anti mormonmonnon writings

I11 1846 feb Atebyddatebydd y identification by dan jones of 200 words
gwrthddadleuon W R davies as the person
22 behind the pseudonyms

2 may Y bedyddiwr A letter of clarification 170 words
19394193 94 by abel evans and

william henshaw
3 july prophwyd refutation of daviesdaviess s 3000 words

y jubelijubili accusations in Y bedyddiwr
222822 28 for march 1846

4 sep prophwyd A review of daviess pamphlet 4000 words
707870 78 first installment

5 sep prophwyd in defense of evans 3200 words
788478 84 and henshaw

6 oct prophwyd A review of daviessdavies s pamphlet 1100 words
1079107 9 second installment

7 nov prophwyd A review of daviess pamphlet 2000 words
128 31 third installment

8 dec prophwyd A review of daviess pamphlet 2000 words
15660156 60 fourth and final installment

9 1847 mar A separate A refutation of daviess article 12 pages
pamphlet in seren gomercorner january 1847

10 aug prophwyd A refutation of daviess 1900 words
12023120 23 reworking of his pamphlet

11 sep prophwyd conclusion of no 10 1750 words
13437134 37

12 nov prophwyd benefits of daviess 1200 words
17173171 73 persecution

13 1848 feb prophwyd A supposed dialogue between 1200 words
212321 23 davies and his slugger

14 mar prophwyd announcement of the baptism 250 words
454645 46 ofofreesrees price daviess

righthandright hand man
15 mar ydrysorfadrysorfaY Drysorpaorfa an observer defends 1300 words

gynnulleidfaol mormonism against the
76 78 attacks of W R davies

16 june prophwyd A satire of daviess baptizing 1450 words
889088 90 of apostate mormonscormons

17 sep prophwyd testimony of rees price W R 1000 words
13133131 33 daviess righthandright hand man

18 dec prophwyd testimony of job rowland 300 words
18788187 88 a convert to mormonism

from daviess congragationcongregation
19 1849 sep udgornseionudgorn selon announcement of daviess death 30 words

wrapper 3
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that the baptists would not come ever again to disturb the camp of the
saints beneath the notice of of 5161165566as they were every man common sense

davies further mentions that wherever the saints went among the
baptists they were met with defeat but when they went to the men of
the sprinkle as davies called the independents because of their mode
of baptism the mormonscormons finally scored a victory and baptized an
intelligent and gifted young man a deacon in the sunday school this
was probably abel evans who became a powerful missionary for the
LDS faith evanss family members were initially opposed to his
conversion but within a few days they also converted davies concludes
had they been baptists they would have won the battle 7

despite exhaustive searches in Y bedyddiwr and numerous
other religious periodicals of that era I1 have located no other writings
for davies until two years later in march 1846 much excitement was
caused among the mormonsmonnonsmormans when they read a supposed challenge no 3
table 1 sent to W R davies by two mormon missionaries abel evans
and william henshaw the 250 word letter is dated 10 january 1846
and has numerous grammatical and spelling errors in welsh it contains
this challenge to davies

we are sending you this letter to compel you as an honest man to come
to the field to defend that which you said previously to face the public next
thursday night the fifteenth of this month and make yourself known to the
public if you come our celebrated apostle capt dan jones will be there
to face you your absence will be proof of your heresy 8

in his lengthy response davies refuses to accept the challenge for
the following five reasons

I11 the persons who address me are beneath my consideration
2 the names that you give yourselves are too low to scorn such as the

only true church of jesus christ our celebrated apostle captain
D jones etc

3 the mad presumptuous doctrines which you proclaim are beneath the
consideration of every man who has common sense

4 one of your objectives is to have a fair in order to gather together
foolishness but chiefly to try to collect money

5 1I completely and decidedly refuse your offer out of true respect for the
inspired counsel of god through the mouth of one of his holy apostles
who counseled by saying in I11 timothy 65 perverse disputings of
men of corrupt minds and destitute of the truth from such withdraw
thyself I91

davies recommends to dan jones that he go back to being a captain
of his fishing boat or whatever he was captain of and he recommends
to william henshaw that he return to his birthplace in cornwall and
make fools of the comishmencornishmencornishmanComCornishmen davies then shows how bad the mormonsmonnonsmormans
were by relating several incidents which he says had transpired in wales
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the failure of henshawshenshaweHenshaws blessing to a woman in labor the failure of
another mormonmonnon who had promised to heal all the children of dowlaisDowlais
and the incarceration of a young mormon lad who had stolen from the
shop of his future father in law

in a brief note that precedes the challenge and daviess answer the
editor of Y bedyddiwr comments

because of the impudence of these fiends who erroneously call them-
selves saints and because of their continual attacks on the believers and
the nonbelieversbelieversnon in the mining areas and due to the fact that they have
charmed many of the little children and the unstable and because of their
insult on the heavenly ordinances through their sinful imitation of them we
give space to the following correspondence which took place between them
and the rev W R davies dowlaisDow lais we must confess that mr daviess
letter to them is quite clumsy but in view of the inferior knowledge and
morals of those whom he addresses perhaps it would be difficult to do
better 10

elders evans and henshaw claimed that the letter above their
names in the march 1846 bedyddiwrybedyddiwrY was a forgery they immediately
sent a letter of protest to the editor of the periodical and stated we
testify in soberness and truth in the presence of god and men that we did
not write nor did we cause to be written the aforementioned letter or any
other writing ever to that man 11 the editor printed their letter in the
may 1846 issue of Y bedyddiwr no 2 table 2 the only time a mormonmonnon
protest was allowed to appear inin any of the contemporary religious
periodicals but the editor had the last say in the matter in this note
following the letter whether the letter referred to is false or authentic
the writing is very much like the writing of this letter they are so similar
that everyone who saw them decided at once that it was the same hand
which wrote the two letters 12

W R davies responded to the forgery accusations in the june issue
of Y bedyddiwr no 6 table 1 claiming that he had witnesses to prove
he had received the letter through the mail and stating 1I consider it to
be your responsibility as the editor and publisher of a monthly periodical
for the sake of religion and your fellow nation to publish the tricks of

these satanists every now and again 111313

with the forged letter and daviess response in the march 1846
Y ybedyddiwrbedyddiwr no 3 table 1 was a letter that had appeared in the
9 december 1845 new york sun the letter is dated 20 november 1845
and is attributed to emma smith the prophets wife it contains her
supposed admission that she never really believed in her husbands
visions and revelations emma smith had written to james arlington
bennett probably the real author of the letter that it was a forgery but
her disclaimer did not appear in the new york sun until 25 january 1846
nothing further appears to have been said about the letter however by
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the opponents of mormonism in wales or by the welsh mormonscormons
themselves whether the full story was known by either side in wales is
unclear it may well have been W R davies who had submitted to
Ybedyddiwrybedyddiwr the supposed letter of emma smith

yet another article no 4 table 1 that appeared in the march 1846
Y bedyddiwr was a very sarcastic one entitled A miracle A miracle at
last using still another pseudonym quick yn dwrdar the literal
translation is quick in the water but its meaning is unclear W R
davies heaps ridicule on the mormonscormons for claiming that miracles had
occurred among them in wales one specific instance davies discusses
in his article is that of william hughes a convert to mormonism whose
leg had been broken at the mine where he worked the mormonsmonnonsmormans asserted
that hughess leg had been miraculously healed as a result of a blessing
given by some of their missionaries but davies states that when the
doctor went to check on his patient to the doctors surprise some fool
had taken off the bandage which he had put on the leg the day before

and after being asked the sufferer confessed the whole thing and to
this day the fool headed wretch has not gotten better and he is being
supported by the merthyr parish 14

the number ofmormon converts in wales by early 1846 had grown
to nearly five hundred most of them in south wales the reins of
leadership of the welsh mormonscormons had been given to elder dan jones
often known as captain dan jones dan jones a mississippi riverboat
captain was the recipient of joseph smiths last prophecyjustprophecy just prior to the
martyrdom when the prophet told him that he would live through the
events of carthage and return to wales to fulfill the mission to which he
had previously been called dan jones was outraged at daviess attack
on the mormonscormons because of the william hughes case especially since
davies had not even taken the trouble to travel the two miles separating
dowlais and merthyr tydfil to gain personal knowledge of the situation
before sending his letter to Y bedyddiwr elder jones immediately
sent his own letter to the editor of the periodical a letter which contains
a detailed testimony from william hughes himself and affidavits
from mormonmonnon and non mormon eyewitnesses to the miraculous
healing jones was further outraged at the editors refusal to print the
letter this injustice constituted one of the principal motivating factors
in joness establishment of prophwyd y jubilijubeli prophet of the jubilee
the first welsh mormonmonnon periodical volume 1 number 1 of this
publication appeared in july 1846 only four months after daviess
article in Y bedyddiwr and one of its main contents is a six page
refutation ofofdaviessdaviess charges no 3 table 2 that which the editor of
Y bedyddiwr had refused to print is also included crying out against the

corrupt depths of humanity made evident by the baptist publication
dan jones writes 1I confess that we have never before seen a treatise half
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as large as this published especially in a periodical which professes to be
religious but notmorelotmorenot more than one statement of it was truth in some comer
or another 15 jones invites the reader to count with him daviess lies and
then presents a series of quotations from daviess article showing the
fallacy of each one he expresses further outrage at davies in a six page
article in the september prophwydprophwydyy jubelijubili no 4 table 2 among many
other observations jones points out that davies proves himself devoid
of common sense after all davies had stated that the doctrines of
Monnonmormonismism were beneath the consideration of every man who had
common sense but then he proceeded to consider them jones also has
a few comments about the periodical willing to print daviess writings
what to offer us ybedyddiwrbedyddiwrY as true Is that not the sinkhole into

which you have spewedskewed the contents of your foul insides for years and
would you wish us to sully our noses in your stinking liquid oh nono161116

march 1846 was a month of considerable activity for the
reverend davies in addition to the forged letter and his answer to
the challenge in Y bedyddiwr and his article on the supposed healing of
william hughess broken leg davies also published a twenty page
pamphlet no 5 table 1 entitledentitledYY seintiau diweddaf sy1weddpregethsylwedd pregethpreneth
a dradoddwydarygwyrthiaudradoddvydary gwyrthiau er ermwynmwynawyn goleuoy cyffredin a dangos twylltwell
y creaduriaid a alwantalcant eu hunainhanain yn seintiau y dyddiau diweddaf
the latter saints the substance of a sermon which was delivered on the

miracles in order to enlighten the public and show the deceit of the
creatures who call themselves latter day saints

in the foreword to this pamphlet davies laments that the welsh
after withstanding the beast ofrome and other false religions would
lower themselves to believe the unreasonable rubbish and deceit of the
latter day saints making no effort to conceal his chauvinism he asks
Is it an ignorant unlearned and disreputable englishman from cornwall

together with a few unlearned and disreputable creatures who possess
the knowledge and the secret of the heavenly kingdom the pamphlet
is a combination of two major ingredients scriptural arguments to show
the needlessness of miracles and ad hominemhominernhominern attacks to show that the
latter day saints were a bunch of weakheadedweakheaded and ignorant doltsbolts

william henshaw the disreputable englishman from cornwall
as davies calls him had gone to daviess home in dowlais on one
occasion shortly after beginning his mission in the merthyr tydfil area
davies mentions the event in his private correspondence of 6 may 1843
but offers further detail in his pamphlet the false prophet ofofpendarrenpendarrenPendarren
sic called at my home some time ago and began to assert and debate his

miracles etc he claimed that he and his brethren possessed every
power which the apostles possessed I1 listened attentively for a time but
at last I1 tired of his arrogance and I1 asked him to speak with me in the
welsh langaugelangauge since the holy ghost would teach him an answer
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without his having to meditate luke 2114 but instead of speaking in
tongues I1 received as I1 knew I1 would 1 I cant speak welsh sir 1 I17

then davies sent his daughter to the druggist to buy some poison which
he offered to henshaw so that he could prove the scripture if they drink
any deadly thing it shall not hurt them mark 1618 henshawshenshaweHenshaws refusal
to drink the poison was proof to davies that his guest was a false prophet

in the september issue of prophwyd y jubelijubili no 5 table 2
dan jones gives a differing account of the meeting between henshaw
and davies according to jones davies had invited henshaw to his
home and had even offered him the opportunity to become his assistant
preacher henshaw refused the post and the poison that was offered him
jones devoted over half the twenty eight pages of the september issue of
his periodical to counter daviess offensive and he finished the task with
a dozen more pages spread over the october november and december
issues nos 6 7 and 8 table 2

in november 1846 a third party entered into the jones davies
polemic about the hughes leg healing incident in that month seren
gomerthemerTheGocorner the starofstar ofgomergomerof another baptist periodical carried an article
entitled seiselsl heb wybodaeth zeal without knowledge surprisingly
the article is pro monmormonnon a truly unusual phenomenon in the religious
periodicals of that time the writer of the article known only by his
pseudonym cethlyddCethlydd y don songbird of the ton bears witness to the
hughes miracle and says of the opponents ofofmormonismmormonism if they had
the queens seal on their girdle I1 am certain that they would put the
latter day saints through the same experience that stephen had and
many of their pastors would hold their coats 18

davies in a 2000 word article printed in the january 1847 seren
gomercorner no 7 table 1 denies that the enemies of the saints had any such
inclinations and then proceeds to ridicule songbird of the ton for
claiming that hughess leg had been miraculously healed

you know perfectly well that some from here and from other places have
gone every step to merthyrjustMerthyr just to see the man william hughes and after
going to all the trouble instead of seeing the man up and around to their
disappointment they found him sick with a large lump on his leg and if
anyone doubts the fact they can see him in that condition now at least he
was like that for the space of six or seven months after the false prophets laid
their hands on him 19

some dates here are important hughes received blessings from the
mormonmonnon elders on 18 and 21 january 1846 daviess estimate of six or
seven months of illness would have expired in august his seren gomercorner
article is dated november 1846 though not published until january
1847 consequently it is curious that he should issue an invitation for
all to go to merthyr tydfil to see the still ailing hughes curious also
is the short poem with which davies ends his article
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you latter day saints
I1 shall follow you forever
if you can work miracles
the same as the apostles of our god
but know this if not if deceivers
or men without power in the work
I1 shant come one inch to follow you
for your jjourneyourneybourney will end in hell
you have been heard preaching in wales
but not one miracle has been seen
according to every indication and sign
your name will fall in disgrace
the same as to southcoatesouthcotteSouthcoate and courtney
and martha and mary of the white mantle
will happen to you I1 believe
the latter days will come to an end 2010

davies signs his article with a new pseudonym gwcw y don
cuckoo of the ton

dan jones did not delay in answering all the charges of cuckoo
but published a twelve page pamphlet entitled amddikniadamddiffyniadyy saint yn
ngwyneb camgyhuddiadau y rhal a alwantalcant eu hunainhanainyn gwcw y don
A defense of the saints against the false accusations of those who call

themselves cuckoo of the ton no 9 table 2 jones is at his polemical
best in this pamphlet as he combines logic and sarcasm to show daviess
wrong conclusions about the latter day saints he quotes daviess
comment about mormon miracles

and I1 take this opportunity as if under oath in the presence of my final
judge to inform you together with all the readers of the seren that to this
point not one miracle or anything like a miracle has been worked by them
anywhere in merthyr or its environs 21

jones uses daviess strange pseudonym as a vehicle to show the
fallacy of the foregoing statement

at first we thought that it was the little cuckoo that we had in our hands
but then it turned into a profaning magpie after that we thought perhaps
the strange bird was a parrot until it became a rapacious kite but by
following him lo10 and behold he proclaims himself a little god
sufficiently omnipresent and omniscient to fill every place from
merthyr and its environs at least night and day please forgive us
for venturing to doubt a single word of that for we know that we are
criticizing the assertions of one so omniscient for surely he must be to so
assert or to ask all the readers of the seren to believe his unique witness
as to what is NOT done in so big and populous place yes before he
would take his oath so sober before his judge for he admits that even he
has a judge despite the heights he has reached and pity him when he
stands before him we would not want to be in his shoes for the
universe about that which except for his omnipresence he is unable to
knowknow2211
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hardly a month would go by in 1847 without an attack by W R
davies or a defense by dan jones appearing in print and the verbal
exchanges from the pulpits were doubtless even more frequent

in the february 1847 issue of seren gomercorner a columnist by the
pseudonym of matheteslathetesMathetes published a 3000 word review of daviess
twenty page pamphlet that had appeared nearly a year earlier no 5
table 1 the reviewer comments on a few grammatical errors that would
need to be corrected in a second edition of the pamphlet but he had found
no errors in logic or doctrine davies in mathetessMathetess estimation had
performed a noteworthy service in warning the welsh to beware of such
a disgraceful shameful and illogical movement as the mormonscormonsMormons 2321

although I1 have found no extant copy it appears that there was
indeed a second edition of daviess pamphlet the only reference I1 have
found to it is in dan joness eight page review of it in prophwydy jubilijubeli
for august and september 1847 nos 10 and 11 table 2 judging from
joness comments the pamphlet was made into some sort of catechism
for the young people of the baptist sunday schools in addition to
numerous objections jones was distraught that davies continued to
stoop to name calling in place of arguing doctrinal issues

daviess favorite name for the saints was satanists and in the
september 1847 Y tystcyst the witness an anglican periodical davies
carefully explains why the mormonscormons should be called nineteenth
century satanists instead of latter day saints no 9 table 1 the first
reason he gives is that they cast devils out of each other unlike the
apostles of old his second reason is that the last or latter days had
not arrived as yet his third reason is that the mormonscormonsMormons unlike the early
christians defend themselves with arms

davies signs his article tobit gery bont a pseudonym that he had
used three years earlier his last sentence is this 1I hear them bragging
throughout the country that many of the members of the baptists in
caersalemcaersalernCaersalemsalern daviess chapel in dowlaisDowlais have joined with them I1 can
assure you that this is not true with the exception of one old lady 5124112124

about this time the reverend edward roberts a baptist minister
from nearby rhymni joined davies in his crusade against the mormonscormonsMormons
together they planned to give the home stoke apparently an
expression meaning coup de grace to monmormonismnonismeonism 225 davies invited
roberts to give a special lecture in this campaign at caersalerncaersalemCaersalernsalem chapel

dan jones attended the lecture and describes the evening in a letter
dated 29 september to mormon apostle orson spencer

the scene was truly picturesque it was in a baptist chapel one of their
collegians being the hero the big seat was crowded with reverends etc
from far and near and although they exacted sixpence for admission yet the
chapel was crowded with anxious listeners who with opened mouths
eagerly anticipated to hear the funeral sermon of mormonism I1 seated
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myself in front and took notes of his topics and were you to see the fingers
and eyes that evidently marked me as a gone case you would have thought
that I1 had seven hornshoms ifnot as many heads and every time that the harlequin
would strike the pulpit with his paw and cry down with mormonism
etc in the midst of the echo of cheers I1 had time and opportunity to inspect
nearly all eyes in the place I1 had sent one of my placards publishing that
I1 should reply the following evening to the chairman with a request for
him to read it at the close but he refused to read it and when one of the saints
asked him I1 was replied to in the negative by one of them jumping on top
of the seat in front of me and in front of a sweatfulseatful of the reverend divines
with his fist in my face and gnashing his teeth and in the attitude of sending
me to the judgment apparently if I1 said a word 26

davies probably continued to preach vehemently against the
mormonscormons during 1848 however his antiantl mormonmonnon writings dwindled
he sent some material from the christian messenger which was
published in two periodicals in january and february nos 12 and 13

table 1 and also published a 1900 word article in a congregationalist
periodical in june no 14 table 1 for their part the latter day saints
during 1848 had something to say about the reverend davies roughly
every other month in prophwydprophwydyjubiliy jubilijubeli their own periodical certainly
the mormonsmonnonsmormans must have felt triumphant as they reported the baptism of
rees price a baptist dan jones called daviess righthandright hand man 1127112127

at this point jones even began to describe how the opposition from
dowlais had benefittedbenefitted the proselyting efforts of the saints although it
would be difficult to determine to what extent there was cause and effect
mormon convert baptisms in wales did in fact soar to 1000 during 1847
and to over 1500 during 1848 in the december 1848 issue ofprophwydofprophwyd
y jubilijubeli job rowland one of daviess fonnerformer members relates how
davies had helped him gain a testimony of mormonism

I1 was with the baptists for thirteen years As soon as the saints came to
these areas our teachers especially mr W R davies began to persecute
them and hate them saying all manner of evil against them mr davies said
one time in our house that his desire was to do the same with their elders as
was done to joseph smith that is to kill them that together with many other
things prompted me to look into their principles 28

william howells a lay minister with the baptists prior to his
conversion to mormonism in 1847 also gave credit to W R davies for
helping him to see the light

I1 knew hardly anything about the saints or their religion until the rev W R
davies came to aberdaleaberdareAberdare to show their deceit and to my surprise the more
he pounded his bible on the pulpit and shouted great fraud devilish
hypocrisy and miserable darkness of the satanists of the latter days the
more the principles of the saints shone like rays of divine truth to the point
of making me begin to believe that if these men were satanic that his
satanic majesty had more of the divine truth of the bible than did the

religion which I1 professed 2921
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in february 1849 when elder dan jones left wales with a group of
over three hundred welsh mormon converts headed for their zion in
salt lake city he no doubt felt victorious in his three year long battle
with W R davies daviess congregation however continued to be a
sizeable one in spite of a few desertions his pen fell silent after
june 1848 and heddedhediedhe died of cholera in september 1849 others would
oppose mormonism inin wales over the years but none with quite the
same vehemence or constancy as did the reverend W R davies

NOTES

awW1w R davies to william jones 6 may 1843 cwrtmawr collection national library of wales all
quotations in this study except one from the millennial star are translations from welsh to english the foregoing
and all subsequent translations are mine

ayV2y bedyddiwr 3 march 184499
ibid 100

ay4yY bedyddiwr 3 april 1844 123

ibid
ibid

7ibidbibidbid 124
Y bedyddiwr 5 march 1846 9911

ibid
abidmbidibid 90
11 Y bedyddiwr 5 may 1846 90

ibid
Y bedyddiwriiybedyddiwr 5 june 1846 232

14Y bedyddiwr 5 march 1846 112

prophwydprophwydyjubiliy jubilijubeli I1 july 1846 24
6prophwydyjubi1iprophwydyjubili I11 september 1846 78

17 davies to jones 6 may 1843 cwrtmawr collection
seren gomercorner 29 november 1846 343
seren gomercorner 30 january 1847 7

201ibid201bidbid 8

2amddiffyniadamddiffyniadyy saint merthyr tydfil D jones 1847 9
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the bells of malvemmallem

pale light blossoms slowly in the rising mist
it is evening and the hedgerowshedgerows gleam
around the undulating green expanse of fields

listen
it is the clear and treble noted bells of malvern
forming sounds upon the stillness
floating out toward the villages and hills
settling deeply inthein the waiting stones and roses

children at the windows pause and listen
in the fields and lanes and houses
men and women breathe the air that brims with ringing
filling with this time and generation stitching sound
that lingers resonant within the good strong blood
nestling even in the bones and sinews
of infants forming in the womb

11

listen brigham willard wilford
you can hear the slenderestslenderest echoes
softly throbbing in the hearts
of those you called away

randall L hall



the gathering of the australian saints
in the 1850s

marjorie newton

the gathering of the australian saints in the 1850s offers a fruitful
field for comparison with the work of historians on the emigration of the
british saints in the middle decades of the nineteenth century I1 while the
british mormon emigration to america must be viewed in context as part
of a larger population movement making it difficult to isolate motives
the australian mormon emigration was against the larger population
movement the doctrine of the gathering made the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints unique in colonial australia as the
missionaries recruited converts to help build their zion in north america
and led a miniemigrationemigrationmini out of the australian colonies in a period when
the tide was flowing into the country although the number of australian
converts was extremely small in comparison with those from britain
detailed examination of the known australian converts makes possible
a microcosm approach which helps illumine the larger picture

australia in the 1850s was not a unified nation but a group ofbritish
colonies scattered around the perimeter of the island continent an
island the same size as the continental united states each colony
was governed by british law and peopled overwhelmingly by british
settlers consequently each had a culture and tradition almost completely
british mormonism first reached australia not from america but from
britain as a byproductby product of the mission of the twelve to england in
1840 41 there were several mormon immigrants in australia in the
1840s besides william barrett and andrew anderson the two best
known despite their efforts the australian mission was not formally
opened until the arrival of the first american elders john murdock and
charles W wandell on 31 october 18511851 21

the 1850s saw the greatest success in the australian mission in
the nineteenth century between 1853 and 1859 eight small companies
of saints sailed for california from various ports in new south wales
and victoria although only 452 saints are known to have emigrated
from australia during the 1850s they were choice stock among them
marjorie newton lives in new south wales most of the material in this article is drawn from her university of
sydney masters thesis southern cross saints the mormon church in australia
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joseph ridges who was to build the original tabernacle organ and
charles stapley whose great grandson elder delbert L stapley of the
council of the twelve was to return to australia a century later to
organize the first stake of the church in the land where his forebears were
converted to the gospel

the whole question of the effects of the mormon gathering on the
missions of the church appears to have been misunderstood by many
historians who frequently refer to the great weakening it caused in the
overseas missions in the nineteenth century 3 however the question of
whether the gathering weakened the branches of the australasian or any
other mission in the nineteenth century is quite irrelevant there was
never any intention of establishing permanent units of the church
overseas before the beginning of the twentieth century except perhaps
in polynesia the gathering was as most historians recognize as
essential and basic a doctrine as repentance and baptism 4 church
leaders regarded it as a commandment and duty for all converts 5 the
missionaries were sent with explicit instructions to preach baptize and
teach their converts to flee out of babylon to zion a place ofphysical and
spiritual safety brigham young made it plain that the commandment
also applied to the australian converts

on the subject of the gathering you are aware that the spirit and word to
scattered israel is come home to the vallies of the mountains as fast as
circumstances will permit of course the saints in new south wales and
countries adjacent will wend their way here at every feasablefearablefeasable opportunity 6

that the australian mission and its branches were never intended
to be permanent growing units of the church is clear from brigham
youngs instructions to augustus farmhamfarnham australian mission
president

you will however organize and regulate matters in the most judicious
manner for the continuance of the work but gather out the saints and bring
them with you as far as you shall be able to do so leaving a sufficient number
to continue the work we find it best to gather out all the saints as fast as it
can be done consistently leaving only labouringlabour ing elders in shefieldthefieldtherhe field 71

because of its emphasis on a specific place and a physical city of
zion the monmormonmonnonnon gathering became open to misinterpretation by the
gentiles especially when the practice of polygamy became known

the charge that from motives of lust the mormon missionaries traveled
abroad or to the eastern united states recruiting young women for their
utah haremshares was commonplace even in australia A second and far
more credible thesis looked at the motives not of the missionaries but
of the mormon converts and asserted that they gathered with an eye to
economic advantage rather than from purely religious motives this
theory is still very much alive and an examination of the australian
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gathering from this point of view may also throw light on the mormon
gathering as a whole

british historian phillip A M taylortaylorhashas examined in considerable
detail the motives of the mormon emigrants taylor lists four theories or
explanations of the monmormonmonnonnon gathering 8 the first or what taylor calls
the official version is that the saints were gathering rather than
simply emigrating that is they were being obedient to what they
regarded as a commandment from the lord and that spiritual or religious
motives prevailed the opposite point of view which appeared very
early is that people became converted to mormonism in order to take
advantage of mormon immigration assistance and the cheap land
available to them in america A third theory is that there may have been
a mixture of motives but that in any case the monmormonmonnonnon emigration was
governed by conditions within the church in america including the
amount of financial assistance available A final theory is that after the
initial mormonmonnon emigration the mormonmonnon converts in america infected
friends and relatives at home with the desire to emigrate the
contagion theory As taylor is quick to recognize these hypotheses

are not mutually exclusive while admitting that it is impossible to
accurately ascertain the motives of the nineteenth century converts
taylor obviously feels that strands of all these motives personal and
family economic political and religious were mingled in most of the
mormon emigrants taylor also shows that mormon immigration
propaganda made an economic as well as religious appeal with leaders
often implying and occasionally explicitly stating that european saints
would find better economic conditions in america while also giving
realistic warnings of the hardships that must be endured

studies of the surviving australian branch membership records
have shown that contrary to the popular stereotype there were actually
more male than female converts in australia in the nineteenth century
As in britain the majority of the converts were from the working class
although in australia with its greater opportunities for upward social
mobility there were more middle class members than in britain of
the working class component most were as in britain from the
respectable working classes many being tradesmen rather than

general laborers unlike the mainly urban and native born converts in the
british mission the majority of australian converts before 1869 were
from rural areas and of the adult members in the australian mission in
the nineteenth century only 24 percent were native bomborn the greater
propproportionortion almost 70 percent 96 percent for the decade of the
1850s had been bomborn in the british isles and had migrated to australia
only two LDS converts have been positively identified as exconvicts 9

it is estimated that between 45 and 55 percent of the nineteenth
century australian converts gathered a somewhat lower percentage
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than for britain if taylors estimate of the british numbers is correct or
a similar percentage if the figures estimated by richard L evans and
william mulder are correct 10 the australian gathering reached a peak
of 62 percent during the decade of the 1850s

the table below lists the australian companies that sailed for
california in the 1850s from missionary journals letters to presiding
authorities arrival notices in the deseret news etc we know the
numbers in the various companies and the names of most of the
emigrants

TABLTABLEelI1
VESSEL SAILED FROM NUMBER KNOWN UNKNOWN

envelope 1853 sydney 30 13 17
julia ann 1854 newcastle 63 39 24
tarquiniatarquinioTarquinia 1855 melbourne 60 58 2
julia ann 1855 sydney 28 27 1

jenny ford 1856 sydney 130 20 110
lucas 1857 sydney 69 69 0
godfrey 1857 sydney 32 0 32
milwaukee 1859 melbourne 30 20 10

TOTALS 442 246 196

while figures for the australian mormon emigration cannot be
superimposed on the graph phillip A M taylor devised for british
emigration owing to the small numbers the shape of a separate graph of
the australian emigration shows an extraordinary resemblance to the
british graph see figures I11 and 2 on page seventy one

there was no immediate correlation between economic conditions
in the various australian colonies and those in great britain in that
period for instance the cotton famine in lancashire in the early 1860s
did not affect employment in australia in the same period though there
were depressions in new south wales in 1858 and in the 1860s largely
caused by drought the australian graph effectively conconfirmsfinns taylors
finding that periods ofdepression in britain did not uniformly lift the rate
of british mormon emigration to utah in other words the converts were
not simply seeking an escape from grinding poverty at home on the
other hand a comparison of the two graphs does suggest that the same
forces were affecting both the british and australian converts and the
common denominator was the church in utah taylor speculates about
the effect of church assistance on the peaks and lows of emigration but
australian lows appear for the same periods and there was no church
assistance to australian converts whatsoever after an initial
unauthorized attempt in 1854 it seems a logical conclusion that the
fluctuations in the migration were caused more by events in utah than by
any other factor taylor has accounted for this and the same factors apply
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equally well to the australian situation the uncertain state of matters
in utah following the utah war and the consequent dearth of
missionaries in both australia and great britain were major causes of the
reduction in the flow of emigrants

taylor has pointed out that many church leaders urged the
economic as well as spiritual rewards the saints would reap by gathering
to zion writing from australia charles wandell did not scruple to hold
out frankly economic inducements to encourage the british saints to
gather directly to america instead of traveling to the australian
goldfieldsgoldfields in the hope of getting a fitoutfit out for zion in a long letter to the
millennial star he pointed out that while labor was better paid in
australia than in england it was not so well paid inin australia as in
america above all he wrote america gives away her lands for the
merest trifle here the government monopolizes the land for speculative

11purposes
there is no trace ofeconomic inducement to gather in the teachings

of the other early missionaries to the australian converts augustus
farnham preached repeatedly on the gathering his sermons stress the
need for obedience to the counsel of the first presidency and the
imminence of terrible judgments on the australian colonies and the
consequent wisdom of removing to zion as soon as possible 2 his
counselor william hyde echoes farnham adding to the reasons for
emigrating the necessity of receiving the temple ordinances 13 farnham
also speaks of the need to gather to attend the temple we would again
entreat the saints to use every possible effort in their power to flee the
confines of babylon for if ye gather not with the saints and are not
administered to in the holy ordinances of the house of god you cannot
attain unto that blessing honour glory and exaltation that awaits such as
are thus privileged 14

As in england gathering entailed considerable financial hardship
for most of the australian saints the voyage from sydney or melbourne
to san francisco or san pedro was much longer and more expensive than
from liverpool to new york or new orleans and fares for australian
saints were correspondingly higher for the first 1854 voyage of the
julia ann the adult fare was twenty four pounds sterling 15 two years
later passage on the jenny ford cost the australian saints twenty three
pounds ten shillings for steerage or thirty five pounds in the cabin 16

on a purely mathematical calculation the fares from sydney to
california would total approximately 102 pounds forfortaylorstaylors average
family to this must behe added the cost of a wagon and team and supplies
for the journey across the sierra nevada and the desert to utah thus the
total cost from sydney to salt lake city for an average family in the mid
1850s would have been at the very least three times the cost for the
average british family which taylor calculates at about sixty pounds 177
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wages in australia were of course much higher than in
great britain but they were not three times higher mormon convert
john perkins for example earned two pounds five shillings per
week as a storeman in sydney in 1854 1811 while wages had risen
during the early years of the gold rushes prices and rent rose also so
that saving money in australia was no easier because of the
higher wages in addition by mid 1854 a recession had oedjedled to an
average cut of one third in the wages of masons and other building
workers at the very period when mormon emigration was at its peak
in australia 19

the problem of the poverty of the saints was not confined to
britain and it soon became obvious to the missionaries in australia that
many would need assistance before they could emigrate charles
wandell talked of establishing the perpetual emigrating fund in
australia but little came of it at his departure in april 1853 he donated
about thirty pounds worth of books to be sold and the proceeds applied
to the PEF but only one person on the envelope appears to have recievedrelievedrecieved
assistance 2010

early in april 1854 the ninth general epistle of the first
presidency was received in sydney 21 let books be opened and
donations received by the presidents of all the various missions of the
latter day saints upon the whole earth to help the perpetual emigrating
fund and the saints come home wrote the presidency president
farnham apparently mistakenly took this as authority to announce to
the annual conference in sydney in april 1854 that books for the PEF
would be opened at his office for the purpose of receiving donations to
the said fund 22 although this announcement was not made until two
weeks after hydes company sailed on the julia ann farnham
apparently already had the scheme functioning in some form before they
left and had paid 240 pounds towards the passage of the poorer saints 2321

As hyde recorded that the charter fee for the vessel was 425 pounds it
appears that somewhat over half the first julia ann company received
assistance

the first presidency was concerned when reports of president
famhamsfarnhamsfarnhamsrFamFarnhams actions reached them they were convinced that economic
conditions in australia were so good that church assistance for
gathering was unnecessary and farnham was mildly rebuked for his
initiative 2414 there is no record that farnham argued the case for
assistance for the australian saints with any of the authorities in salt
lake city but with or without the assistance of the PEF the australian
saints still had to gather we are determined to the utmost of our power
to push the saints to zion he wrote 25 through the columns of the
mission paper zions watchmanatchmanlV he counseled the saints in his
extensive mission
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lay aside every degree of extravagance let your wants be few and simple
and only such as are necessary let everything be managed with economy
and prudence laying aside all you can for gathering if you are faithful and
diligent in doing your part the lord will do his and you will be gatheredgatheredl26

some of the saints paid their fares by installments handing over
small amounts to farnham until the required sum was reached 27 others
from sydney and melbourne made their way to the goldfieldsgoldfields hoping to
raise the needed funds on the diggings although the church leaders
both in america and australia officially frowned on this procedure
farnham visited the victoria goldfieldsgoldfields and counseled the men of the
castlemaine branch to organize themselves into a company to
consolidate their mining efforts this was done and an elaborate set of
rules and bylaws was drawn up 2821 although some dropped out several
members of the company reached their financial goal and sailed for zion
farnham also continued an unofficial assistance scheme begging the
more well to do members to help the poorer with mixed success 29

the fact that the missionaries after wandell who after all was
writing to the british saints did not hold out economic inducements to
persuade the australian saints to gather probably reflects the better
economic position of the australian saints relative to the english saints
but in no way minimizes the expense of the journey ifmost were already
better off than they were in england and upwardly mobile there would
have been little point in trying to convince them that life in a raw frontier
environment in utah would offer them more earthly comforts and
success than they now had it seems more than likely that the great
majority of the australian saints did genuinely gather because they felt
it was a commandment and because they desired to be with the body of
the church rather than for personal betterment

even so it would have been a considerable sacrifice it must be
rememberedremembered that for almost all the australian saints gathering to zion
involved a second emigration those who gathered in the 1850s had been
in australia for periods varying from two years for example the ridges
and syphus families to twenty years as the stapleysstaplersStapleys and bryantsabryants in the
hunter river valley at the time of their second emigration the cost of
this double emigration would certainly have offset any benefits to be
obtained from the cheaper land in america

while the double emigration must have caused even more financial
setback than the gathering entailed for the english saints it is possible
that mentally and psychologically gathering may have been easier for
the australian saints most had left family and lifetime friends in britain
and many particularly the fairly recent immigrants would not yet have
had deep roots in australia

the australian companies were organized along similar lines to the
british ones special conferences were called for the departing saints
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and a president and two counselors appointed for the company in
some cases the president was a returning missionary as william hyde
on the first voyage of the julia ann and at other times a local
member even when there were returning american elders on board for
example john penfold from the hunter region was president of the
second julia ann company despite the presence of american
missionaries james graham and john eldredge on board
schoolteachersschoolteacherySchoolteachers were appointed for the children and school conducted
each weekday on the jenny ford joseph ridges was appointed
choirmaster and conducted singing practices regularly on all voyages
the saints assembled night and morning to pray and sing hymns and
regular sunday services were held with prayer meetings and testimony
meetings on weeknightsweeknights

As in britain tributes were paid to the organization and discipline
of the mormon companies captain davis and the owner mr B F pond
who sailed with the first julia ann company each certified that they
never saw business more correctly and expeditiously transacted than
was the business of that company they also stated that they never saw
a company that were so easy to be governed by the voice of one man as
that company of saints were pond wrote to president farnham from
san francisco that he would be pleased to charter the ship for further
companies 30

the only deaths recorded during the emigration of the australian
saints were those of esther allan age forty one who died on the
first voyage of the julia ann from complications following childbirth
and the infant child of james and ann humphries of the tarquiniatarquinioTarquinia
company As well two women and three children were lost in the wreck
of the julia ann in 1855

during the 1850s few of the australian saints traveled directly to
utah after arriving in california most managed to accumulate only the
fare from australia to the west coast of america and once there had to
begin again to save for the remainder of the journey many of the
australian saints remained in san bernardinomardinoBe for considerable periods
james and mary ann warby and their children for instance who
traveled on the first voyage of the julia ann stayed in san bernardinomardinoBe
for two years before finally completing the journey to utah 31 others
worked in san francisco or other parts of california to earn the money
for the second leg of the journey the nye family who arrived on the
milwaukiemilwaukee in 1859 spent three months in san francisco before moving
to stockton where the four elder sons of the family worked on
comstocksComstocks ranch for more than a year until they could buy a four horse
team and wagon eventually arriving in the salt lake valley some
twenty two months after leaving melbourne 32 james humphries from
adelaide spent eight months in hawaii after the tarquiniotarquiniaTarquinia was
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condemned before saving enough to travel on to california where he
worked in various places including san bernardinomardinoBe until he eventually
reached salt lake city three years and eight months after leaving
adelaide 33 henry and elizabeth gale took almost five years to get from
san bernardinomardinoBe to utah 34

the largest company of australian saints numbering 121 sailed
on the jenny ford in may 1856 although several smaller companies left
over the next ten or fifteen years by the mid 1870s the practice of
forming companies had been discontinued and individual australian
families made their own arrangements to travel to zion 35 from about
1890 the first presidency began to look at the prospects of establishing
a worldwide church with permanent overseas missions and branches
missionaries were urged to encourage their converts to remain in their
native lands and build up the church there

so the mormon gathering ended but the problem of the
motivation of the nineteenth century emigrating saints remains As
previously stated emigration from australia to america was against
general population movements during the 1850s the population of
australia as a whole trebled the population of one colony victoria
increased sevenfold during this decade the only comparable movement
in the whole history of australia was a brief exodus during the california
gold rush of 1849 36 the financial burden of the australian gathering has
been outlined above as well as the recognition by the mission presidents
that economic inducements were not applicable to the australian saints
in the 1850s and 1860s it seems an inescapable conclusion that the
australian saints at least gathered for religious reasons certainly
surviving contemporary statements stress the religious motivation and
lend strength to mulders assertion that soon after baptism mormonmonnon
converts experienced a baptism of desire as the spirit of gathering
touched them 3717 so it was in australia A letter written to her mother by
mother of six martha humphreys baptized while living on the allyn
river in the 1850s epitomizes the attitudes of the australian converts

and now my dear mother I1 will answer that question you put me of when
are we going we leave australia with all its boeswoes and bitterness for the
land of zion next april perhaps you will say I1 am building on worldly
hopes that never will be realized not so mother knowing what I1 know
I1 tell you if I1 knew for a positive certainty that when we get there
persecutions such as have been the portion of the saints before awaited us
I1 would still insist upon going what are a few short years in this present
state compared with life eternal

would mother that a daughters prayers could persuade you to take
the same step as I1 have done tomorrowto morrow week will be a month since
I1 obeyed the savioursSaviours command and truly most truly can I1 say my life
is entirely changed I1 may compare my past life to a wilderness of weeds
with hardly a flower strewedstrewer among them now how different the
weeds have vanished and flowers spring up in their place mother
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why cannot you take the same step I1 tell you Monnonmormomsmmonnonismism isis truth and the
only truth

I1 should like mother before we leave this colony to see you better than
words can express my little girls often tell me they ought to see their
grandmother before they go away my girls have reckoned how long it
isis to april they want to go to zion nearly as much as I1 do I1 do not know how
we shall get ready inin the time nor whether we will be able to get enough
clothing but so as we get enough to pay our passage that isis all I1 care for for
clothes we must do the best we can and when we get there my husband and
big boys can work

believe me my dear mother
your affectionate daughter
martha maria humphreyshumphreys3838

martha maria humphreys never reached zion as she so dearly
desired to do she and her nine year old daughter mary were drowned
in the wreck of the julia ann two hundred miles west of tahiti on
3 october 1855 it is perfectly possible even if the conclusion is
distasteful to many modems that more than a few rose above the purely
material conditions of their day concluded phillip A M taylor 3919 the
evidence of the australian gathering confirms that the british mormon
gathering was something more than an economic movement
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A modem acts of the apostles 1840
mormon literature in the making

eugene england

literature has a powerful and perennial hold on human attention
and a central place in human life we value it I1 believe because it gives
unusually moving and memorable expression to our most significant
experiences including experiences in the mind and we value most those
expressions in language which most fully combine effective formfonn and
important content we value significant events and feelings and ideas that
are significantly expressed that is expressed so as to affect our feelings
including our moral response to those important events feelings and
ideas

among both writers and critics one of our most admired and
continually influential works of literature is the bible people from all
nations and ways of life people of all degrees of education and wealth
and social class have loved it and had their lives transformed by it the
bible is one of a rather small group of books appreciated by both the
literary establishment and the common people some of the most
appreciated parts of the bible have been the acts and letters of the
apostles which give us the crucial story movingly expressed of the
remarkable adventures and teachings of those who established the
foundations of christianity and thus profoundly influenced the ideas the
feelings the lives of a large portion of the people on earth who lived
after them

in 1839 40 eight modem apostles claiming the same authority
and purpose as peter paul james and john embarked on a mission to
carry the restored gospel of jesus christ across the sea to the most
advanced and powerful nation in the western world much as the
ancient apostles had done in theirjoumeystheir journey s to greece and rome and the
modem apostles like the ancient gave sermons and wrote diaries and
letters in other words they produced literature I1 believe it is good
literature and though as with the ancient texts it will take some time
before that literature is collected and its chaff winnowedwinnowerwinnowed away and the
rest properly appreciated I1 believe that literature will eventually stand as
eugene england is a professor of english at brigham young university
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a modem acts of the apostles a valued part of mormon literature that
will be increasingly valuable to the world

the process of selection and evaluation has begun but so far
mainly historians have taken up the task ronald esplin scott kenney
elden watson ronald walker and others have published some letters
and diaries while james alienallenailen malcolm thorp thomas alexander
richard jensen and others have helped us understand the cultural and
historical context for understanding and appreciating this literature
under aliensallens leadership a volume of the writings is now being prepared
as part of the activities of the sesquicentennial celebration of the first
modem apostolic journey to england in 1837 it is time to begin to
appreciate these writings critically

I1 will concentrate here on the letters and diaries of four of the
apostles who went on the second apostolic journey to england literature
written mainly in 184011840.118401 have chosen passages that give some idea of the
quality that occurs in writers of a great variety of skills and educational
backgrounds who use a minimal variety ofgenres formal and informal
letters daily kept diaries reflective reminiscences and remembered
sermons I1 will need to try to develop some critical principles in the
process because we still are handicapped for want of language and
theory to deal with literature other than belles lettres we generally know
what makes a short story or poem good but what about a letter or sermonsennon
that moves us can we say why Is it the form or the content our usual
categories of formfonnfonn texture cohesion of imagery mythic and symbolic
power subtlety of point of view do not seem to apply and the content
has an unusual relation to reality compared to the purely imaginative
fictive modes does the account of a death or a courageous decision or
a visitation of angels affect us differently seem even more powerful
though less beautifully expressed than a play or poem because it is
represented as actually happening to a fellow human being perhaps one
of our ancestors and is that difference simply sentimentality which we
have all learned to despise perhaps some examples can help us approach
these difficult and important questions

the first apostolic mission was a remarkable success producing
approximately fifteen hundred converts in less than a year but after
elders heber C kimball and orson hyde returned to america there was
not much developing vitality and by conscious design no emigration
with prisingsuprisingsurprisingsu audacity joseph smith had sent those two apostles
during a time of trouble in kirtland when common sense would have
suggested keeping his strongest supporters close but again in 1839 just
after the church had been forcibly expelled from missouri and was lying
exhausted on the malarial banks of the mississippi joseph in what must
have looked like folly sent his closest and strongest leaders to england
I1 believe he did so because of his prophetic expectation of a transfusion
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of british blood an inpouring of people with faith and skills that would
save the church and send it on its way to build a kingdom in the west

the mission did not begin well in early august john taylor
departed leaving his wife leonora and three small children in a derelict
log cabin that was part of old fort des moines in montrose across the
mississippi from the future nauvoo he and wilford woodruff were the
only apostles able to start on time brigham young and heber C
kimball were still too ill to walk when they left a month later just a few
days after leonora wrote to john on 9 september I1 include part of her
letter because of its qualities especially its detailed directness of
emotion and fearless honesty and the reminder it provides that the
apostles were matched by great and articulate women in the eternal
partnerships that were their marriages

this has been a distressed place since you left with sickness allmostellmost evry
individual in evry family sick my poor little joseph has had chils and
fever twice this is his well day sister orson prats baby is dead she died
on sunday the day following we were expecttingexpectfingexpect tingfingning joseph would die but the
lord spardepard my dear child in answer to prayer mary anne is well and I1 keep
upon my feet grunting about

brother brigham young family are all sick him and all they
could not get a drop ofofwatterwatter I1 fechedfecher them several pails brother alanson
ripley and I1 were there the other day and brother young said it was a
greivousGre ivous imposition that they could not have the room I1 was in I1 made
answer I1 did not know where to go I1 did not like to intrude upon a family
and I1 was tired of it he said he would lie in the street if he was me before
a family should be situated as theres was that mrs young was sick the
first I1 heard of it I1 imediatelyimmediately got a strange man that was here to move my
things into sister sarah prats room where I1 now am

pray write soon and often to me my dear john I1 never needed more
grace patience or your prayers than I1 do at present I1 am waittingkaittingwaitting for
brother W smith to make his house more comfortable and then I1 shall
move there until my place is drepprepprepared ififlgetannyI1 get anny if I1 dont sister woodruff
says I1 shall live with her I1 believe her house is not up if I1 do we can croak
together I1 do feel thankfullthankfullythankfull to the lord my health is as good as it is

I1 walked below mr bisselsbessels to night looking for the cow where you
used to goizojioflo with me and felt that I1 was alone but if we suffer to promote the
cause of our blessed lord it will end in joy which no man taketh from us
we are seperatedseparatedsepe rated for a short time but I1 hope we shall yet meet to part no more
for ever

dear little joseph saw brother abraham smoot on sunday and
thought it was you he jumptjumet off my knee ran to him and clung to his legs
with so much delight you would have pittydpitted the dear lamb I1 found rest
comfort and delight in praying with my dear little ones before we left our
house but now that is over for the pressent brother ripley is very kind and
says I1 shall have a house but he cannot make one and it is hard to get one
I1 spoke to him about what B young said he told me he dreaded it worse
than death his speaking to me but I1 must not mind it he was sick and fretful
I1 tell evry one I1 left the room on account of sister youngs confinement that
speaks of it I1 leave him to settle that business with my father who has
promised to take care of me and mine
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As ronald K esplin has noted about three weeks later still
without hearing from her husband leonora turned the letter sideways
and wrote an addition at right angles across the original letter including
the following

my darling joseph has been at the point of death he has had fever and
bowel complaint and brought so low that I1 did not hear the sound ofhisvoicedisvoicehis voicevolce
for four days yesterday his fever left him he is better to day but very sick
still no one expected he could live bless the lord I1 begin to hope he may
be spardepard I1 have not had my clothes off for five nights I1 have watchtwajcht by
him alone all the time I1 cannot tell the sorrow of my heart at the thoughts
of loseingloreing my sweet child 2

in the meantime elder taylor had become extremely sick on the
journey across indiana so ill his companions had to leave him at a tavern
where after three weeks he wrote leonora on 19 september detailing his
attempts to travel while violently ill and his eventual succumbing to rest
and a doctors care he concludes

I1 have got clear of my fever and am fast recovering it brought me
however to the gates of death several times it laid hold of me like a strong
man armed and I1 was led to quail beneath the power of the adversary for I1

believe his hand was in it you may ask me how I1 am going to prosecute
my journey with my trunk a distance of 300 miles or upwards by land
without means I1 do not know but one thing I1 do know that there is a being
who clothes the lillies of the valley and feeds the ravens and he has given me
to understand that all these things shall be added and that is all I1 want to
know he laid me on a bed of sickness and I1 was satisfied he has raised me
from it again and I1 am thankful he stopped me on my road and I1 am content
when my way is open to proceed I1 shall go on my way rejoicing if he took
me I1 felt that it would be well he has spared me and it is better the lord
does all things well bless his holy name oh my soul andforgetand forget not all his
mercies 3

these letters between two people deeply in love with each other
and deeply devoted to their children and their faith reveal the most basic
and important human qualities not always though sometimes in the
most elegant language but always with moving honesty humor and
clear sighted vision and fresh expression and those I1 believe are the
universal qualities of good literature

john taylor recovered enough to proceed to kirtland where
brigham young and heber C kimball caught up with him brother
brigham who was apparently not told how much he had offended
leonora records in his journal that the brethren met in the temple

brother kimball opened the meeting by prayer I1 then annointed brother
taylor with pure sweet oil and pronounced such blessings as the spirit gave
utterance brother taylor then arose and prayed for himself brother turley
one of the seventies was annointed by D S miles one of the presidents of
seventies which was sealed by loud shouts of hosanna then their feet were
washed and the meeting closed 4
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brigham youngs growing self confidence as an apostolic leader
though still mixed with his sense of his roughness as a divine instrumentinstmment
and his need for further polishing is revealed in another entry from his
journal as the group proceeded across lake erie toward new york

the lake was so rough that no boat came into port until the 26th when we
went on board the steamboat columbus the wind rose about one oclock
in the morning I1 went upon deck and felt impressed in spirit to pray to the
father in the name of jesus for a forgiveness of sins and then I1 felt to
command the winds to cease and let us go safe on ourjourneyoutjourneyour journey the winds
abated and I1 felt to give the glory and honor and praise to that god who rules
all things 5

in new york the apostles pooled their resources so that some
could go on while elders young and kimball stayed for a while to raise
money for thetheirir passage elders taylor and woodruff arrived in
liverpool in early january met with the mission presidency in preston
then immediately separated to begin their ministries elder woodruff
going into the potteries an area of central england and elder taylor
returning to liverpool with joseph fielding john taylor was thirty one
a native englishman and former methodist preacher with a direct
spiritual and emotional clarity and power similar to the other apostles
but gifted as the letter I1 have quoted indicates with a rather urbane
articulateness except for a few months teaching in ireland and on his
wifescifes native isle of man he spent 1840 in liverpool building a strong
body of saints and a support system for what became the center for
mormon emigration and printing and eventually the administration of
the british mission

in a letter to leonora on 30 january 1840 in which he copied part
of his diary and reported on his impressions of english life in the great
victorian industrial city of liverpool elder taylor also reveals the
nature and quality of his preaching and the response the apostles were
beginning to receive As he visited the saints still remaining from the
1837 mission he says he was much pleased and edified at the kindness
and love manifested by the brethren and sisters and with their simple
unadorned manner but he also writes of his

peculiar feeling at seeing a members wife after dinner leave the house her
husband a shoemaker and children to work in a factory a practice very
prevalent in this and other manufacturing towns thus breaking up those
social endearments that unite the family it makes my heart bleed to see these
things when will the earth cease to mourn 6

on sunday 26 january elder taylor had gone with joseph
fielding to a chapel of aitkenitesAitkenites where fieldings brother in law
was the preacher but that relative was away and so instead they heard
a young man preach who seemed very devoted lamented over the state
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of the professing church prayed for the blessing of the holy ghost and
looked for the coming kingdom of christ these were obviously what
were called seekers dissenters from the official anglican church or in
turn from one of the dissenting groups who had turned back to the new
testament and to basic primitive christian beliefs and practices and
hopes and who thus were remarkably well prepared to receive the
restored gospel elder taylor felt a great desire to share the glorious
things of the gospel in response to the young mans expressed hope
and asked if he could address a group of this sects class leaders and
preachers after the service following is his sermon as he later remem-
bered it

gentlemen friends & bretheren I1 have listened with deep interest to the
things that I1 have heard this morning I1 have observed with peculiar
emotions the deep anxiety the fervent prayer and the strong solicitude that
is manifested by you for the obtaining of the gift of the holy ghost I1 have
been pleased with the correct views that you entertain in regard to the
situation of the church & of the world & as you believe in baptism & laying
on of hands so do we Bbretherenretheren & friends we are humble followers
of jesus christ & are from america I1 have lately arrived in this place have
come a distance of 2000 miles without purse or scrip and testify to you
bretheren that the lord has revealed himself from heaven & put us in
possession of those things that you are so anxiously looking for & praying
that you may receive glory to god was shouted by many present & great
emotion manifested that thing has taken place which is spoken of by john
in the revelations & I1 saw another angel flying in the midst of heaven having
the everlasting gospel to preach &cac reve 14 this gospel has got to be
proclaimed to every nation kindred people & tongue & we the servants of
god are come to this city to wamwarn the inhabitants of their approaching
danger & to call upon them to repent & be baptized in the name of jesus
christ for the remission of sins & they shall receive the gift of the holy
ghost brethembeethem & friends I1 feel an anxious desire to deliver this
testimony I1 feel the word of the lord like fire in my bones & am desirous
to have an oppertopportunityunity of proclaiming to you these blessings that you are
looking for that you may rejoice with us in those great & glorious things
which god has revealed for the salvation of the world in these last days &
if it would be consistent with your feeling I1 should be glad of an oppertopportunityunity
of speaking in your chapel this afternoon next week or any time when it
would be convenient for you many present rejoiced others wept some
were jealous & angry 7

elder taylor then added this fascinating report to leonora of the
speech he arranged to give the next sunday to a congregation of three
hundred

I1 preached from jude upon the faith that was once delivered to the saints
I1 spoke upon the desire that had been manifested by men in different ages
to reform that luther malancthonmelancthon calvin wesley whitfield & others
since them had tried to bring about the ancient order of things & that
however laudiblelaudablelaudible their attempt might have been they had failed that there
was neither love unity power nor any blessings now in existence that
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existed among the ancient saints that many had it in their hearts to pray for
the ancient order & wished they had ancient methodism presbyterianism
&cac but we would now see what kind of gospel that ancient saints had &
be governed by it 1I then shewedchewed what the gospel was as presented by
peter paul phillip &cac began the day of pentecost &cac spoke of the order
spirit doctrine ordinances gifts blessings &cac of the gospel and chewedshewed
that if it was true then it was the privilege to enjoy these things it was ours
now to possess as great blessings through the same gospel that as many of
them had been praying for the ancient faith the lord had answered their
prayers & sent us his servants to testify to them that god had restored these
things that the lord had sent us to baptize and called upon them to
repent & be baptized they may make it known to us after the congregation
was dismissed there was great emotion in the meeting many wept others
rejoiced & praised the lord the spirit of the lord indeed was with us & bore
testimony to what we said & I1 plainly saw that it was the power of god &
not the wisdom ofman that I1 could do nothing unless the spirit ofgod bore
testimony to that word after meeting a young man came to me and told me
that the lord had showed these things to him in a vision he rejoiced & said
that he would be baptized A young woman came to me & wept & said that
she knew it was the truth the power of god & the word of god several
said that they believe we were servants of god & wanted to obey the
gospel 8

As elder taylor reminded this group many across england were
looking for the ancient order of things even an ancient methodism
presbyterianism &cac the apostles had their most remarkable success
in 1840 among a group who in that search had broken away to become
primitive methodists and then again splintered off into the united

brethren centered one hundred miles south of liverpool in
herefordshireHerefordshire

wilford woodruff as he recorded in his journal and testified
throughout his life was led by the spirit of the lord to the united
brethren of herefordshireHereford shire 9 he began his work in january in the heavily
industrialized area between liverpool and herefordshireHerefordshire that produced
english china and pottery for the world and was therefore called the
potteries the area also produced a hellish landscape and way of life for
the english laborers who left their farms to find a better life but found a
worse later in 1840 elder george A smith described this area in a
letter thus

about 70000 persons obtain a good living when there is employment
but vast numbers are now out of work in consequence of the depression
in trade consequently in a state of starvation I1 have seen more beggars
hereinhere in one day than I1 saw in all my life in america I1 have seen
delicate females gathering manure to get a living for their famishing
children 10

elder woodruff saw and later described the same area as
he traveled from the potteries through birmingham on the way to
herefordshireHerefordshire
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I1 never saw any thing that comes so near the description of the lake of fire
& brimstone spoken of by the revelator john as several miles of that
country for it is one universal mass of coal pits & iron mines & while
thousands of human beings are under ground at work in the midst of fire
brimston sulpher gas & cole &cac the whole face of the earth & heavens air
& horizon men women & houses are filled & covered with the composition
of fire cinders gas sut soot & smooke of their miserrymiseray & labourslaboure that
assendedassentedassended up out ofoftheirpilestheir pilesplies fimessesfimesses & pitts from day to day & from year

I1 I1to year

the spirit led elderwoodruff out of this hell to the lovely hills west
of ledbury and to hill farm home of john benbow brother of a
member of the church elder woodruff had met back in the potteries
when he first arrived in january john and his wife jane were well to do
tenant farmers and respected members probably the founders of the
united brethren who had formed two conferences of hundreds of
families within walking distance of ledbury these seekers were
already careful bible readers committed to fundamental new testament
principles of personal piety and individual religious choice and lay
leadership and they were open to new revelation and the announcement
of divine authority the apostles brought the benbows were baptized
then the groups leader thomas kington then many of its lay preachers
who immediately began to spread the word to others of the group soon
hundreds were ready for baptism and wilford woodruff was over-
whelmed by the administrative and even the basic physical problems
1I cannot do the work alone he wrote willard richards and a few days
later added it has put me at times to my wits end to know what to do with
so many places of preaching and preachers 12 but his journal kept
faithfully reveals a wonderfully sensitive and balanced as well as
committed and harried missionary he is an intense observer of detail
and a self conscious reflector on the meaning of things he includes
whole chapters of background history of the places he visits measures
the buildings exhaustively and reads history and travel accounts
mosheim reverend joseph wolff in the midst of the pressure and

excitement of his success in herefordshireHerefordshire he takes time out for an
afternoon spent meditating on top of a prominent hill capped by roman
fortifications and overlooking five shires that stands just north of
ledbury and about four miles from benbowsBenbows farmfann where he was
staying

may 11 A visit on the herefordshireHereford shire beacon which is the south part of
malvern hill

after having my mind prepared for a lonely walk & meditation by
reading P P pratts remarks upon the eternal duration of matter I1

commenced as sending this noted hill upon the south side of it & after arising
several hundred feet I1 came to the top of an old ancient entrenchment about
one mile in length reaching round all of this part of the hill & meeting
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together then after rising another hundred feet I1 entered another intrench-
ment like the one below & after this another & thus intrenchment lay above
intrenchment untill I1 reached the top of the hill from 10 to 1500 feet in
hightheighth & while surveighing the surrounding country I1 could also behold the
deep intrenchmentsentrenchmentsIntrench ments below me which it is supposed were flung up nearly a
thousand years since & was capable of holding hunderdshunderds of thousands of
persons which was the resort ofoftheromansinthe romans in the times of their wars these
hills are alltogether bare without timber but covered with grass which is
grazed by sheep & asses but I1 soon drew my thoughts from the busy rabitarabit

sheep & asses to the solumncolumn reflections which the ravages of time presented
before me 0 malvern thy lofty hill bares up my feet while mine eyes take
a survey of thy deep intrenchmentsentrenchmentsintrenchments thy mighty bulwarksbulwarks which have
trembled by the roar of cannon the clash of arms & din of war has reechedbreeched
around thy brow & died away in the vale beneath while the blood of many
a roman & englishman too have washed thy brow & soaked thy soil while
they have fallen to rise no more they sleep in death & time has earthdeartha them
all & they are forgotten and blotted from the history & memory of man
notwithstandingnotwith standing 0 malvern thou has been the ark or refuge for thousands
in the time of trouble or war

yet willford is the ownly solitary soul that treads thy soil this day &
he alone bends his knee upon the hightheighth of thy summit in the midst of the
clouds to offer up the gratitude of his heart unto that god who will soon level
all hills exhaltexhale all valies & redeem the earth from the curse of sin & prepare
it for the abode of the saints of the most high

I1 retired from the hill into the vale reflecting upon the rise progress
decline & fall of the empires of the earth & the revolutions which must still
transpire before the winding up scene & the comeing of christ

I1 preached at candle light at brother john allard at windpointWindpoint & had
the spirit of god & baptized 4 & confirmed them I1 spent the night at mr
joseph symons distance 5 mil 1311

elder woodruffswoodruffe journal reveals a person who is engaging even
boyish in his astonishment at his own success and joyous directness
about himself he comments often 1I had the spirit of god & a good
time 14 he shares his dreams which are almost humorous they are so
often about catching fish an obvious symbol of the work of his ministry
but once while still in the potteries he reports 1I dreamed that I1 saw men
& children killed to be eat because of the soreness of a famine 15 while
in herefordshireHerefordshire he tells of a boy of fifteen who is becoming notorious
for running barefoot behind the stage each day over eighty miles in
twelve hours to get a living by receiving what money the passengers
saw fit to give him about one shilling per day 16

such images and sympathies sharply reminiscent of charles
dickens who was writing his devastating accounts of victorian england
at this very time appear in the other letters and diaries all these
apostles were young most in their early thirties deep feeling and
somewhat impulsive and most came from working class backgrounds
which made them extremely sympathetic to the plight of the english
lower classes during this time of great economic stress in englandsglandsEn
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hungry forties they were not at all impressed with the distant wealthy
anglican clergy nor the apparently unfeeling english royalty george A
smith while working in london tells in his diary of the stupendous and
beautiful structures of st pauls cathedral etc and the gold and silver
of the rich exposed to view on regent street but he reflects that the
day is not far distant when the riches and glory of the gentiles would flee
away 17 after visiting queen victorias stables and seeing twenty four
beautifully matched cream colored horses he writes the beds they lie
on are better than those which half the people in london sleep upon 18

heber C kimball in a letter to his wife vilate describing this same visit
to the queens palace and stables isis even more caustic you would be
astonished to see the stur there is made over a little queen at the same time
thousands starving to deth fore a littel bread 199

but the most extensive and insightful critique was made by
brigham young and willard richards in a letter to joseph smith
5 september 1840 elder young at thirty eight was the oldest apostle
and when he arrived in england in early april he gathered the group
together in a general conference he ordained elder richards who had
been called and sustained earlier in america by joseph smith and was
in turn sustained as the quorumsquorums president bringing it to nearly full
strength and to organized condition for the first time in nearly two years
the next year was I1 believe the crucial year in the development of
brigham young as the future successor to joseph and also in the develop
ment of the quorum as a truly apostolic body ready to take its scriptural
place next to the first presidency a place in fact finally confirmed by
joseph for the quorum soon after it returned to nauvoo

brigham young was still the brash tough impetuous uneducated
self conscious frontiersman but under the press ofhis great responsibili-
ties and the experiences that followed as he fulfilled them he changed
rapidly after hearing woodruffswoodruffe report at the april conference
brigham assigned the other apostles various fields and responsibilities
then rather than remaining desk bound at headquarters in manchester
he immediately went to survey the remarkable harvest of converts in
herefordshireHerefordshire As one result after one month there he was able to borrow
sufficient money to finance the projects the apostles had approved with
much faith but no money in april conference publishing the book of
mormon a hymn book and a magazine and eventually beginning the
emigration of saints to nauvoo that fall the money was provided by two
remarkable women prominent among the united brethren jane holmes
benbow and hannah pitt kington who lent their inherited dowries jane
benbow provided 250 over 50000 in our currency and when
brigham later tried to repay her told him to use it to help others emigrate
the emigration ofcourse started a stream that would eventually provide
the labor and skill to build nauvoo the city of joseph and then to
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transport and rebuild it in the salt lake valley fifty thousand european
saints by the end of the century heber C kimball described this remark-
able result in his colorful and orginalordinal style we have witnessed the
flowing of the saints towards zion the stream has begun and we expect
to see it continue running until it shall have drained the salt or the light
from babylon when we hope to shout hosanna home 20

brigham did not go to herefordshireHereford shire simply to check things out as
an administrator he began immediately to experience what seems to
have been crucial to his flowering as an apostle and prophet confirma-
tion from the lord of spiritual success and then the unique confidence
that results from daring and successful venture in faith across a spectrum
of supremely important life activities the literature of those activities
when well expressed is good and important for instance here are elder
woodruffswoodruffe accounts of some of the results that came from brighamsBrighams
involvement fully in the preaching with all its risks and rewards

may 1411414114.11 walked to ledbury with elder young from thence to keysend
street and preached but amid much disturbance & as the meeting was about
breaking up the congreagation was besmeared with rotten eggs
june 3 A notable miracle was wrought by faith & the power of god in the
person of sister mary pitt of dymokdamok she had been confined 6 years to her
bed with the spine which mostly deprived her of the use of her feet & acclesancles
& had not walked for I111I1 years ownly with the use ofofcruchescruchesaruchescruches elders young
richards & woodruff lade hands upon her and rebuked her infirmity & her
ancle bones received strength & she now walks without the aid of crutch or
staff 21

other than brigham youngs longtime friend heber C kimball
the apostle closest to brigham was his own cousin willard richards
elder richards had come with elder kimball on the first mission and had
remained in england as part of the mission presidency after he was
ordained an apostle he accompanied brigham and wilford woodruff
down to herefordshireHerefordshire and later worked closely with him at head-
quarters in manchester authoringcoauthoringco the excellent progress report sent
to joseph smith in september as well as the essay on election and
reprobation published in february 1841 in the millennial star
brigham not only used richards as his only coauthor but evidently felt
more free to reveal his insecurities and sense of humor to him than any
other apostle in a 10 june letter about mission business he intrudes with
joking comments on current affairs and members they both know back
in america as well as comments like be careful not to lay this letter with
the new testament writings if you doe som body will take it for a text
after the millennium and contend about it at the end he cautions
now my dear brother you must forgive all my noncensenonsensenoncense and over look

errourserrours 22 and in his next letter 17 june he ends excuse erours and
mestakesmertakesmestakes you must remember its from me 5123112323
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in that 17 june letter brother brigham moves with characteristic
directness into an area that had caused willard richards some trouble
before after staying on in 1837 willard had married an englishwoman
to whom he was much devoted so much that he had been criticized by
members of the preston branch for his wifescifes as they supposed too
fancy dress and for his own solicitous attention to her as they supposed
at the neglect of his ministry joseph smith himself became involved in
defending him 24 now apparently in answer to a question about how the
youyoungfagffg apostle on a mission but unlike the others near to his home
could appropriately see the wife he sorely missed brigham writes

now as to the other question about jennet thus saith the scripter he that
providethprovi deth not fore his own house hold has but perhaps he has no house
well has he got a family yes he has got a wife then let him see that she is
taken care of and her hart comforted but stop say somsorn why doe you not
take care of your famely I1 doe when circumstances doe not render it
otherwise there is a difference betwenebetwine 3 month jomyjornyborny and a fue hours ride
now I1 say to anser my own feelings corn as soon as you can leve things there
this is not by revelation or commandment so put it not with the apistlesepistles of
the new testament but brigham sayes come and see your wife 25

the understanding and trust between willard and brigham made
possible the long strikingly insightful and articulate report they made on
5 september 1840 brigham hadiad been writing regularly to joseph smith
beginning with a report of his arrival and the first general conference in
his own hand and distinctive idiom on 16 april he had constantly asked
for direction and approval of his reported actions but he was not
immobilized by the long mail delays he had gone boldly ahead with
decisions and the missionary work and in the september letter he and
willard give an extended report of what the apostles had learned

the man who has only read the histories of the people of england which we
had seen before we left america is liable to meet with some disappoint-
ments at least when he comes to make his introduction amongst them this
may in part be owing to the historian for it is generally the case that what
we find in history relates more particularly to the higher classes in the
nations for england unlike america is divided into classes many indeed
but they may all be comprised in three but the histories we refer to have
more generalygeneradygeneraly treated of those of the higher order or at least we find an
acquaintance that those histories are now more applicable to the higher &
middle classes than any other but perhaps a part may be owing to the great
changes which have taken place in the nation within a few years with
regard to money matters which has caused a mighty revolution in the
affairs of the common people

A few years since and almost every family had their garden their cow
on the common & their pig in the stye which added greatly to the comforts
of the household but now we seldom find either garden cow or pig

As we pass around among the country cottages & see the stone walls
which are thrown down but more commonly the hedges in a decaying &
mutilated state it is very naturally for us to inquire what have you here &
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what the cause of this destruction & we generally get but one answer a
few years ago I1 had a flourishing garden on the spot you now see & it was
surrounded with this hedge which was planted by my own hand I1 had a cow
of my own which fed on yonder common I1 labored on my masters farm
& had plenty of time morning and evenings to till my garden in which I1
raised scarce enough for my family & every year I1 had a good pig plenty
to eat & we were happy but our lords & masters have become more
avaricious & are trying to get all they can themselves & will hardly let the
poor live you see my landlord has made my garden into a meadow & feeds
his own cattle upon it the lord of the mannormanner fenced in the comcommonsrcommoncommonsomonsoso that
I1 had no place to keep my cow & I1 was obliged to sell her I1 killed my pig
to prevent its starving the small farms are united & made into large ones
so we could get nothing to do on the land I1 have been obliged to go into the
factoryvithfactory withvith my wife & children to get a morsel ofbread or 1I have taken
to handloomhanbloomhandloom weaving to keep my wife & little one from starvation

manufacturing is the business of england the cotton mills are the
most numerous the weavers will get from 6 to 10 shillings per week the
spinners something more the handloomhanbloomhandloom weeversbeevers have to work hard to get
6 shillings per week now after paying 2 or 3 shillings rent per week
1 shilling for coal besides taxes of every kinkind we might say for smoke
must not go up the chimney in england without a tax light must not come
in at the window without paying duties many must pay from I11 penny to 6
pence per week for water & if we should attempt to tell all we should want
a government list after paying all taxes what think you will a family have
left for bread stuff

add to this the tax on corn which is a great share of the expense of the
article & what is left but starvation the poor are not able to keep dogs
& if they were they would have to pay from 8 shilling to I11 f per head per
annum tax there are taxes for living and taxes for dying insomuch that it
is very difficult for the poor to get buried any how & a man may emigrate
to america & find a grave for less money than he can get a decent burial
for in old england we scarce recollect an article without tax except cats
mice and fleas

after what we have written we scarce need tell you that england is
filled with beggars they call at our doors from 12 a dozen to a dozen per
day if we go in the streets they gather round us and it is hard to get rid of
them without a penny indeed we do not try so long as we can get a penny
by buying or begging for we remember that the measure we meet shall be
measured to us again hunger & rags are no curiosity here & while things
remain as they are what can we expect but theft robbery murder which now
fill the land leaving out of the account both as cause & effect the
drunkenessdrunkennessdrunkeness & gambling sweeringsheeringsweering & debauchingdebauching which are common on
every hand

it will readily be discovered that the people have enough to do to keep
from dying with hunger without taking much thought for the improvement
of the mind many of the people cannot read a great many cannot write
children are admitted into the factories at 8 years old working a part of the
day & attending school a part till they are 14 years old & then work
continually though as yet we have been able to discover but very little
benefit from the factory school it is by parliament compulsion on the part
of the masters & not of free will of course the easier got over the better the
cheaper the master the more money remains in pocket 26
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the two apostles describe the futility of strikes by the exploited
workers when there are thousands out of work and anxious to take their
places so they continue to labor 12 hours in a day for almost nothing
rather than starve at once 1127112127 the people have to live on oatmeal &
water boiled together with sometimes a little treacle which is floor
and molasses or a little rancid butter or skim milk made of whiting &
water if we mistake not 51211121512828 and the two young men are frequently
moved by their descriptions to the strongest condemnations

there is no scheme which can be devised left unimproved to grind the face
of the poor & we feel that the time has nearly come for the words of james
to be fulfilled go to now ye rich men weep & howl for the miseriesmisariesmisaries which
are come upon you &cac 29

the mormonmonnon apostles knew that the english workers were
oppressoppresseddd by others besides the industrialists and aristocracy after
commenting on the poor quality of learningleaming available in the schools and
the press they note

neither have the priests much more information than the people
indeed there are many of the common people whom they dare not meet in
argument althaithalthough0ugh they have their livings thousands upon thousands &
some of them own whole townships or parishes & will tell their parishioners
& tenants if they allow any one to preach in their houses they will be turned
out of doors or if they are baptized they will fare no better & thus many
simple souls who believe our message dare not be baptized because they
have not faith sufficient to screen them from the threats of an insolent priest
or factory master knowing they will worry them to the utmost if they
displease him our hearts mourn for such it is apparently starvation on one
hand & domination on the other the lord have mercy upon them
amen 3010

these young now painfully experienced apostles ask for advice
or confirmation on a number of important decisions and close their letter

we are trying to do what we can to send forth the gospel one of our
elders has gone to south australia one to the east indies & we expect one
to start for hamburgh in holland this week we want council & wisdom
& any thing that is good our motto is go ahead go ahead & ahead we
are determined to go till we have conquered every foe so come life or
come death well go ahead but tell us if we are going wrong & we will right
it

your brethren in the everlasting lord 31

what have I1 been reading significant experience ideas feelings
significantly expressed that is forcefully memorably we have the
kind of insight literature gives to important historical events such as the
enclosure of common lands industrialization of english weaving and
pottery making the famous corn laws that subsidized the farmers
somewhat but oppressed the growing urban population the simony
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multiple livings and imperious distance that identified most of the clergy
with the oppressive upper classes all things which we admire dickens
and others for giving us so memorably in their fiction but we have in
these apostles voices something else as well accounts of their real
involvement their actual experiences with poverty hate and injustice
but also with divine direction healings and the effects on others of
holding out to them their visions of temporal and spiritual salvation and
the people of england responded not only out of their need but also to
the spiritual authority which spoke to them from these men who became
their true ministers

after working with the growing church in herefordshireHereford shire wilford
woodruff describes the pastoral role the apostles came increasingly to
play and the poignance of their parting from the english people

21 sept 1840 having returned for a district conference after serving in
london after standing upon my feet 8 hours in conference conversing
much of the time ordaining about 30 confirming some healing many that
were sick shaking hands with some 400 saints walkingwalkingwaiking 2 miles and
preaching 4 hours in the chimney comercornercommer I1 then lay down and dreamed of
ketching fish
march 15 1841 during his last conference in herefordshireHereford shire when he
returned as the apostles were preparing to leave for america the saints
universally feel that the judgementsJudge ments of god are near in this land & are
anxious to gather with the saints in nauvoo as soon as possible but many
are vary poor and see no door open as yet & some are placed in all the
perplexing circumstances that possible can be & are flocking around me by
scores at a time & asking council what to do

As soon as meeting closed multitudes croudedclouded around me many hands
were presented on evry side to bid me farewell many calling for me to bless
them before I1 leave them others crying out do lay hands on me & heal me
before you go br woodruff I1 am turned out of doors for my religion what
shall I1 do

many parted with me with tears in their eyes many of the brethren and
sisters followed me to turkey hall whare I1 spent the night and filled the
house untill a late hour begging council & instruction at my hand 32

gordon thomas has reviewed the literary context in england
during the early nineteenth century one that because of disappointment
over supposed ancient writings that turned out to be fraudulent poisoned
the atmosphere for the book of mormon among the better educated and
the upper classes he concludes that the missionaries therefore found
difficulty in making appeals based on either logic or tradition the
only valid appeal was to the spirit 33 literature can appeal to the spirit
as the book of mormon itself proved but the english people who
were able to respond to that were the ones generally lower class and
uneducated who were not dissuaded by either disappointments or by
prejudices about what literature should be they knew nothing about
such literature they responded to the preaching the pastoral counseling
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the letters the writings of the apostles in the millennial star all of this
backed up by the acts of those same apostles

we have slowly begun to gather and edit and publish the accounts
of those acts in those accounts I1 believe there is literature which
effectively conveys the spirit of those men and the quality of their
remarkable experiences that converted hundreds and influenced directly
the lives of thousands as the light the salt drained out of england to zion
in the wilderness those acts in turn influenced the lives of millions as
the church from the strong base built by those converts in the west
turned outward in the twentieth century to teach and build temples
throughout the world I1 havehavefaithfaithfalth that those apostles influence as they
with remarkable courage and vision firmly believed even as they landed
alone and unknown on an alien shore will eventually bless billions of
the children of god on this planet I1 hope we will have the ability which
the educated class of england did not have in 1840 to see the quality of
their literature as it becomes available to us even though it comes
wrapped in rough and surprising packages in strange genres inelegant
phrasing bad spelling faulty grammar I1 hope we will humble ourselves
to hear their humble voices and thus be blessed by all the qualities of the
good literature they produced that is the qualities of significant
experience significantly expressed
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seeds of fire
long before this green and misted landscape
bore villages of any size

A prophet vigorous with power knelt
and spoke a blessing on this place
with words that fell like seeds of fire

there was

glory hovering in the air
peace and gladness everywhere
for the light so rich and rare
blessed in its promise

abiding there for generations
like embers flickering with light
the blessing lingered
until one afternoon
when all that latent glory flamed to life
As heber moved from chatburn on to downham

there were men and women calling blessings on his head
from doors and windows
children gathering in celebration
to follow him upon the narrow road
all holding hands and singing hymns of zion

glory hovering in the air
peace and gladness everywhere
for the light so rich and rare
blessed in infulfillmentfulfillmentunfulfillment

three times young heber knelt
to wash his tear filled eyes
with water from a cool bright stream

then standing in the vigor of the lord
he left another blessing hovering there in power

randall L hall



the decline in convert baptisms
and member emigration

from the british mission after 1870

bruce A van orden

for most of the nineteenth century the british mission was the
largest mission of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
between 1837 when joseph smith authorized heber C kimball to lead
the first LDS missionary entourage to britain and 1870 more people
were baptized in the british mission than in any other mission of the
church and more latter day saints emigrated to utah from the british
isles than from any other place in the world during the thirty three years
from 1837 through 1869 95232 people were baptized in the british
mission an average of 2886 per year after mormon emigration to
america began in 1840 an average of 935 saints left the british isles
every year in church sponsored parties by 1870 a total of 28063
people had come to america this way and numerous others had come on
their own in smaller groups there were by this time 73747 members of
the church in the nine stakes of utah and southeast idaho most were
british immigrants or their offspring a group that obviously provided
considerable strength to the church comprising in most localities a
majority of the adult saints

given the remarkable conversions during the missions of the
apostles to great britain in 1839 and 1840 it was natural that the church
should direct much of its missionary effort there in the years that
followed generally the work in this most fruitful of mission fields was
directed by members of the quorum of the twelve such as wilford
woodruff 18451845646 orson hyde 1846 47 orson pratt 1848 51 and
1856 57 franklin D richards 1851 52 1854 56 and 1867 68
amasa M lyman and charles C rich 1860 62 george Q cannon

1862 64 daniel H wells 1864 65 not a member of the twelve but
a member of the first presidency and brigham young jr 1865 67
beginning in the 1850s the responsibilities of the british mission
president whose headquarters were in liverpool included supervision
of the entire european mission in this capacity he usually spent several
bruce A van orden is an assistant professor of church history and doctrine at brigham young university
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weeks each year visiting missionaries and members in scandinavia
holland switzerland and some of the german republics

though the mission continued to compare favorably in both
baptisms and emigration with other missions of the church for the
remainder of the nineteenth century the greatest years were over for the
british mission by 1870 church membership in the british isles had
begun to decline steadily after a peak of more than thirty thousand in the
early 1850s by 1863 saints in britain numbered only 1385113851 in 18711871

membership was down to 7206 by 1874 it had decreased to 5423 2

naturally much of this decline was caused by heavy emigration as
almost a thousand saints per year 992 average left britain for the united
states during the 1860s between 1870 and 1875 however emigration
dropped to an average of only 697 per year even though the jjourneyourneybourney had
become much easier with travel by steamship and railroad though not
less expensive in this new way the journey from liverpool to utah
required less than a month compared to the several months it had taken
by windshipswindships and oxteamsoxteams

contributing to the decrease in emigration was a decrease in the rate
of convert baptisms while the average number ofmissionaries remained
essentially constant thirty per year during the 1860s and thirty one per
year during 1870 73 the average number of baptisms fell from 1611
per year during the 1860s to 577 per year during 1870 75 both baptism
and emigration rates showed slight increases from 1876 to 1880 but after
this the general decline continued for the rest of the century 3

it might appear on a superficial examination that this decline in
missionary success in great britain was related to events occurring in
utah during the same period conflicts between mormonsmonnonsmormans and gentiles
in utah and between mormonsmonnonsmormans and the federal government had been
intensifying throughout the 1860s and 1870s the year 1870 marked the
beginning of the US governments antipolygamy crusade an
endeavor that damaged the reputation of the church and decreased its
political and economic strength 4 this crusade a term that seems to
have arisen partly from the attitudes of utah territorial justice james B
mckean was given momentum by a series of events that occurred
between 1870 and 1875 mckean appointed in 1870 was an intensely
religious methodist with moral scruples against polygamy he was also
a member of the radical wing of the republican party a group that was
bent on reforeformingnning the south as well as the mormonscormons in utah also in
1870 gentiles in utah together with mormon nonconformists estab-
lished the liberal party in an attempt to counterbalance the political
power of the church that same year some twentyfivetwenty five zealously anti
mormon men formed the gentile league which maintained lobbyistshobbyists in
washington to influence territorial appointments and direct legislation
against polygamy
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in 1871 mckean decided to attack brigham young directly and
he had the mormon leader arrested on charges of adultery and
lasciviousness because of certain judicial errors on mckeansmckeandMcKeans part
these charges were dropped six months later without president youngs
ever coming to trial but attacks against the church continued to mount
congress under pressure from president ulysses S grant worked in
1873 to pass various pieces of antipolygamy legislation thanks to the
efforts of utah territorial delegate george Q cannon however by
1874 only the poland bill had passed a law limiting the jurisdiction of
mormon dominated courts and abolishing the offices of territorial
marshall and attorney general in utah continuing the crusade federal
officials in 1875 pushed forward several court cases including the
ann eliza webb divorce from brigham young the george reynolds
polygamy test case and the prosecution of john D lee for his part in
the mountain meadows massacre

As time passed the church fell further and further into disrepute
with the federal government and the american public ultimately the
government through successively harsher legislation during the 1870s
and 1880s was successful in sapping virtually all of the churchschurche
economic strength in 1890 the church publicly discontinued its policy
of plural marriage and the crusade came to an end

this conflict between gentiles and mormonsmonnonsmormans did not go unnoticed
in the british mission events in utah and washington that affected the
church were eagerly followed by missionaries and saints in britain in
the pages of the biweekly millennial star each development in the anti-
polygamy crusade was not only reported but explained and from the
mormonmonnon point of view eloquently elaborated upon by assistant editors
of the star such as john jaques george reynolds james G bleak john
C graham and L john nuttall all of these men had been church
leaders and exponents of the faith in zion and none of them ever
attempted to hide the polygamy controversy from the british saints in
order to protect their faith desire to emigrate to zion or church
membership rather these journalists presented lengthy carefully con-
sidered articles on the doctrine of plural marriage these men whose
loyalty to the kingdom of god had already been tested many times
strenuously defended the church against its accusers including gentiles
in utah government officials and american and british journalists
even the president of the united states was not spared criticism by these
men defending their church

always there was a spirit of optimism in the millennial star about
the prospects of eventual victory over mormonismsmonnonismsMormonisms foes at the
present time a great effort is being made in america to overthrow the
work of god observed john jaques in an editorial it may be very
trying to some of the saints he continued but he will overrule it for
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the good of those who have the welfare of his work at heart as he has
done so many times in the past and his work will advance the faster
towards the accomplishment of its appointed destiny 5 in spite of this
outward confidence however the leaders of the british mission were
obviously anxious about events in utah eagerly they awaited american
newspapers and telegraphic dispatches from salt lake city that kept
them apprised of current events in september 1871 when judge
mckean threatened the arrest ofbrighamofbrigham young a threat he carried out
in october leaders of the church telegraphed the british mission
president apostle albert carrington and summoned him to utah at
once george reynolds who was left in charge of the mission wrote to
george teasdale in utah that the british press speculated that brigham
young would be taken by government officials and hanged our
newspapers here are pretty much filled with the end of mormonism
he observed 6 george F gibbs who arrived in england just as carrington
was leaving for utah wrote home As soon as reports are flashed across
the line unfavorable to the mormonscormonsMormons it is in the mouth of everybody
and the press circulate it and make comments that polygamy is receiving
its death blow at the hands of officials 177

the missionaries naturally had to deal with the antipolygamy bias
of the british citizenry john woodhouse a forty four year old native
british missionary who was married to three women reported that
mission president joseph F smith had instructedinstructed the missionaries
regarding polygamy

not to thrust it forward prominently nor to go out of the way to preach it
but when information was sought on that principle to give it freely and
when the principle was attacked to defend it to the best of our ability and the
wisdom given us in my experience and travels I1 found plenty of both
kinds 8

even though missionaries in various conferences of the british
mission would have experienced some concern for their leaders and
fellow saints in utah during the antipolygamy crusade there is no
evidence that they themselves lost their faith or zeal for the work most
missionaries were married some of them practiced plural marriage and
had numerous children A majority of british missionaries were over
forty years old and were mature in the faith they rarely complained that
the trouble over polygamy in utah was a negative influence on mission-
ary work or on preparation of members for emigration 9 it cannot be
concluded then that the decline in numbers of converts and emigrants
in the british mission after 1870 was primarily linked to polygamy or the
antipolygamy crusade

other events in utah during this period also caused some stir in
the british mission first was the resignation of seventy two year oldoid
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brigham young in april 1873 as trustee in trust for the church and
president of the deseret national bank and of ZCMI in order to devote
his energies more fully to counseling the saints and traveling through the
settlements the press in both the eastern united states and great britain
proclaimed that the mormon leader had resigned his position as
president of the church and that he was soon to leave salt lake city for
retirement in arizona some journalists postulated that this action would
lead to the long sought solution to the mormon problem S S jones
assistant editor of the millennial star made this response to the situation

As the news of president youngs abdication and retirement to private life
was heralded forth by the press placardedplacarderplacarded on the streets and made a topic
of general conversation we did not think it at all necessary to issue any extra
edition of the star to quiet the minds of the latter day saints in relation to
these stirring rumors knowing that they have become accustomed to
exaggerated reports and false alarms and like troops who have once stood
fire are not so easily excited or thrown into confusion

jones then assured the missionaries and british saints that
president youngs resigning from business positions will in nowise
affect his position as president of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 10 As far as I1 have been able to determine no missionaries ever
mentioned in writing that this brouhaha was a factor in their missionary
efforts it is likely that if anything the increased attention drawn to the
church would have been beneficial to the work

the panic of 1873 in the united states had a more important effect
upon the british mission history shows that brigham youngs
leadership and the united order system he instigated to cope with the
economic crisis helped utah weather the storm better than most of the
united states did As D M stuart of ogden assured acting british
mission president L J herrick all is peace in our mountain home and
there is plenty notwithstanding the money panic in the states improve-
ment goes on and railroads are being built north and south through the
territory new developments of mineral wealth are coming to light on
every hand 12 nevertheless the saints in utah did suffer as hemhemckheeckck
learned from other observers and this suffering had its effects in britain
before 1873 money from utahs perpetual emigration fund had sub-
stantiallystantial ly aided the british emigration effort but in 1874 and 1875 funds
from utah were almost nonexistent consequently emigration dipped
from an annual average of 785 over the years 1869 73 to 650 in 1874 and
389 in 1875 by 1877 the effects of the depression were over and
emigration from britain to utah enjoyed a comparative rejuvenation

from the accounts of the missionaries themselves it would seem
that a more important factor in their declining success than the anti-
polygamy crusade and other events in utah was the comparative apathy
of the saints in britain most of the missionaries who arrived in england
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each year from 1870 to 1875 were fonnerformer britishersBritishers throughout these
six years missionaries repeatedly commented on the noticeable change
in religious fervor that had taken place among members of the church in
their homeland charles wilcken lamented from birmingham that some
members were neither hot nor cold and added satan is working hard
to rock the saints to sleep and in some instances he is doing it most
effectually 13 many of the folks have degenerated into good old
singalongsangalongsingalong sectarianssectarians observed george reynolds apparently not a
spark of the true living spirit of the gospel is with them they would make
mighty good methodists perhaps they are always glad to see an elder
but theres not the true ring about them they are so fast asleep you cant
wake them up 14 george barton wrote we have some who do not
appreciate their standing in the church and kingdom of god being as
dead branches attached to a thrifty tree and it seems that forbearance will
soon cease to be a virtue unless they retrace their steps and show by their
works that they are willing to keep the commandments of god 15

obviously one of the reasons for this apathy was that many of
the most devoted and prosperous of the saints had already left britain
for utah the saints who had means have emigrated to zion wrote
john bennion & those left are either very poor or milk & water saints
& I1 almost pity the elders who havenowhagenowhave now to labour in this land 16 poverty
among the british saints was clearly a major factor in preventing many
from emigrating and in causing them to appear apathetic some members
of the church were simply without employment and struggled merely to
live saving money to leave for america was out of the question the
saints in kent conference are poor and many of the brethren are out
of employment consequently they cannot do much at present in rolling
on thegreatthe great work explained george barton many of them have been
in the church twenty years and upwards have travelled and preached the
gospel have drunk the dregs of poverty for the sake of truth and are here
todayto day waiting patiently for the time of their deliverance to come 17

british missionaries returning to england in the 1870s also noticed
that attention to religion in general had diminished in the land they had
left as much as twenty years before john woodhouse wrote

my first surprise was to find a great change in the people since the time when
as a native priest I1 had first preached the gospel there then there seemed to
be interest and the people anxious and they would come to hear the gospel
but now this seemed changed the people seemed to have lost interest in
religion 18

john bennion noted as he passed out religious pamphlets to
uninterested englishmen that the people were almost universally satis-
fied with their own creeds which were very numerous 19 missionaries
sometimes attributed this change in religious interest to the rapidly
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increasing wickedness that was overtaking modem babylon as
prophesied in the scriptures george reynolds considered these changes
to be a sign of the times and noted

A decay has taken place in english life during the few years I1 was in utah
crime is increasing licentiousness is spreading drunkenness is growing
disease is developing the poor appear to be poorer if the rich are not richer
and the rising generation of englishmen appear to be a sickly stunted race
bearing the marks of a degenerating nation 2010

the elders generally concluded that the time was short before the
inhabitants of britain would reap the punishment of their wickedness it
seems as though but few more will be gathered from this land until some
great calamity overtakes the nations observed john bennion 2111

if mormon missionaries of the time reflected pessimistically upon
the status of religion in britain in the 1870s modemmodern scholars might
confirm the evaluation 22 the religious apathy of the age of enlighten-
ment was overcome in britain during the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries by a succession of religious crusades the last
noticeable religious awakening of the nineteenth century in britain
occurred in 1859 the impressive number of mormonmonnon conversions
between 1839 and 1860 came therefore during a period of general
religious fervor but in a slow uneven transformation involving euro-
pean civilization as a whole as gilbert puts it secularization supplanted
religious fervor in britain during the past two centuries industrializa-
tion has acted as a powerful catalyst to hasten the transformation 112123

davies describes the years following 1860 as a period of explosions of
faith grappling with doubt which led to a theological revolution not

only did science especially darwinism throw down the gauntlet to
religion but historical and literary critics attacked the biblical accounts
of the creation the flood and the wondrous events in the life of jesus
hence the whole of british society lost considerable interest in the bible
and in the claims of religionists in the second half of the nineteenth
century by the end of the century agnosticism had become not only
respectable but almost universal 24 cox notes the decline between 1850
and 1880 even of the nonconformist denominations among which
would be included the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 25

once again the patterns of religious activity among mormonscormons after 1870
fell into the greater british pattern

it appears then that although jarring events in utah after 1870
might at first glance appear to be responsible for the decline in convert
baptisms and emigration these events though of great interest to the
missionaries and british saints actually had relatively little to do with
the declines monmormonmonnonnon polygamy after all had been widely known in
britain and had created antiantl mormonmonnon prejudice as early as the 1850s
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extreme poverty had beset the church in utah on other occasions such
as in 1855 59 still missionary work and emigration had gone forward
with great strides in the 1850s and 1860s much more important than the
antipolygamy crusade and the panic of 1873 to the difficulties in the
british mission after 1870 were the apathy of many members of the
church remaining in britain and the everdecliningeverdeclining religious fervor
among the people of great britain in general
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before a journey

where are the wind and rain
A continent and seas
away going there again
yes im no longer at ease

rain visits untended graves
wind stirs their wet grass
the grain swirls into waves
as the clouds sail up and pass

sunlight touched the church tower
then the rack closed again
the wind mourns hour by hour
hour after hour chants the rain

towards night the skyline clears
I1 leave a shore for a shore
the good rain sheds my tears
and the brisk winds bring more

arthur henry king

arthur henry king is a professor emeritus of english at brigham young university he is currently serving as
president of the london temple



the influence of traditional british
social patterns on LDS church growth

in southwest britain

madison H thomas

certain legends in great britain tell of jesus of nazareth who is
said to have spent his young manhood there legends aside the real
impact of christianity in britain began when pope gregory I1 sent the
roman monk augustine and forty other missionaries to kent in 597
augustine followed good missionary practice in approaching a part
member family and succeeded in converting ethelbert saxon king of
kent whose frankishprankish wife bertha was already a christian christianity
gradually spread and through the succeeding centuries britain has been
predominantly christian

but this was a special kind of christianity a religion intertwined
with political and social power almost from the beginning and
especially after the establishment of the church ofengland as an official
arm of the government church affiliation in britain could be a matter of
life and death in the earliest editions of the book of common prayer was
printed a proclamation by the king to the effect that anyone teaching
religion from other sources might be imprisoned for life and that local
political officials were to enforce church attendance and levy fines
against the absent since 1534 the monarch ofengland has been the head
of the church since 1539 the government has had power to legislate
changes in doctrine even today the house of lords includes twenty six
bishops evidence of the intertwining of religion with the political and
social structure can still be seen in old castles where one typically finds
a great hall built to serve as the seat of local government a small chapel
for worship and a torture chamber to enforce both

the feudal system as it developed in britain created in the people
a high level ofofinin group loyalty a distrust of outsiders and a ready accep-
tance of ones place within the group qualities that were later to prove
very effective in spreading british power around the globe residues of
these feudal and colonial traditions are powerful forces in great britain
to this day and have influenced the british attitudes toward mormonism
madison H thomas is a physician specializing in neurology he served from 1982 85 as president of the england
bristol mission of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints and is currently serving on a public
communications mission in new york city
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since the arrival of missionaries of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints in britain in 1837 there have been three phases of
church growth first was the period of rapid even explosive growth that
peaked in 1868 during this time large numbers of british saints
emigrated to the united states the second phase was characterized by
relatively low rates of convert baptisms which along with continuing
emigrationsemigrations kept church membership in britain small most of the time
A third phase began after the end of world war 11II when significant
numbers of the saints remained to build zion in britain rather than
emigrating to the united states even with this change however and
even with an expanded missionary force bringing in more new converts
each year the growth of the church during this third phase has seemed
painfully slow visiting church leaders inin recent decades have
described the work in britain as being on a plateau my purpose in this
essay is to examine some possible reasons for this situation drawing on
my own experience as well as my perception of certain attitudes and
practices of british culture and tradition

several years ago a rapid increase in convert baptisms in southwest
england and southern wales the area served by the england bristol
mission brought to the surface underlying tensions between the full
time missionaries and some local members of the church I1 first became
aware of these tensions on my very first morning as missionmission president
5 july 1982198211982.11 had been in the office for less than half an hour when a stake
president called long distance and spent more than forty minutes
expressing his dissatisfaction with the work of the missionaries and
insisting that almost none of the new converts would remain active in the
church twenty minutes after the end of this conversation a local bishop
walked into my office and vigorously delivered the same message for
almost an hour half an hour later a high councilor responsible for
missionary work phoned to ask if he could make a sixty mile round trip
to tell me essentially what the others had said that people were not being
11 properly converted by the missionaries and so would not remain active
in the church after baptism

over the next several weeks I1 listened to many more people from
all parts of the region although these members had a wide range of con-
cerns and impressions about the church they consistently expressed
uneasiness about recent increases in baptisms this uneasiness seemed
to grow out of a more general longstanding resistance to the work of the
missionaries I1 heard stories going back ten or twenty years stories about
baseball baptisms and subsequent excommunications even though

the era of such unfortunate incidents had long since passed
I1 also saw the tension from the point of view of the missionaries A

very reliable elder told me he was afraid to take investigators to church
meetings in one ward because of the rejecting attitudes of the members
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later a stake president reported that over the course of several years
dozens of people had been baptized within the boundaries of this same
ward none of them had remained active except one who had been
converted by a member friend over and over I1 heard priesthood leaders
describe full time missionaries as enemies of the church while
missionaries saw the local priesthood leaders and members as obstruc-
tions to church growth many bishops and branch presidents systemati-
cally resisted baptisms would in fact refuse to permit baptisms they
did not feel good about even though all the usual requirements had
been met As far as I1 could determine the actual missionary work had
almost always been excellent the existing dissatisfactions among local
members seemed to have been intensified by the recent increased rate of
applications for baptism

faced with this problem I1 began my study of historical cultural
social and organizational relationships in an effort to achieve a better
understanding of the feelings of the local church members and the
frustrations of local church leaders As a result of this study I1 gained
great respect for the sincerity and dedication of members of the church
in britain some patterns in their behavior that I1 had heard criticized
I1 could now see as honorable and proper in light of longstandinglong standing
traditions this made working with those I1 came to know as valiant local
members much easier and opportunities for change opened up careful
planning with remarkably sensitive and faithful regional stake and
local leaders brought about a period of altered relationships among
missionaries and local saints in one section of britain

RESIDUAL FEUDALISM

in 1986 kenneth I1 shine dean of the UCLA school of medicine
observed after working closely with the british people for some time
that britain remains a society with a strong class structure 2 the british
class system an outgrowth of feudalism even today acknowledges
special privileges and obligations for royal and upper class families
and creates a sense of personal place in society indeed official
government publications include accepted systems of social class in
some ways it can be said that modem british socialism has extended the
benevolent protectionism of the ancient feudal lords who needed loyal
and reasonably healthy subjects to fight off invaders from neighboring
fiefsfiefe commentators such as frost and jay and sampson have stressed
the persistence of strong influences of class and group identity in modem
british social traditions and behavior 3 sampson suggests that modem
attempts to reform the educational system have led not to the breaking
down of the class system but to even greater social polarization
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at least two vestiges of the british class system are apparent
among members of the LDS church in britain first the need for
intense loyalty to ones own in group combined with a distrust of
outsiders and second an awareness of and comfort within ones own
class and a sense ofdiscomfort when out of it I1 have been told repeatedly
by convert members of the church that they felt like strangers and
intruders for an extended period often for years before their loyalty
and acceptability had been thoroughly proven one missionary sister
from another part of england spoke of having literally to fight for a
place in her local ward

the british class system receives its strength partly from the self
reinforcing stoicism it has produced through the ages and the attitudes it
encourages of tolerance for the way things are the church of england
and its offshootsoffshoots with their concepts ofpredestination arose in and could
easily accommodate a class system mormonism however with its
doctrines of equality before the lord is in many ways the american
religion it has been called for the british there can be difficulties in an
organization led by americans both of my predecessors noted that class
consciousness among british members contributed to differences in
leadership approaches difficulties in delegating responsibility and
tendencies to deal differently with people according to class status 4

the class system then encourages dependency relationships and
a reliance upon the views of those accepted as leaders these character-
istics however can also be accompanied by resentment over the implied
superiority of others for example british saints both accept and resent
the fact that after nearly a hundred and fifty years the church in britain
is only partially financially self sufficient and that four times as many
missionaries are sent to great britain as are called from there in the early
days of the church these problems were not so apparent as many of the
saints had one eye on the doctrine and the other eye on an opportunity
to leave behind the class system and their place in it but in later years
especially since the charge of president joseph fielding smith to build
a british church 5 the historical patterns underlying british society
have become highly relevant to the work of the church

the LDS church in britain has for the most part been a working
class church few members are from upper classes reputedly
because such members are not accepted and feel uncomfortable out
of their own class at the other end of the social scale missionaries
have been criticized for bringing in members from the lower classes
especially the unemployed who some feel are a drain and will never be
able to support the church some people are said to have joined the
church merely to gain access to church welfare help but this does not
seem to be a major motive given the availability in britain of extensive
government assistance
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yet the strong in group mentality can alter these patterns

within local congregations as is apparent in a situation reported to me by
M W nelson in late 1982 elder nelson and his companion were
assigned to a branch where there had been no new members for many
years the branch president asked the missionaries to bring in solid
families to strengthen the branch they did they brought in four families
and a mature sister all of whom were stable and had steady income from
employment the missionaries visited these new converts a year later
and found all of them inactive because none could tolerate the rejecting
treatment given them by the older members of the branch who were
mostly unemployed several years later the former missionaries
returned to england and made another visit to this area they found all
of these people still inactive although every one of them still had a strong
testimony of the truth of the gospel elder nelson said the four families
could have been a nucleus for a strong branch if it hadnt been for the old
members

THE COLONIAL PATTERN

only a few decades ago the british empire circled the world
british troops and traders invaded colonized and ruled one native
population after another for their own good british domination
however was not always appreciated and freedom from it was often
won only after long and bitter struggle and much bloodshed as in the
cases of the american colonies and india many british are still
sensitive about the loss of the empire and this sensitivity can be exacerexacter
bated when they find themselves subjected to colonialist practices
during the earliest years of the church in britain missionaries worked
somewhat like recruiters for a foreign power winning converts and
arranging for emigration to their home base later mission presidents
functioned much like colonial administrators managing the affairs of the
church replacing emigrating native leaders with full time foreign
missionariesmissionaries as unit after unit was decimated and needed to be built up
again

during the period of heavy emigration these measures were
necessary however with the shift in emphasis away from
emigration the mission president sometimes functioned not only as
colonizer but also as governor over local members because of

insufficient numbers of local church leaders this american
colonialism was tolerated for a time however after church govern-
ment was transferred to local stake presidents and bishops the mission
presidents role became somewhat problematical in the eyes of the
local church members the mission president had all the trappings of
a territorial governor a prestigious title a body of full time troops a
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fleet of vehicles connections with headquarters and a very large
house we lived in the smallest mission presidents home in britain
but it was larger than the homes of almost all of the local priesthood
leaders

if the mission president was the foreign governor his troops were
his invasion force I1 repeatedly heard comparisons of mormon mission-
aries to the american servicemen who were stationed in britain during
world war II11 an invasion that was deeply resented by many british
the standing british joke about the GUsGI s is still frequently repeated
there are only three things wrong with the americans they are

overpaid oversexedoversexed and over here while two of those three objections
do not apply to the LDS missionaries they too have at times been seen
as a threat to british life like the GI s the early mormon missionaries
disrupted british families by taking individual loved ones back to the
states that threat has diminished but others have taken its place para-
doxically the more successful the missionaries are in gaining new
converts the more some older members feel that their territory is being
invaded

added to this is a very real problem the work of the missionaries
presents to the local saints for the mission president and his troops
success means gaining baptisms winning converts in britain for
local church leaders success is measured by the continued activity in the
church and progress in the gospel of the members of their congregations
the successes of the missionaries then can mean increased problems
for the local leaders whose wards or branches might already have many
times more inactive than active members

it is not surprising then that a polarization occurred between the
aims and attitudes of the invaders and those of the local church
members and that a real though publicly unacknowledged resistance
movement developed to thwart the work of the american missionaries
one general authority in 1971 deplored this phenomenon as friction 166

correlation efforts which recognized two separate forces in the
same sphere although applied diligently did not resolve the problem
in the area served by the england bristol mission the retention rate
of new converts was so low that growth of the church was practically
nil in spite of millions of dollars spent and more than two thousand
man years of missionary effort which produced thousands of baptisms
the net growth of the church in this area during a base ten year period
was about one half of one percent per year less than would be
accounted for by the children turning eight in member families it
appeared that the local priesthood leaders were correct in
their impression that people were being lost about as fast as they were
gained almost irrespective of what mission presidents and full time
missionaries did
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A UNIFIED SYSTEM

the sense of relief among leaders and members when these matters
were at last brought into open discussion was great it seemed to me that
those involved felt now as joseph smith must have felt in the dark days
before calling heber C kimball to go to britain that something new
must be done for the salvation of his church 7

these british saints accepted at face value the statement of
their prophet that convert baptisms are not the responsibility of the
missionary department of the church but are the responsibility of the
ecclesiastical line officers and members of the church 8 thus under the
direction of general authorities and following handbook instructions
a unified system for missionary work and fellowshippingfellowshipping of converts was
developed in southwest britain details were worked out in meetings of
regional representative donald V norrismorris with five highly supportive
stake presidents the mission president and the stake mission presidents
the plan was approved in a regional council meeting before going to the
executive administrator elder paul H dunn for final amendments and
endorsement

under the unified system direction of the day to day activities of
full time missionaries was put into the hands of local priesthood leaders
although I1 continued as the full time mission president I1 was now
referred to as the missionary president and I1 turned many of my former
prerogatives over to local mission presidents in the five stakes priest-
hood leaders especially stake presidents were quick to use the term
missionary president as this term seemed to imply that the american

president neither presided over their territory nor had responsibility for
their missionary work the local leaders now formed a regional

committee on growth with the regional representative as chairman
and myself as executive vice chairman members faithfully traveled
hundreds of miles every month to meet and plan for the missionary work
throughout the region since the boundaries of the region and the mission
were the same all plans were then reviewed for approval in regional
council meetings

administrative support was provided by the full time missionary
office I1 continued to have responsibility for receiving training
motivating disciplining and monitoring the health and welfare of full
time missionaries A ward mission leader was given responsibility to
direct the work of full time missionaries assigned to his unit

at local discretion full time missionaries now began in addition
to their traditional proselyting work to join local members in helping
new members stay active and inactive members return to participation in
the church in some wards and branches with little local priesthood
strength it became standard practice for full time and stake missionaries
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to teach the lessons for new members until home teachers became
available this led to continuing contacts with new members as ideal
referral sources in stronger areas missionaries spent less time on
retention and reactivation and more on finding and teaching all under the
general direction of the bishop or branch president

missionaries assigned to wards and branches became mission
leader assistants and zone leaders became mission president assistants
assigned to visit local church units and support the local mission
president and his associate in each stake A committee on growth chaired
by the ward mission leader included priesthood and relief society
representatives and stake and full time missionaries they generally met
each week to consider both proselyting and fellowshippingfellow shipping work 9

this unified system brought about some dramatic changes in
attitudes eliminating a source of internal friction seemed also to help
reduce the backbitingbackbiting in wards and branches that had been noticed by
visiting authorities As members became aware that their own bishops
and ward mission leaders actually were in charge of missionary work
as directed by their prophet their sense of being invaded by the

americans or their agents in the form of new members seemed to
diminish investigators and new members were welcomed as being part
of us instead of them since converts were no longer alienated by
attitudes of the congregations they joined a much larger percentage of
new members remained active in the church the rate of activity one
year after baptism rose on the average from 10 to 80 percent as gauged
by stake leaders who felt a sense of growth and increasing strength
see table 1 so even though fewer converts were baptized now that

missionary efforts were not entirely focused on proselyting the actual
increases in committed members of the church doubled even tripled
over the previous period

from the countless examples of changing attitudes that were
reported to me I1 can mention just a few on one occasion it became
known that a stake patriarch had said he would not attend a planned
baptism and was actively opposing attendance by other members
when a sister missionary talked with him attempting to understand his
point of view she found that he felt the proposed candidates were not
worthy of baptism without the eight or nine months of teaching that had
preceded his own baptism when the missionary explained that the
baptism had been scheduled by the ward mission leader and that the
current missionary program prepared people for further learningleaming after
baptism the attitude of the patriarch changed and he and his family and
many friends joined in welcoming the new members

in one branch that had been torntom by dissension for several years
attendance had dwindled to twenty or twentyfivetwenty five members and no new
members had come in for more than two years under the unified system
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full time missionaries were assigned in what was termed a support
mode to work primarily to help the branch president strengthen the
branch the missionaries began visiting all the member families in the
company of a branch mission leader often these visits were the first
visits of any sort by members of the church that the family had had in
several years in a matter of weeks attendance at church had doubled
and friends of members were attending as investigators

in another branch members who had problems with the word of
wisdom repeatedly undermined the work of the full time missionaries
by telling investigators they were not actually required to live as the
missionaries were teaching in this case when sister missionaries were
put entirely under local priesthood direction several people were
brought back to full activity in the church and began to fill teaching and
leadership positions which caused growth in the branch for the first time
in several years

of course many factors have a bearing on a solid increase in the
growth of the church in a particular area but it would seem that between
1982 and 1985 in southwestbritainsouthwest britain the principal factor in such a change
was the introduction of a unified system that placed responsibility for
missionary work and fellowshippingfellow shipping and strengthening of new converts
on the shoulders of local priesthood leaders and required that the church
appointed mission president step down from traditional roles to serve
primarily as a support to local efforts

the unified system as originally established remained in operation
for just a little longer than one year after that time changes in admin-
istrativeistrative personnel brought about the beginning of elimination of major
features of the program other factors that contributed to changes after
january 1985 include the change from memorized to informal discus-
sions a change in sequence of discussions changing leadership and the
extension of mission calls from eighteen to twenty four months there-
fore comparisons after that date would have to recognize a number of
variables that are difficult to evaluate

the unified system had other benefits in addition to the increased
harmony between full time missionaries and local church members no
specific efforts were made to study the effects of decreasing the flow of
disappointed or disgruntled inactive or disaffected mormonscormons into british
communities but it does seem reasonable to assume that for decades past
such a factor would have had a negative impact on the image of the
church and the potential for growth especially in smaller communities
it is likely that the unified system was of benefit to this situation

it is undeniable that the unified system had an effect on full time
missionaries before the unified system when there were two separate
and not always compatible missionary forces some full time mission-
aries gave an impression of being high powered individuals who were
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more concerned with numbers than with the gospel and who on occa-
sion rode roughshod over the feelings of local members and leaders in
order to make their baptism goals after working closely with members
under the unified system the missionaries in general seemed more
mature more considerate and more seriously committed to broader
principles the missionaries even drove more slowly and vehicle
accident rates went down

it seemed to me that the american missionariesmissionaries could adapt
quite readily to whatever system was prevalent and for the missionaries
from britain and other european countries who frequently had reported
personal experience with polarization in their home wards and branches
before starting their missions the unified approach seemed most
welcome indeed

in relating these personal experiences I1 do not mean to suggest that
the problems in our mission and the useful solutions we found could
necessarily apply directly to all parts of the world it is possible however
that others might find our experience useful in trying to understand my
responsibilities as a mission president I1 found that the prevailing
tendency to study how nonmembersmembersnon view the church was valuable but
it gave only part of the picture more helpful was study of how various
groups within the church saw one another and this study involved
understanding the social context in which the local church found itself
to the extent that our experience in the england bristol mission can be
extended to other areas it would seem that such study could have a
decidedly beneficial influence on the growth of the church
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snowdropsSnowdrops at ditchley park

beneath a february sky not yet
prepared though shifting cloud scenes quite to open
here is the square clipped beech hedge
whose sere leaves yet inhabitant voice the wind
with a noiseanoise of water talking to itself
here is the beechtreebeech tree planted by the queen
in nineteen fifty nine it has done well
for a tree planted after such a drought
here the contemplative pavilion
and now where the formal path and the thick turf
gave way to soil round the pavilion comer
here as they were last year and years before
are the snowdropssnowdrops
still in a lee of moss and leafmouldleafmould

or else their buds are still too clenched to tremble
under a light net thrown of swaying shadows
from ash and hazel saplings
a myriad snowdropssnowdrops but not white like snow
not assertive enough for candor not
cold and crystalline but cool and ivory
veined with green here as they always were
their regular indifference earths ultimately
most acceptable and truest welcome
its heart of charity
being themselves waiting for me or anyone
to turn the comer into grace
they stay
or rather
they will go and come again
not 1I
this may well be the last time that I1 see them
or there will be a last time as for those
even who live here now and yet I1 hope
turning some seasonal comer when it comes

my turn to leave time when no time is left
to see the galaxy not as winter street
but like this bank of snowdropssnowdrops
where deity may walk in the cool of the year
projecting spring

arthur henry king



the making of british saints
in historical perspective

tim B heaton stan L albrecht and J randal johnson

introduction THE EARLY MISSION

on 19 july 1837 heber C kimball and his companions arrived in
liverpool to establish the british mission the personal and institutional
costs of this mission were monumental separation from loved ones
illness and poverty seemed the common lot for the missionaries
staffing the mission took many of the most influential leaders at a time
when the church was struggling against financial crisis and the threat of
internal disintegration in the united states subsequent events however
proved the benefits were well worth the efforts devoted to the british
mission

in the first six months after the first missionaries arrived six
hundred baptisms were reported I1 this auspicious beginning was a
harbinger of success for decades to come reported numbers of
baptisms and emigration from the british mission are compared with
growth in total church membership in table 11. the entire quorum of the
twelve apostles was called to serve in the mission between 1840 and
1841 21 although not all were able to fulfill this calling a majority did so
with phenomenal success in the 1840s british baptisms exceeded the
total reported growth in church membership and in the 1850s both
baptisms and emigration exceeded reported growth in total church
membership 3 by the middle 1850s however british baptisms and
emigration began to decline until by 1920 they were only a small
fraction of the growth in a rapidly expanding church while not all of
these figures can be taken at face value they well illustrate the impor-
tance of the british mission for continuity and growth of the church
without substantial infusion of new members the losses from attrition
and mortality could have threatened the very existence of the new
religion

tim B heaton is an associate professor of sociology at brigham young university stan L albrecht is dean of
the college of family home and social sciences and a professor of sociology and J randal johnson is a phd
candidate at the university of washington an earlier version of this paper was presented at the annual meeting
of the mormon history association in oxford england 7 july 1987 the authors express appreciation to
malcolm thorp and marie cornwall for helpful comments
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TABTABLEE I11

british baptisms emigration and growth
in the mormon church 1840 1919

time british mission british mission growth in church
period baptisms emigration membership

1840 49 34299 5784 31295
1850 59 43304 12355 31878
1860 69 16112 9924 31394
1870 79 6295 6913 39954
1880 89 6061 8219 54758
1890 99 3742 4849 88537
1900 09 7587 3195 105598
1910 19 3911 892 130682

source richard L evans A century of mormonism inin great britain salt lake city
publishers press 1937 2442444545

in addition to supplying the large influx of new members the
british mission produced many individuals who would play key leader-
ship roles in the new religious movement these included william
clayton george Q cannon B H roberts and james E talmage
moreover the millennial star published in britain served an important
role in codifying the doctrines and policies for the young organization
thus the british mission provided spiritual and intellectual leadership
to go along with new adherents

but what has happened between this period of early dramatic
growth and the contemporary church in the british isles in this paper
we will attempt to address this important question we will begin with a
brief review of some of the social and economic conditions which in
combination with the characteristics of the missionary effort itself and
the religious message of the missionaries facilitated this early success
we will then discuss changes within british society and the LDS church
which set the stage for a different pattern of conversion and church
growth in contemporary britain

conversion IN THE EARLY BRITISH MISSION

the content form and spirit of the missionaries message was well
matched to social conditions of the time the industrial revolution and
associated rapid population growth urbanization and political reform
created an atmosphere of social change religious revival and the
emergence of new reform oriented religious organizations reflected the
flux in traditional values population mobility occupational shifts
questioning of tradition and transformations in the patterns of daily
living weakened social ties and left a displaced population this popula
tion appears to have been the major source of new converts 4

the mormon message was well suited to this context lay clergy
with a message of restoration of the simple gospel of christ must have
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offered assurance to a displaced segment of society the unpretentious
style of missionaries from laboring families would appeal to a similarly
situated audience add to this the opportunity to emigrate and help build
the kingdom of god and we have a message that matches many of the
needs which must have been felt by potential converts

one of the most intriguing aspects of the early british mission is the
pattern of selectivity regarding characteristics of converts accounts of
the early mission suggest at least three aspects of selective conversion
including socioeconomic status geographic location and prior religious
affiliation

apparently most early converts came from the lower and working
classes 5 descriptions of new members tell a story of unemployment
hunger and poverty members of the british nobility aristocrats and
factory owners were rarely found among the congregation data on the
occupational status of emigrants indicate that only 11 percent were
middle class and the largest single group 21 percent were general
laborers 6 perhaps the new working classes found particular appeal in a
religious movement led by missionaries from working class origins who
included in their message criticism of capitalist exploitation and the
promise of a bright future associated with building a new zion in
america proselytizing methods such as street meetings and sermons in
revival religious groups were also more likely to reach the working class
who felt unattached from more established religions

proselytizing efforts were more successful in certain industrialized
sections of the midlands than in london scotland or ireland early
efforts in london the center of trade and political control were very
discouraging 7 john taylor opened the work in ireland and subsequently
other missionaries were assigned to continue but efforts in ireland were
not very fruitful missionaries did establish a thriving group in scotland
but this could not compare with the dramatic growth in the midlands A
majority of converts were also from urban centers in a country that was
approximately half urban 90 percent of mormon emigrants originated in
urban areas thus urban centers of the industrial heartland provided the
type of people who were most inclined to join the church 8

converts were also more likely to come from revivalist organiza-
tions than from the well established and increasingly middle class
oriented mainline churches 9 the united brethren in particular were a
major source of new members in at least one case an entire congregation
simply changed affiliation apparently ministers from the more estabbestab

lisheddished groups offered substantial resistance to missionary efforts in
contrast smaller leslessies s establiestableestablishedshed groups even offered the missionaries
the opportunity to preach in their services although a majority of
converts had some degree of prior religious involvement many of those
with a religious background did not come from the church of england 10
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other demographic characteristics suggest the british converts
may have differed in additional ways in the manchester area women
outnumbered men and a substantial percentage were single taylor
however notes a surprisingly even balance of males and females and a
greater representation of older people and children among mormon
emigrants than would normally be expected in a migrant population 12

these latter statistics probably reflect the family orientation of the
church

the centrality of emigration in the missionary message no doubt
helps account for the dramatic success as well as for the demographic
characteristics of converts the church sponsored migration was
remarkable in that the church provided instructions on appropriate
procedures supervision of emigrant groups and some financial support
in a materialistic vein it might seem that missionaries used the migration
system to entice potential members while some people joined merely to
receive assistance in emigration taylor however provides convincing
argument that missionaries and converts alike were sincere in the motive
to establish a religious community 13

high rates of conversion among working class populations
belonging to new religious movements in the geographic heart of the
industrial revolution suggest that the mormonmonnon message was particularly
attractive to those who were less well integrated into british society
lacking strong ties to existing organizations such people were attracted
to a gospel message which offered new meaning and a sense of
belonging these new converts then played a major role in establishing
a mormon society in the rocky mountains

transformation OF THE CHURCH

since the founding of the british mission 150 years ago the church
has changed dramatically above average fertilityfertility1414 and successful
proselyting have propelled the obscure organization with six formal
members to what is projected to be the next major world religion 15 this
growth along with broader social change has transformed the organiza-
tional structure of the church A bureaucratic structure has been created
to manage the day to day business of building keeping track of
members maintaining a substantial missionary force informing local
congregations of policies and programs performing temple work for the
living and the dead and so on corresponding to this change many of the
features that were attractive to the first british converts are no longer as
salient as they once were

part of the churchschurche success story includes acquisition of financial
resources to cover the cost of its extensive programs in fact the
appellation of corporate empire has even been applied 16 given the
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modest assets of the church in comparison with leading corporations and
other major churches as well as the nature of most activities which
consume rather than produce income the term corporate empire hardly
seems appropriate nevertheless the church does stand in a very
different financial position than it did in 1837 some might even claim
that free enterprise has been adopted as part of the ideology though
peaceful coexistence in diverse economic settings has required a position
of neutrality with respect to the politics of economic regulation the
virtues ofhard work and financial independence are extolled the govern-
ment dole and a something for nothing mentality are anathema but it is
now unusual to hear church leaders make explicit statements regarding
specific economic systems in short the critical comments against
capitalism are no longer heard

the current missionary message in particular is devoid of
economic ideology all missionaries leamlearn a standardized message
that focuses on the restoration of priesthood authority and prophetic
guidance the gospel of salvation through the atonement of christ the
scriptural authenticity of the book of mormon and obedience to
commandments of god this message is the same in all countries the
sense of an imminent millennium has weakened gone is the program to
assist immigration to a new land to build zion and the corresponding
opportunity for a new economic start in life rather members are
encouraged to stay where they are to build the local organization

even though this reformatted message may not be quite so
compelling to one particular segment of the population it probably has
broader audience appeal those who are more established in the social
order who are not displaced by technological and social change and who
are not seeking new economic opportunities elsewhere will find this new
approach more appealing

along with the shift in emphasis in the missionary message there
has also been a shift in the methods of contact street meetings and
invitations to speak to congregations of other denominations are no
longer operational door to door tractingtrading and contacting friends and
relatives of existing members are now the primary mechanisms for
finding new converts these approaches are probably less selective than
the methods used by earlier missionaries in particular door to door
tractingtrading has the potential for contact with broad segments of society of

urse there is a great deal of selectivity in terms of who will listen to the
sionariessionaries but at least the initial contact is much more diversified

in short we think that changes in church organization along with
associated changes both in the emphasis placed on various aspects of the
gospel message and in the methods used to disseminate this message
have reduced the attractiveness to certain segments of society but have
achieved a broader appeal thus in comparing the contemporary british
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experience with this earlier period of rapid growth we might expect to
find less selectivity in the types of people belonging to the church

CHANGES IN BRITISH SOCIETY

just as broad social change has modified the nature of the LDS
church so has british society been transformed other social institutions
have modified to accommodate the industrial revolution although
unemployment continues to be a problem and the decline of the british
empire has left the country in a disadvantaged economic position
relative to other western industrial societies the large scale adjustments
required in the 1850s have not been repeated the religious atmosphere
in the british isles changed in significant ways since the period of the
1830s and 1840s while other factors might also be important we will
focus primarily on these two areas the secularization of british society
and the establishment of the british welfare state

the secularization of british society

the early nineteenth century was a period of significant religious
fervor in britain cox notes that during this time the british people
11 either endured or entered into a succession of religious crusades and
missions that were designed to christianize or re christianize the
country 17 while the relative success or failure of this movement is still
debated by social historians it is evident that devotional sentiment and
strictness of attention to religious servicesservices1818 increased among the middle
and upper classes and the working class poor were constantly being
confronted with new forms of social christianity in other words this
was a period that literally swarmed with religious activity estab-
lished rationalistic denominations became more animated and new
denominations appeared with frequency throughout the industrial area
into this setting the early mormon apostles arrived and began to spread
their message of restoration 19

the pattern of decline since that period however has been both
dramatic and relatively constant following the 1850s came first what
cox calls the ethical revolt against christian orthodoxy followed by the
darwinian revolution in thought both of which made agnosticism
respectable if not universal by the turn of the century 20 religious
institutions began to wither away to the point that by the early 1900s
arnold bennett could say

I1 never hear discussion about religious faith now nobody in my acquain-
tance openly expresses the least concern about it churches are getting
emptier the intelligentsia has sat back shrugged its shoulders given a
sigh of relief and decreed tacitly or by plain statement the affair is over
and done with 21
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the continuing pattern of decline since the mid nineteenth century
is now well documented while survey data for the united states show
a steady or even increasing rate of attendance at weekly worship services
the opposite pattern is evident in great britain wilson notes that

the decline in attendance appears to have taken place in waves first among
the working class and later in the twentieth century among the middle
class the church of england suffered the first losses the decline of the free
churches did not begin until the early twentieth century until very recently
catholics maintained high rates of attendance but lately there has been a
marked decline between 1955 and 1975 regular mass attendance among the
total catholic population in england and wales dropped from 76 percent to
32 percent 22

gallups study of religious attitudes and practices of young adults
in the british isles indicates that only about one in twenty even mentions
religious activities when asked how do you usually spend your week-
ends similarly fewer than 10 percent think religion should be very
important in ones life approximately five times as many young
americans of the same age include religious activities in their weekend
plans and feel that religion should be important 2321 argyle and beit
hallahmiHallahmi report that in 1970 only about 5 percent of the adult population
in the church of england even attend easter religious services and the
percentage continues to decline 24

As a result the churches in england are almost empty on an
ordinary sunday morning and religion no longer seems to be a matter of
much import to the average britisher As cox notes books about recent
history usually fail to mention it altogether and the subject of religion
often provokes boredom the churches are regarded as quaint and
harmless but peripheral institutions 1125112125

the most widely used explanation to account for the decline in
british religiosity is the sociological theory of secularization although
scholars continue to debate the usefulness of this theory no one has come
up with a more acceptable alternative secularization theory is based on
the general assumption that the related forces of modernization urbani-
zation industrialization and the rationalization of thought contributed to
a decline in both religious values and religious institutions while the
concept of secularization is used in many different ways it basically
refers to three related processes 1 a decline in religion as a major social
force in society 2 a transposition from sacred to secular explanations
of events and 3 an increasing frequency with which individuals look
upon the world and their own lives without the benefit of a religious
interpretation faith in reason with its empirical pragmatic orientation
to the world replaces faith in revelation and religious tradition

these forces were clearly evident inin the britain of the last half of
the nineteenth century it cannot be accepted as totally conclusive
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whether their presence is the major determinant of the decline in religion
but the outcome has been a society that now stands out among all modem
nations in the degree to which its people are unchurched

arrival of the mormon apostles in england during a time of great
religious agitation was certainly fortuitous in this setting the message
of the restored gospel rang true to many who were seeking and were
willing to listen the dramatic downturn in both numbers of british
converts and immigrants that begins in the middle 1850s closely follows
the pattern of downturn in religious activity in british society more
generally by the last few decades of the century when convert baptisms
had fallen from highs of over eight thousand per year to two or three
hundred religious activity among the british populace had also fallen
dramatically thus while forces having to do with the church in
america may have been important in this dramatic downturn the
missionary work was certainly not unaffected by forces that were also
operating in british society

the creation of the british welfare state

the creation of a welfare state has also helped to ameliorate
deprivations that were experienced in the nineteenth century health
care and other forms of public assistance have established a minimum
level of subsistence for a vast majority of the population indeed this
minimum level of assistance exceeds any type of longtermlong term economic
opportunity that could be provided by the LDS church the economic
incentives to join the church are no longer a major attraction

this is not to imply that people join the church for purely economic
reasons rather in a period of economic insecurity a religion which
offered as part of its program new economic opportunities would be more
attractive in areas where deprivation was high people whose basic needs
are taken care of feel less need to search for a better life

in 1837 governmental welfare policies were very different from
the present day intervention on behalf of the poverty stricken was
solely in the form of the poor laws a work release program which had
not been significantly revised in two hundred years this relief was
comprised of converted storage facilities where able bodied poor who
needed assistance were sent to work for the barest minimum wages
these workhouses were feared and despised by all working classes
because of the desperate conditions inside them conditions which were
a favorite subject of contemporary authors such as charles dickens

the government held the opinion that noninterference with private
enterprise or laissez faire capitalism was not only in the best interest
of the public at large but that it was also in agreement with the decrees
of god victorian british society considered poverty a state ordained by
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deity 26 poverty was readily distinguished from pauperism and only the
latter was regarded as a social problem which demanded attention from
the government 27 religious leaders preached the doctrine of economic
stratification from the pulpit an excerpt from wilberforcesWilberforces practical
view of the system of christianity states their position well

the more lowly path of the poor has been allotted them by the hand of
god it is their part faithfully to discharge its duties and contentedly to
bear its inconveniences the present state of things is short the objects
about which worldly men conflict so eagerly are not worth the contest
the peace ofmind which religion offers indiscriminately to all ranks affords
more true satisfaction than all the expensive pleasures that are beyond the
poor mans reach 28

another widely held public attitude conveyed that poverty was
the result of a flawed character 29 although darwinscarwinsDarwins theories on the
evolution of species would not be published for another twenty two
years by the time the first LDS missionaries landed the seeds of his
concept of natural selection were appearing in british social thought
poverty implied moral incapacity the most general attitude held that
those who were able to develop the self help mentality would free
themselves from the thralldom of poverty 30 those who could not were

left to fend for themselves as best they could while the prosperous were
deemed worthy of their station and were praised for their moral stability
and strength

living conditions for the working class poor were dismal
enclosure of private lands for the raising of sheep along with increased
inflation due to the importing of precious metals from the americas had
forced thousands to move to the urban areas such rapid growth posed
enormous problems of housing and sanitation 31 at first cellars attics
and any unused space was converted to apartments soon after
sprawling public housing tracts were built around the factories
adequate and sanitary water supplies or facilities were practically non-
existent local rivers and streams served as both water supply and

32sewer
overcrowding disease and pestilence were the common lot of the

urban slum dweller 33 free education was to be had only if you were a
cadet a pauper or a felon military academies workhouses and prisons
provided some formal education but unless you worked in a factory
which provided schooling to its employees education was a privilege
reserved for those who could afford to pay for it 34 unemployment always
loomed on the horizon the labor pool was so vast that factory owners
could and did pay the barest minimum wages 35 any labor conflict was
resolved by replacing troublemakers with those who were eagerly
awaiting a chance at a jobajob even the slightest tremor in market conditions
could send a wave of layoffs through an entire community
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social reform was a topic of interest to the middle class who had
been created as a byproductby product of the industrial revolution 36 political
parity between the land endowed aristocracy and the industrial middle
class was largely achieved through the lobbying efforts of the anticornanti corn
law league and the subsequent repeal of the corn laws in 1846 the
interests and the influence of the industrialists became more established
in the legislative body of british government 37 various social move-
ments and related legislation in the last half of the nineteenth century
were designed to improve social conditions but these efforts were
largely unorganized ad hoc and piecemeal the major areas of improve-
ment came from education medical treatment housing health and
sanitation

legislation of a state sponsored education program was delayed
because of the great debates between the representatives of the church
and the government 38 slowly the churchechurchs influence diminished the
department of education was organized in 1856 various acts of
parliament reduced attendance fees and made parents responsible for
their childrens attendance at school resulting in an 18 percent increase
in enrollment from 1862 to 1866 in 1869 the national education league
was formed as a lobbying organization for public education and the
education act of 1870 provided for the right ofevery child to some form
of schooling 3919

state supported health care was minimal the poor law work-
houses provided an excellent location for irmarieinfirmarieinsinfinfirm adiesariesaddess and by 1861
80 percent of all hospital beds were in workhouse wards 40 the
metropolitan poor act of 1867 regarded by most as the start of an
efficient state medical service provided for the building of many
specialist hospitals along with an ambulance service in the capital many
public infirmariesinfirm aries and dispensariesdispensaries were constructed in the 1870s and
1880s

although there was a lag in legislation on housing improvements
with the enfranchisement of the rural workers in 1884 such legislation
was quick in coming from that time until the turn of the century acts
aimed at establishing a standard of acceptable housing were passed and
the general reform experienced earlier by medical treatment and
education was joined by the housing industry 41

perhaps the greatest progress was made in health and sanitation in
manchester by 1858 there were ten local acts designed to improve the
health corporation in 1846 liverpool had elected the first medical
officer of health in 1852 the leeds waterworksWaterworks act organized the first
fully municipal water supply between 1858 and 1872 many local and
general sanitation sewage and disease prevention acts were passed
which further solidified the powers of the municipal water supplies and
health and sanitation departments finally in 1875 with the passage of
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the public health act the implementation of a national public health
system was accomplished 4212

there is no clear consensus on exactly what constitutes a welfare
state however in great britain it is generally described in terms of
implementing several acts of parliament all of which became effective
on 5 july 1948 these acts the national insurance act national
assistance act and the national health services act were designed as
a social security network which protected everyone from destitution or
want 114143 under this system the whole population was provided for in
times of loss or interruption ofearnings in times ofexceptional family
expenditure and on the death of the breadwinner 44 each of these
pieces of legislation was designed to provide relief for unexpected
circumstances

the urban laborers of great britain in the nineteenth century
represent a unique group this body of working class people displaced
from their rural homes earning barely enough to survive living in
cramped unsanitary conditions were forced to work twelve to fourteen
hours per day if the father died or was incapacitated because of illness
or injury the family was faced with the public workhouses 45 the urban
laborers undoubtedly felt separated and restricted from becoming like
those middle class people who managed the factories and owned the
shops in town the laborers were ripe for new ideas both political and
religious social legislation in the nineteenth century was probably not
sufficient to make dramatic change in working conditions the cumula-
tive effect of reform much occurring in this century has however
created a very different context for contemporary missionary efforts

in sum social change in british society has reduced the number of
people who may be interested in joining a new religious group this
diminution of potential audience coupled with above noted changes in
the LDS church have created a very different context for missionary
work in the 1980s

contemporary CHURCH GROWTH AND selectivity

british membership growth over the last fifty years is shown in
table 2 convert baptisms and associated growth remained low until the
1960s there was a large spurt of baptisms in the early 1960s with a
continued higher number in the 1970s and early 1980s according to the
1987 church almanac LDS membership totaled 130500 in ireland and
great britain this figure is 2 percent of the worldwide LDS member
ship but onlyonly0202ot.0202 percent of the total population of the united kingdom 466

in the 1980s the british membership is growing at an annual rate of
2.52525 percent this is substantially lower than the LDS total rate of growth
of 4.94949 percent per year but is still a respectable rate of growth implying
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TABLE 2
membership and convert baptisms in the british isles 1937 85

convert end of period
period baptisms membership

193719374949 1290 6457
1950 59 6739 19332
1960 69 57638 85217
1970 79 38230 114558
1980 85 28838 132810

source derek A cuthbert the second century cambridge cambridge university
press 1987 197 98

a doubling of population every twenty eight years the absolute growth
in this two year period is 18252 persons this growth is greater than the
number of baptisms during most years of the nineteenth century but of
course the base population of the church and the country is much larger
as is the missionary force thus although the rate of growth of the LDS
church in britain is quite high the influence of the british membership
on total church membership is very small

the diminished influence of british saints can also be seen by
examining the national origins of general authorities even though the
number of general authorities has grown substantially only one current
member of the group was bom in great britain nor can britain lay
claim to any publications comparable to the millennial star in influence

part of britainabritainsBritains reduced influence is obviously a result of the
massive early emigration which served to establish the core of the
church in the united states in addition the missionary effort has been
very successful in many other countries since world war 11II mexico now
has more than double the membership of britain and the philippines will
soon surpass great britain to become the largest LDS population outside
the american continents nevertheless the major reason for the decline
is that the baptism rate based on either the LDS or the total national
population is very small in comparison with the mid nineteenth
century

comparison of demographic characteristics of british saints with
the national population see table 3 also suggests that the degree of
selectivity in terms of who belongs to the church is not as great as it once
was the LDS population is disproportionately young female and
white there are more one person households in the LDS population but
also more large households marital status for the national and LDS
populations is similar with the exception that there is a higher percentage
of divorced persons in the LDS population family size is larger in the
LDS population these differences are generally consistent with the
family orientation of the church divorce being the exception and the
notion that younger people are more likely to change religious status 4717



TABLE 3
sociodemographic characteristics of british mormonsmonnonsmormans and the population of britain

great britain british LDSLIDS

percent of population aged 0 29 43 53
percent of population aged 65 or over 15 5

males per one hundred females 95 92

percent nonwhite 45 2.92929

percent one person households 22.0220220 27.0270270
percent households with six or more persons 4.04040 83
average household size 2.72727 2.82828

percent married male 67.0670670 66.3663663

female 61.8618 59.7597

percent divorced male 2.92929 76
female 35 94

percent never married male 26.4264264 248
female 20.0200200 22.2222222

average number of children for women married between 1955 59 24 3.23232

percent of families with three or more children 90 200

percent with postsecondary education male 16.0160igo 17.0170170

female 10.0100loo 12.0120120

percent employed male 800 70.0700700

female 580 400

percent unemployed male 10.0100100loo 13.0130130

female 6.06060go 8.08080

percent in occupation groups males higher grade professional 143 19.0190190igo

lower grade professional 12.1121 10.3103103

clerical sales 9.69696gg 20.7207207

small proprietors 8.08080 1.81818

lower grade technicians 12.0120120 3.13131

skilled manual 220 34.5345
laborers 21.8218218 105

percent in income groups in pounds 1 4999 64.2642642 63.6636636

5000 9999 31.5315 33.1331
10000 or more 43 33

percent convert baptisms 79.7797

percent of church membership before conversion to mormonism
church of england scotland etc 570 523
other protestant 18.8188188 19.1191igi
catholic 13.0130130 11.4114114

jewish 8.8 5.5
non christian 2.72727 I1.11

none 7.77777 16.7167167
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turning to socioeconomic status education and occupational
status of the LDS population are somewhat above the national average
but the income distribution is similar and unemployment is higher
there is little evidence here that those of lower status are particularly
involved in the church and some evidence to the contrary

interestingly a large majority of the british saints are convert
baptisms there has not been a substantial buildup of second or third
generation mormonscormons with a long tradition of church experience and
culture moreover converts come from religious backgrounds that
match the national population with the exception that a disproportionate
number of converts had no religious preference prior to conversion
57 percent of the national population belong to the major national
denomination that is church of england or scotland compared to
52 percent of converts thus there is little selectivity of converts from
unusual religious groups

in sum LDS members are representative of the national population
in many respects the patterns of selectivity that marked dramatic
church growth in the nineteenth century are no longer present

conclusion

we have outlined changes in the social and religious conditions
associated with LDS membership growth in britain in very broad
strokes it is interesting to compare these changes with the stark
bainbridge theory of religious movements 4841 the emergence of a new
religious group in a era of rapid social change and patterns of selectivity
of early converts is consistent with their model As the church has
improved its economic position stark and bainbridge would also predict
a decline in the selectivity of membership on close inspection however
the stark bainbridge model does not fit in some important respects

religion according to stark and bainbridge is attractive because
it can promise rewards that are not attainable by other means 49 people
who cannot obtain worldly goods provided by the economic system will
be most attracted to new religious movements and the new religions in
turn emphasize supernatural compensation for religious behavior As
upward mobility improves the ability of members to obtain a greater
share of worldly rewards characteristics of the members become less
distinctive and less emphasis is placed on supernatural benefits
contrary to this model the early church apparently placed more empha-
sis on opportunity for economic advancement through emigration to the
united states whereas the current missionary message places more on
obtaining salvation by conformityconforinity to religious principles of course
socioeconomic achievement may be emphasized in many subtle ways in
the contemporary church but this is the topic for another paper the
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main point is that the early church was in contrast to the stark
bainbridge model able to combine a religious message of salvation and
an imminent millennial transformation with the opportunity for
improvement in economic circumstances perhaps this relatively unique
combination helps explain success of the early missionary effort

the stark bainbridge model also fits better in the united states
where religious affiliation and participation is quite common current
low levels of religious involvement in britain suggest that a society may
be able to get by without a religious answer to existential questions about
the human condition if it can LDS missionary efforts may fall upon
rocky or dry soil on the other hand if mormonmonnon theology can provide
new meaning current rapid growth may be a harbinger of things to come

at this point a cautionary note of explanation is in order we have
outlined important social conditions in british society and within the
church which set the context within which conversion occurs this
context alone cannot predict precisely who or how many will join the
church for example our description of membership selectivity and the
match between the missionary message and british social conditions
might lead to the prediction that millions would have joined the church
and emigrated in the 1850s and 1860s that millions did not clearly
demonstrates the limitations of our approach the spiritual nature of
conversion lies beyond the scope of the perspective we offer here we do
feel however that prevailing social conditions play an important role in
how many and which types of people seek out and join new religions

in retrospect it seems remarkable that joseph smith would call
some of his most talented leadership away to britain at a time when the
church was struggling for survival in the united states it is even more
remarkable that the missionaries were called at a time when social
conditions were ripe for missionary success in britain if the mission
calls would have been delayed another twenty years it may have been too
late to reap such success it is even questionable whether the church
could have survived the twenty years with enough strength to send
missionaries lacking the added strength of the british converts the
mission call and the heroic efforts of the missionaries appear to have
come at just the right time

one can only imagine what the church would be like had it not been
for the large number of converts who were baptized in britainandbritainBritainandand immi-
grated to utah but britain no longer plays the role as a major source of
growth rather it is comparable to several other mission field or
peripheral countries that form the satellites of an internationally
expanding church while we study and celebrate the important role
britain once played we should also be sensitive to the role and problems
which it and similar countries face as small segments of a rapidly
growing church centered in the mountain west of the united states
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dear editor

mary jane fritzen of idaho falls has called my attention to an
error in the legislative antipolygamy campaign BYU studies 26
fall 1986 118 on 2 november 1982 the voters of idaho approved

HJR 7 an amendment to the state constitution that repealed the language
disfranchisingfranchisingdis believers in patriarchal or celestial marriage polygamy
remains illegal
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